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Abstract— This work is a maiden attempt to manage the 
active power of an isolated renewable microgrid with Rooftop 
solar arrays, Micro-hydro generator, Biomass fired combined 
heat and power, Aqua-electrolyzer, and Fuel cells, by optimized 
load frequency control using a recent Salp Swarm Algorithm. 
The effort has put on to propose the mathematical model of a 
renewable microgrid generating power from solar irradiances, 
urban solid wastes, and sewage waters of a smart city like 
Bhubaneswar, for a dual objective of power and waste 
management. The importance of choosing the above combination 
of resources for microgrid is the effective co-compensation with 
climatic changes between solar PV and micro-hydro units 
naturally. Since sufficient solar energy is available during 
summer, but the water potential reduced subsequently for micro-
hydro power generation. In other hands, during monsoon, water 
potential is highly available as rainwater adds to the sewage, but 
there are insufficient sunrays for PV units. The Biomass-based 
CHP is considered to give support to microgrid during non-
availability of solar energy. It becomes a great challenge to 
coordinate between generation and load demand efficiently with 
the considered sources of renewable energy due to their inherent 
dependency towards climatic variations. To overcome this issue, 
the responses of the system are studied for different scenarios of 
renewable sources availability and load changes for optimal 
frequency control. The proposed microgrid is simulated with 
MATLAB-Simulink for four different scenarios and the 
optimized responses are reported to be competent in maintaining 
power frequency within the acceptable limit. 

Keywords— Aqua-electrolyzer, Combined heat and power, Fuel 
cell, Micro-hydro power, Rooftop solar PV, Salp swarm algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Bhubaneswar, the capital city of Odisha is developing as 

one of the smart city of our country. It’s historic monuments, 
rich heritage and urbanisation attracts people from different 
corners of the country as well as the foreign tourists, which 
intensify population density in the city day-by-day. This leads 
to various socio-ecological issues in the city. Some major 
issues for a smart city are reliable power  management, proper 
waste management, and suitable communication facilitation 
etc. This paper attempts to discuss some short of resolution 
towards first two issues using waste to energy concepts along 

with renewable energy harnessing for the city. The proposed 
idea is to develop zone-wise distributed generation (DG) based 
renewable microgrids that convert solid wastes and sewage 
water into electricity which could be supplied to meet the 
domestic consumer demand of that zone only, supported with 
the power from rooftop solar photovoltaic (RSPV) arrays [1]. 
This may reduce loading of the conventional grids, which 
provide power to industries, commercial buildings and bulk 
power consumers of the city.  

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), 
India had initiated National Solar Mission programs to promote 
grid connected RSPV units [2]. Incorporating this mission, the 
power from solar energy could be harnessed during normal day 
time by the RSPV arrays mounted on roof of the taller 
buildings of the city [3]. The municipal solid wastes of the city 
collected daily needs to be segregated as recyclable and non-
recyclable masses near the dumping yards. The non-recyclable 
wastes could be used for power generation in Biomass fired 
combined heat and power (BCHP) plant after suitable 
processing and mixing with standard biomasses (such as 
agricultural residues) [4]. The wastes after incineration reduced 
to small fraction of the original and these BCHP residues could 
be used for land fill, thereby reducing the chances of 
environmental pollution of the city.  

The waste waters of every household of a specific zone of 
city could be channelized to a common sewage canal and 
stored in a small reservoir, outskirt of the city for settling down 
the dissolved wastes, and prior water treatment. A small-head 
dam could be constructed on that reservoir and power could be 
generated using Micro-hydro turbine generator (MHTG) units, 
from those treated waste waters before they flow to the 
mainstream or river [5]. This reduces the chances of river water 
pollution. The excess power produced with multiple MHTG 
units during rainy days could be utilized by an Aqua-
electrolizer plant (AE) to produce Hydrogen (H2) gas and 
stored, to be used as fuel in Hydrogen Fuel Cell (FC) units 
during peak demand hours [6, 7]. There is possibility of such 
microgrids for Bhubaneswar, near Kuakhai and Daya rivers, 
close to dumping yards or at the ends of sewage canals 
depending on the availability of land, resources and other 
feasible aspects. 
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Abstract— This work is an earliest attempt to study the 

load-frequency regulation of Wind, Solar-thermal, Micro-

hydro, Biogas, and Biodiesel generating unit based 

interconnected hybrid microgrids with Demand response 

support. The linearized models of each renewable units are 

established for the proposed interconnected two-unequal 

hybrid microgrid system along with demand response 

strategies. The load-frequency responses of the proposed 

system are studied using Particle swarm optimization tuned 

classical PID controllers for different scenarios of source and 

load variations. Initially, the responses of system with micro-

hydro and biogas units, are studied, subsequently connecting 

Wind and Solar-thermal units, which witness the increment in 

oscillations with penetration of renewable units. Then, the 

oscillations are reduced optimally by the inclusion of biodiesel 

generator and demand response supports. Finally, the 

responses are studied for simultaneous variations in 

renewable-sources and load-demands, reporting satisfactory 

regulation of load frequency with demand response 

contributions. 

Keywords— Biodiesel-engine generator, Biogas-turbine 

generator, Microhydro-turbine generator, Solar-thermal power, 

Demand response contribution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The growing demand of power for a populous, 
developing nation like India with depleting conventional 
resources in current scenario, motivates to think of green-
eco-friendly sustainable resources. Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy (MNRE), India had recently initiated 
some programs to promote bio-renewable cogeneration 
based power production [1]. The available renewable 
energies from a single source might be too little in 
comparison to recent power demand. Hence, we need to 
design hybrid or multi-source generator based microgrids to 
meet the power demand of a locality effectively [2]. The 
nearby hybrid-microgrids could be further interconnected for 
exchange of surplus renewable energies among them to meet 
the varying consumer demands with optimal utilization of 
renewable resources and operational economy. Sometimes, 
the over penetration of renewable power generators in 
microgrid may lead to precarious frequency oscillations [3], 
because of their intermittent, non-dispatchable nature, which 
extend a great challenge to stabilize the system response 
within nominal limits [4]. There is a possibility to reduce 
these oscillations using Demand response contribution 
(DRC) strategies as discussed by Bao et al. for frequency 
control in conventional [5] and multi-area power systems [6]. 
Apart from the crucial loads in the microgrids, there are 
some electrical appliances such as water heaters, freezers, 

refrigerators, plugged-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV), 
and heat pumps, which are basically considered as non-
essential loads that could be participated in contributing the 
demand responses (DR). The combination of some of these 
available DR devices supporting microgrid for frequency 
control by temporarily increasing or decreasing their power 
consumption, could be termed as Demand response 
contribution (DRC) units [5]. 

Some works with hybrid microgrids using Solar 
Photovoltaic arrays (SPV)/ Solar thermal power (STP) units 
and Wind turbine generator (WTG) units are recently 
reported, that harness cleanest form of renewable energy 
from sunlight and wind. The load frequency control (LFC) of 
isolated hybrid systems with Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) 
based Parabolic trough collector (PTC) type 
STP/WTG/diesel units are reported using Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) in [7] and using Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) in 
[8]. The efficacy of frequency responses of two 
interconnected microgrid with WTG and SPV are discussed 
in [9]. The waste water based Micro-hydro turbine generator 
(MHTG) is reported in [10], which utilised sewage water for 
power generation. The SPV, Biogas-Turbine Generator 
(BGTG) & Biodiesel Engine Generator (BDEG) based 
hybrid microgrid is reported in [11] which utilised Solar-
energy, biogas from anaerobic digestion of bio-degradable 
wastes, and biodiesel from transesterification of energy-crop 
based vegetable oils respectively. 

With motivation from these literatures, we put effort to 
propose bio-renewable cogeneration based interconnected 
hybrid microgrids with parabolic trough collector based STP, 
MHTG, BGTG, and BDEG units, and investigate the 
frequency responses for optimal load-frequency regulation 
with DRC. The main focus of the work are: 

(a) Incorporation of DRC for load-frequency control in 
multi-unit based interconnected renewable 
microgrids without any energy storage devices. 

(b) Responses of the systems are tested with variations 
of available DRC units. 

(c) Simultaneous source and load variations are 
considered in both the interconnected microgrids for 
sensitivity study. 

Rest of the paper are organized as follows. Section II 
illustrates the modelling of each components of proposed 
microgrid systems. The analysis of simulated results towards 
reduction of oscillations in microgrids are briefly discussed 
for interconnected modes in III, and IV concludes the paper. 
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Abstract – The work is engrossed on optimal load-frequency 

regulation of 4-interconnected unequal hybrid microgrids with 
demand response support. It’s a maiden attempt to include 
solar/wind based renewable systems with bio-energy based 
generating units for distributed co-generation as well as their 
interconnected coordination with a dual objective of waste and 
power management of Bhubaneswar city. Since the renewable 
resources are extremely nature dependent and affected by 
climatic variations, the suitable bioenergy based generators are 
included in each microgrid to meet the consumer demands with 
optimal allocation of resources. This work incorporated demand 
response contribution units to each microgrid and studied the 
coordinated responses of interconnected system for 4-different 
extreme scenarios of climatic variations with real-time recorded 
solar and wind data including realistic loading pattern. The 
proposed system is designed and simulated in Simulink, for 
optimal frequency regulation using Particle swarm optimization 
tuned classical PID controllers. The results are found competent 
enough to maintain load-frequency within acceptable limit with 
demand response support in all these 4-cases. 

Keywords – Bioenergy based generation system, Renewable 
energy systems, Demand response contributions, Solar Thermal 
power. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The developing economy, population growth, and modern 

life-style in current scenario exaggerate power demand and 
intensify environmental pollution along with growing 
industrialisation and deforestation. This leads to various socio-
ecological issues, further it’s a challenge to resolve the issues 
with reliable power and waste management of the community. 
This work puts an earliest effort to propose some combined 
resolution towards these issues incorporating waste-to-energy 
concepts with coordinated Renewable and Bioenergy based 
sustainable sources by means of distributed generations (DG), 
considering optimal utilisation of sunrays, wind, sewage 
waters, agricultural and domestic/urban solid-wastes of 
Bhubaneswar, the capital city of Odisha. 

 The power from available renewable resources could be 
optimally harnessed using Renewable energy systems (RES) 
like, Wind turbine generators(WTG) [1], Solar thermal power 
(STP) units [1], Solar photovoltaic (SPV) units [2]. These 
resources being intermittent in nature, could be supported by 
suitable Bioenergy based generation systems (BEGS), such as 
Biodiesel-engine generator (BDEG) [3], Biogas-turbine 

generator (BGTG) [3], Biomass-fuelled combined heat and 
power (BCHP) [2], and Micro-hydro turbine generator 
(MHTG) [2] units. The concept is proposed to develop zone-
wise DG with bio-renewable cogeneration based  hybrid 
microgrids (μGs) which convert community wastes (sewage 
water and solid wastes) into electricity to meet the demand of  
domestic consumers, with demand response contribution 
(DRC) [4] support. The harnessed sustainable green-power 
reduces the conventional grid loading with subsequent waste-
reduction to support the environment. Apart from the crucial 
loads in the microgrids, there are some electrical appliances 
such as Water-heaters (WH) [5], Freezers/Refrigerators (FR) 
[5], plugged-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) [6], and Heat-
pumps (HP) [7] , etc., which are basically considered as non-
essential loads and could be participated in contributing the 
demand responses (DR). The combination of some of these 
available DR devices supporting microgrid for frequency 
control by temporarily increasing or decreasing their power 
consumption, could be termed as DRC units[4]. We consider 
the zone-wise charging stations of PHEV as DRC units of 
corresponding μG in this work. 

Some works reported recently with solar-bioenergy 
cogeneration based isolated microgrids harnessing power from 
solid-urban-wastes and sewage-waters [2]. The community 
based isolated renewable μG with SPV, BDEG and BGTG 
units are reported utilising suitable garbage and wastes for 
power production [3]. Sometimes all the potential resources or 
suitable landscapes may not be available at the same location 
to be included in a single μG for isolated mode of operation. 
So, we need to think for designing DG based hybrid μG to be 
installed at the suitable location nearest to the available 
resources for economic power generation. Further these 
hybrid-μGs could be interconnected for coordinated supply 
and demand side management with DRC. The real-time 
frequency regulation with DRC strategy [8] of isolated 
microgrid using particle swarm optimization (PSO) based 
DRC strategy reported in [9]. The LFC of 3-interconnected 
system with DRC is reported in [10]. The PSO tuned classical 
PID controllers are reportedly used for LFC of bio-renewable 
cogeneration based interconnected hybrid microgrids with 
demand response support [11] 

Motivated with these literatures, a waste-to-energy based 
bio-renewable energy cycle is presumed with coordination of 
proposed 4-interconnected microgrids as shown in Fig. 1. It is 
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Abstract— This paper is mostly focused on overcoming 
typical challenges due to renewable energy integration in hybrid 
microgrids, by incorporating coordinated energy storage-based 
virtual synchronous system (VSS). The work is initiated by 
proposing an unequal interconnected hybrid microgrid 
including Wind, Solar-thermal, Micro-hydro, Biogas, Biodiesel 
generating units with Battery and Super-capacitor based VSS. 
The load-frequency responses of the proposed system are 
compared for different scenarios of source and load variations 
with classical PID controllers using a recent Selfish-herd 
optimiser algorithm. Initially, the system responses are 
compared with 4-optimisation techniques to confirm the 
superior one. Then the system responses are compared with 3-
scenarios of extreme source variations to analyse the effect of 
renewable penetration and VSS. Finally, the system frequency 
variations are reduced adequately by the inclusion of the 
proposed VSS and the responses of each scenarios are recorded. 

Keywords— Biodiesel generator, Biogas generator, 
Microhydro generator, Selfish-herd optimizer, Solar-thermal 
power, Virtual synchronous system, Wind generator. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The emergent global power demands with exhausting 
fossil resources are encouraging to search for green-eco-
friendly sustainable resources. However, the power harnessed 
from locally available single renewable resources might not 
be reliably sufficient as compared to their demand. Hence, 
there is a need for designing multi-source generator based 
hybrid microgrid (hmG) to supply quality power locally[1]. 
The nearby hybrid microgrids (hmGs) could be further 
interconnected for exchange of surplus powers to meet the 
varying consumer demands with optimal utilization of 
renewable resources and operational economy [2,3]. Mostly, 
the excess of renewable power penetration in hmG might lead 
to hazardous fluctuations of system frequency [3,4], due to 
their intermittent and non-dispatchable nature. This 
encompasses an abundant challenge for stabilising the 
frequency responses within nominal system limits [4,5]. There 
are two possible ways to overcome this issue by managing the 
demand or supply. Some recent literature reported the load 
management concept using demand response contributions 
[6,7] to reduce frequency fluctuations. However, it is still a 
challenge to avail such reliable demand response contributors 
in locality, though this method is comparatively economic. 
Whereas, the supply side management is little easier by 
including some reliable storage unit, but more costly as 
compared to the demand side management. In this context, 
some literature has reported the application of suitable energy 

storage based Virtual inertia generators [8,9,10] for supporting 
the system inertia. The combination of some suitable energy 
storage systems like Super capacitors (SC) and Battery stacks 
(BS) with fast-switching power electronic converters could 
provide inertia support like synchronous generators of the 
microgrid and hence termed as Virtual synchronous system 
(VSS) in this work. This VSS unit is expected to support the 
hmG for frequency regulation by charging/discharging itself 
during uncertain source/load variation. 

Some works reported on hmGs recently are using 
Renewable energy system (RES) like Wind turbine generator 
(WTG) and Solar thermal power (STP) units that harness 
clean energy from wind and sunlight respectively. The load 
frequency control (LFC) of isolated hybrid systems with 
Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) based Parabolic trough 
collector (PTC) type STP/WTG/diesel units are reported in 
[11] and [12] with Particle swarm optimisation (PSO). The 
frequency regulation of Biogas generator (BGG) & Biodiesel 
generator (BDG) based hybrid hmG using Grasshopper 
optimisation algorithm (GOA) is reported in [13]. The 
frequency regulation of hmG using Salp swarm algorithm 
(SSA) is reported in [14] with waste water based Micro-hydro 
generator (MHG) and storage units. The land requirement of 
linear Fresnel reflector (LFR) type STP unit [6,7] is 65% less 
compared to similar PTC type [11,12]. Recently, a swarm 
based Selfish-herd optimiser (SHO) algorithm is reported in 
[15] which have very few applications in LFC of hmG. Most 
of the literature reported on LFC of hmGs have either used the 
classical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller or 
compared the responses of new controllers like fuzzy [16] or 
fractional order [17,18] controllers with PID responses. Also, 
the PID controller are very robust, cheaper, and effortlessly 
designed to link with optimisation algorithms for tuning as 
reported and discussed in several literature.  

Motivated with these literatures, this work endeavours to 
study the system responses during renewable penetration by 
proposing two-unequal interconnected waste-to-energy 
(WTE) based hmGs. The concept WTE based hmG is 
illustrated in Fig. 1, with 50Hz system frequency including 
storage (SC+BS) based VSS units. It is assumed that the first 
microgrid (hmG1) consists of LFR type STP, BGG, BDG1 
and VSS1 units; whereas, the second microgrid (hmG2) 
consists of WTG, MHG, BDG2, and VSS2 units. The major 
contributions of the work are: 

(a) Design and incorporation of VSS with combined energy 
storage units like super capacitor and battery stacks for 
LFC in multi-unit based unequal interconnected hmG. 

Authorized licensed use limited to: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY SILCHAR. Downloaded on August 26,2020 at 11:31:27 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Abstract— Due to the lack of awareness and imprudent food 

habits of modern man, a substantial volume of food waste is 

being generated in India. The disposal of which imposes a major 

and unwarranted challenge for maintenance of a hygienic 

environment. Discussing the contemporary methods of waste 

management, Vermicomposting is regarded as a promising 

technique to convert such organic solid wastes into organic 

compost through biological activities. In this study, composting 

by Eisenia Fetida using high starch-based food wastes with cattle 

manure in different conditions has been undertaken. The 

addition of starchy food wastes like rice in cow dung was found 

to promote the biological decomposition of organic matter, 

cellulose, and lignin and improve the nutrient quality like 

Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Potassium (NPK) significantly. 

Furthermore, the prime factors which influence the composting, 

as well as growth of the worm, like temperature, pH, moisture 

content, sizing of organic substrate, aeration, etc., has been 

optimized using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for better 

results. By changing the simulation it prepares the neural system 

in the three performance functions as mse, msereg and sse, and 

the transfer function transig, logsig and purelin to valid the 

outcomes. It was observed that 20-25% of food wastes mixed with 

cattle manure under 30°C, pH of 7.0-7.5, 1-2 mm substrate, and 

70% moisture content in bean were the optimum combination for 

vermicomposting by Eisenia Fetida. Hence, the conversion of 

starchy food wastes into organic manure by vermicomposting is 

found as a cost-effective and eco-friendly technique. However, the 

influences of other ambient conditions are not included in the 

analysis. 

Keywords—Vermicomposting, NPK Value, Eisenia Fetida, 

Organic manure, ANN. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) can be regarded as the 
waste produced from domestic and industrial usages. India is 
the second-largest nation accounting for a population of 1.21 
billion, with rapid urbanization and prosperity [1]. In 
developing countries such as India, waste biomass from 

domestic, rural, urban, and industrial sources is the key cause 
of organic pollution [2]. Management of solid waste is one of 
the most daunting problems facing a severe pollution problem 
in metropolitan cities due to the production of enormous 
amounts of solid waste. This paper provides an evaluation of 
the current state of municipal solid waste management 
(MSWM) in Indian cities. Disposal in landfills requires a large 
scale area and burning or incinerating of wet food items may 
lead to more energy consumption. The spaces required for 
making a landfill will reduce in the near future due to an 
increase in population.[3] Potential sites for the municipal 
landfill are likely to generate harmful gases such as methane 
and carbon dioxide which are contemplated as greenhouse 
gases subsidizing climate changes globally[4]. The landfill 
also contributes to lowering the soil fertility level, leading to 
poor crop growth. Hence to overcome this crisis, an eco-
friendly and hygienic method can opt which is regarded as 
composting [5]. The source of composting and 
vermicomposting-related materials and biological activity 
make it extremely difficult to determine the rate of application 
of vermicomposting and its suitability as a modification of the 
soil. MSW is produced generously which is a burden from a 
waste disposal point of view [6]. The biological conversion of 
organic waste to biofertilizer is termed as Vermicomposting. 
The agent which widely contributes to the conversion of 
organic wastes into organic compost is earthworm [7]. There 
are approximately 1800 species of earthworms among which 
6-7 varieties of earthworms are used to break down the 
complex compounds present in the organic residue and food 
waste [8].  

The earthworm intakes these wastes and the end product 
produced is the worm humus which is otherwise termed as 
vermicast. These castings are rich in nutrients like nitrogen, 
phosphorus, potassium, calcium, sodium, magnesium, iron, 
etc. which can be used directly as a fertilizer to boost up the 
plant growth [9]. Vermicompost, when compared with locally 
available chemical fertilizer, is considerably richer in 
nutrients, cheap in cost, and an environmentally friendly way 
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to sustainably recycle the organic wastes to bio-fertilizer. 
Strong paper mill sludge, textile mill sludge, winery waste, 
guar gum industrial waste, etc. are some industrial sludges 
tested for vermicomposting.[10] 

Depending on the waste materials being used for compost 
preparation, the nutrient content in vermicompost varies. If 
one of the waste materials is heterogeneous, the compost 
would have a wide variety of nutrients available. If one waste 
material is heterogeneous, only those nutrients will be 
available[11]. In Odisha, the staple food is rice, hence a 
considerable amount of food waste generated is from rice. The 
present study reveals the role of earthworm in the 
transformation of valuable organic manure from starch food 
waste. The outcome showed that Eisenia Fetida 
vermicomposting is effective in converting sludge into 
nutrient-rich manure within a short period.  

 

This paper aims to find out the parameters responsible for 
effective composting and substantially optimizing such 
parameters for better enrichment in vermicompost as the end 
product. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A brief comparison between chemical fertilizer and 

vermicompost is given below in Table-1. The table shows the 

increment in potential nutrients values of compost required for 

the growth of a plant in Vermi based that of Chemical 

fertilizer. 

 

Table-1. Potential nutrients values 

 
 

Variables 

 

Chemical 

Fertilizer 

 

Vermicompost 

pH 7.8 6.8 

Nitrate / Nitrogen 156.50 ppm 902.20 ppm 

Potassium 0.48% 0.70% 

Phosphorus 0.35% 0.47% 

Total Nitrogen 0.80 % 1.94 % 

 

 
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the worm bin 

prepared for vermiculture and subsequently producing the 

compost. It is made of standard size by (6 ft x 4.5 ft x 5ft) and 

occupied with a maximum volume of 70-80% of total 

capacity. The preparation of vermicompost is done by 

providing suitable bedding materials for the earthworms. The 

vermicompost bed is prepared by the materials such as Dry 

Cow Dung, watering at proper intervals, Cooked Rice Wastes, 

Shredded Cardboard materials or papers, dry neem leaf, and 
eggshell powders as per the required intake of raw materials. 

Earthworms are used for the digestion of the bedding 

materials. Dry cow dung which is free from lumps is also 

spread evenly. The purpose of using dry cow dung is because 

it is free from any unusual odor compared to wet cow dung. 

Water is sprinkled on the dry cow dung for it to retain 

moisture which will be favorable in digesting the waste. 

Moisture content is an essential factor, as the earthworms 
breathe through their skin, they need enough moisture to 

prosper otherwise their skin dries out and consequentially 

leading to the death of earthworms. The dung is mixed 

thoroughly at regular intervals for proper aeration. Rice waste 

is added to the bin and it is allowed to decompose for about 2-

3 days with proper moisture content. The rice wastes with cow 

dung proportionately 70:30 are used in our worm bin. The 

decomposition allows partial digestion of complex materials 

of the sample, making it suitable for the earthworms to 

consume. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Experimental Worm Bin 
 
The worm bin consists of a sample tray having a porous 

surface at the bottom to drain out the excess water. The 

temperature, pH, and humidity of the bin are measured and 
recorded by sensors assisted data acquisition system. Using 

temperature and humidity sensors, vermicomposting areas are 

kept under control. Through the IoT devices & Cloud storage 

platform, optimal levels for both temperature and humidity are 

preserved is represented in Figure 1. In this process, Eisenia 

Fetida was used for preparing compost due to its potential 

stability with the environment, high reproductive rate, and 

ease of availability. 

Earthworm (Eisenia Fetida) is introduced to the bin. The 

moisture content is maintained by spreading shredded 

cardboard material or papers on top of the bin and sprinkling 
water at a regular interval of 1-2 days. The shredded cardboard 

also acts as food material for the earthworm. The earthworm 

eats the food waste and after digestion excretes a lightweight 

material which is also called worm humus or vermicompost. 

This process takes up to 24- 28 days, the vermicompost 

produced is black/brown in color, rich in nutrients required for 

the healthy growth of plants. The whole process is carried out 

at different temperature conditions to get optimized values of 

nutrients. 
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Figure 2   Compost prepared using Eisenia Fetida 

 

The vermicompost then undergoes some nutrient tests in order 

to measure the necessary nutrients (N-P-K) available in the 

compost. 

Nutrient tests for vermicompost nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P ), 

and potassium (K) are conducted on vermicompost samples. 

The findings found after research are included in Table 2. 

Table-2 NPK values under different Conditions 

Temperature 

(0 C) 

pH 

Value 

C/N 

ratio 

Organic  

Carbon 

(OC)% 

 

Moisture 

(%) 

N 

% 

P% K 

% 

30 6.1 5.1:1 6.28 29 1.23 1.53 0.63 

31 6 5:1 6.1 30 1.10 1.62 0.72 

32 6.2 4.8:1 6.3 31 1.22 1.52 0.68 

33 6.2 4.9:1 6.2 35 1.15 1.54 0.64 

34 6.17 5.8:1 6.18 31.8 1.19 1.54 0.65 

35 6.12 5.4:1 6.23 30 1.21 1.54 0.62 

36 6.14 5.3:1 6.32 33 1.24 1.54 0.61 

37 6.15 5.5:1 6.35 35 1.28 1.58 0.52 

 

 

 
For the survival of earthworms, the addition of some other 

organic waste (cattle dung) to food waste was appropriate. The 
number of earthworms increased to 30 days during the 
vermicomposting of food waste. Then the number of 
earthworms began to decline before the end of the experiment. 
The reduction in the number can be due to food fatigue. The 
best measures to test the vermicomposting process are the 
survival, biomass production, and reproduction of earthworms. 
Therefore, cattle dung, serving as an additional waste, not only 
decreased the processing time but also increased its 
consistency and transformed food waste into quality manure. 
The findings indicated that the higher proportion of starch 
food waste in cattle dung was not sufficient for the processing 
of cocoons. One of the important factors in the development of 
cocoons in various feed mixtures may be the biochemical 
consistency of the feed It was stressed that microbial biomass 
and decomposition activities during vermicomposting are also 
critical for determining worm biomass and cocoon production, 
in addition to the biochemical properties of waste. 

III.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Vermicomposting is now a biotechnology, and vermicompost 
is successful organic farming superlative. Nutrients such as 
available N (nitrogen), soluble K (potassium), exchangeable 
Ca (calcium), Mg (magnesium), P (phosphorus), and 
microelements such as Fe (iron), Mo (molybdenum), Zn 
(zinc), and Cu (copper) that can be readily absorbed by plants 
are released during vermicomposting and converted into 
soluble and available forms that provide nutrients. 

Process Optimization and Validation using ANN 
Technique: 

The Neural Network plays an important in machine 
learning with a backpropagation multilayer feed-forward 
system. This neural system is most appropriate for different 
machine learning applications. Neural networks can decide the 
condition of the brain in the MR image [12]. The Artificial 
Neural Network was trained and framed by Mat lab 
programming is represented in [13,14] with the goal that the 
minimum error in data preparing and most extreme 
relationship exist in a coefficient of the system toolbar. 

 

 
Figure 3 ANN Layout of the system using Matlab 

 

The last attempted network was the Neural system feeding 

forward backpropagation with TrainBR preparation capacity, 

LEARNGD energy learning capacity, and SSE execution 

work. This procedure utilizes the ANN apparatus in Matlab 

programming to prepare, confirm, and test the system module. 
Backpropagation is the most generally utilized Neural 

Network [15,16]. 

 

 

 
Figure 4 ANN Layout of the Vermicomposting System 
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Abstract - Recent demand necessitates resolving environmental threats from Municipal Solid Wastes (MSW), 

making awareness for saving fossil fuels, controlling emissions as well as global warming. It also encourages 

research towards disposal and recovery of sustainable energy from wastes which becomes a recent trend to 

provide an effective mean to its entire beneficiary. The paper addresses various types of wastes collected from 

many municipalities in India and provides a better and promising solution to treat the non-biodegradable 

wastes like plastics. Mostly Plastic wastes are generated in bulk amount due to its flexibility and relatively 

inexpensiveness from the user point of view. The plastics as difficult to dispose may be subjected to a 

conversion process like thermolysis in the absence of air. In the experimental study, different waste plastics 

have undergone thermolysis at different range of temperatures and use of catalyst. A critical analysis and 

characterization have been made with the products extracted from this process. On the other hand, the paper 

highlights different parameters and their influence on the rate of production. Finally the product extracted 

from thermolysis is being compared with its contemporary products and tried to establish its feasibility as 

future prospective.  

Keywords:  “thermolysis, MSW, global warming, critical analysis, feasibility.”  

  

I.INTRODUCTION 

Municipal solid waste (MSW) is one of the major areas of concern all over the world. In developing country like 

India, there is a rapid increase of municipal solid waste due to urbanization and population growth. Composition 

of waste varies with different factors like living standard, climatic condition, and socio-economic factor etc.The 

current statistics deals with the type of waste generated in India both in domestic and industrial reasons and its 

management in both quantitatively and qualitatively. Plastic waste is the third largest contributor to municipal 
and industrial waste systems after food and paper. Significant amount of energy can be produced with this 

technology. This could be an alternative energy resource for substituting fossil fuels. The fuels produced from 

this process do not contain sulphur content because there is no sulphur in the waste plastic feedstock. 

 

Municipal solid waste (MSW) includes household garbage and rubbish, street sweeping, Construction and 

demolition debris, sanitation residues, trade and non-hazardous industrial refuse and treated bio-medical solid 

waste [1]. As per the World Bank estimates urban India produces approximately 100,000 metric tons of MSW 

daily or approximately 35 million metric tons of MSW annually by the year 2000 [2]. 
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The quality and quantity of MSW generated by a particular community varies according to their socio-economic 

status, cultural habits, urban structure, population and commercial activities etc. Planning, designing and 

operation of municipal solid waste management system can be done on the basis of composition and the 

quantity of MSW generated in the country. The wide use of polymeric materials or plastics resulted in the 
accumulations of untraditional wastes not native to the mother earth life cycle.  

 

Therefore, wastes of modern materials are accumulated without effective decomposition and recycling routes in 

the landfills. The increase of petroleum and petrochemical prices opened the ways for industries to invest in 

decomposition of plastic wastes to petro chemicals. Plastic waste pollution is increasing day by day in 

developed and developing countries because of their non-biodegradable nature. In India, plastic waste generated 

per day is about ten thousand tons that of total municipal solid waste. Due to improper segregation and recycling 

system for these plastic wastes, load on landfill sites increases which ultimately causes environmental pollution 

and affects marine biodiversity. 

 
II.MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Thermoplastic wastes mainly consist of polyethylene, terephthalate, high density polyethylene(HDPE), 

polyvinylchloride(PVC), low density polyethylene(LDPE), polypropylene(PE) and polystyrene(PS). For food 
packaging, generally polyethylene and polypropylene materials are used. These types of thermoplastic waste can 

be recycled by using different methods like mechanical recycling, chemical recycling, incineration, thermolysis 

etc. 

 

The technology helps to save land resources by utilizing waste plastics to generate valuable energy. Currently, a 

majority of the waste plastic is land filled and it is not sustainable because waste plastic takes very long time to 

decay. The world’s annual consumption of plastic which was five million tonnes in the 1950’s has skyrocketed 

to a global production of 245 million tonnes in 2008 and waste plastic generation is rapidly increasing. Plastic 

waste is the third largest contributor to municipal and industrial waste systems after food and paper. Significant 

amount of energy can be produced with this technology. This could be an alternative energy resource for 

substituting fossil fuels. The fuels produced from this process do not contain sulphur content because there is no 
sulphur in the waste plastic feedstock 

 

Thermolysis is one of the recycling options for plastic waste which involves heating of organic material at 

elevated temperature in absence of oxygen. It is one of the best methods to reduce load of plastic waste on 

available landfills. It converts plastic waste into different petroleum fractions which can be used in many 

industries as an alternative fuel for running boilers, generators, and turbines. By using suitable catalyst, process 

yield can be enhanced, and reaction time can be minimized which ultimately achieves efficiency in the process. 

The materials to be tested in this study are HDPE, LDPE, PP and PS which account for 70% of the plastics used 

in packaging. PVC and PET are not studied due to health concerns. 
 
A. Characterization of Waste plastics Thermolysis 

 

Thermolysis is a thermo-chemical conversion process in which an irreversible chemical change caused by the 

action of heat in absence of oxygen. Plastic is generally composed of 85% Organic Compounds, Carbon, Fabric 

Material and 0.9-1.25% Sulphur. Thermolysis of Plastic yields products like; Fuel Oil = (60 - 65 %), Carbon 

Black (Char) = (20 - 25%), Non-Condensable Gases = (10 - 15%), Moisture = (3 - 5%). 

 

From the literature review, reaction temperature was the most important factor that influenced the whole 
process, however, this study has also investigated the secondary cracking process and other significant factors 

such as temperature, heating rate, type of plastic, catalysts, interaction between different plastics, pyrolysis 

process, etc. The effects of secondary cracking were investigated. This work has not been found in other 

researches. The second stage of the study was to optimize the operation conditions and the reactor design to 

produce high quality liquid fuel (diesel) from the pyrolysis of LDPE. 
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Abstract-Due to ever rising demand and inabundant storage 

of fossil fuels required for transport systems, attentions have 

been stared for budding potential and high enduring 

alternative fuels with affordable cost. With the purpose of 

attain higher performance and trim down environmental 

effects of the engine, it is indispensable to realize the 

mechanism to provide better enhancements in fuel economy 

and engine power by using renewable fuels in conventional 

diesel engine. The paper aims to carry out thermodynamic, 

exergetic and thermo economic study of a compression 

ignition engine operated while using various blend of wpo 

and its mixtures with pure diesel in order to access behavior 

of various performance parameters. The present work 

includes working with energy, exergy and cost rate energy 

production, fuel consumption and losses for whole system. In 

concluding part, the thermodynamically economic analysis 

was executed for equilibrium-condition engine control 

volume by applying and resolving energy, exergy and 

economic equilibrium. The results demonstrated the most 

excellent thermodynamic conditions, the engine attained 

when fueled with diesel. However, the most cost-effective 

working circumstances happened while fueled by 20% waste 

plastic oil by volume with diesel. 

 

Keywords- waste plastic oil, thermoeconomic analysis, exergy 

analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Improvement of technique to develop resourceful and 

commercial energy arrangements is a most important 

confront in global scenario. Amid restricted conventional 

reserves and global increasing requirements of energy, it 

happen to be  extra imperative to realize the methods 

which dilute the quality of  power and its reserves and to 

extend an orderly  solutions for  upgrading the design of 

power systems and dropping bang to the surroundings 

[1].Exergy oriented financial study is used as a 

commanding means for systematic learning of thermal 

arrangements to forecast  output of arrangements in 

addition to its financial viability [2].The energetic and 
exergetic analysis techniques are rendered to 

thermodynamically evaluate the efficiency of an energy 

transformation system. The energy analysis involves the 

thermodynamic limitation, such as uninterrupted energy 

loss to the environment and identifying the position of 

occurrence [3]. A holistic investigation of a thermal 

system take account of quantitative and qualitative 

approach of thermodynamics equally representing energy 

and exergy analysis so as to acquire a further useful 

depiction of system performance [4].In addition, the most 

favorable state of the system, decided by thermodynamic 
analysis, initiates a basically unbalanced economic 

condition. Therefore, it necessitates a thorough evaluation 

of performance of the engines using waste plastic oil-

diesel blend by thermo-economic analysis. The basic 

objectives of the thermo economic analysis is to evaluate 

the products in terms of actual cost, rational basis of 

pricing ,informative to decision variables and allotment 

and restriction of the expenditures [5]. Consequently, an 

exergy oriented study of any thermal systems is 

considered as extremely valuable and functional 

instrument in recognizing the resources, places, kinds and 

mailto:amar.das@gift.edu.in
mailto:sudhansu@cet.edu.in
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degrees of thermodynamical limitations in addition to 

forecast monetary involvements in power transformation 

system [6,7]. However, a little research work was 

mentioned on thermo-economic analysis on CI engines 

operating with different biodiesels [8] but no work is yet 
being reported using waste plastic oil diesel blend. 

Panigrahi et al. [9], investigated on neem oil methyl ester 

used in biodiesel engine followed by energy and exergy 

analysis. They have concluded that 20% of neem oil 

methyl ester biodiesel could attain higher rate energy and 

exergy efficiency and lower rate of exergy destruction 

than diesel. Gouda et al.[10],also conducted the energy, 

exergy and emission analysis of blend of pyrolytic Kaner 

seed oil (KSPO) with pure diesel in a twin cylinder CI 

engine. They claimed that engine could produce increase 

in BTE and decrease in BSFC up to 15% KSPO-diesel 

blend to that of pure diesel. However, Lower CO and 
higher HC, NOx and smoke emission were also 

monitored with blend of KSPO and diesel. However, 

higher percentages of WPO blended in diesel engines can 

be limited due to lower calorific value, lubricity, 

viscosity, cetane value and blending constancy [11]. 

Moreover an optimum blending of wpo with diesel 

showed better results in performance and emission as 

compared to fossil fuel. 

The objectives of this research were to appraise the output 

of diesel engines using WPO diesel blend following 

thermo-economic analysis. The engine brake power, fuel 

consumption, exhausts gas temperature and outlet water 

temperature was also measured and the system design 

equations were formulated to determine the system 

efficiency by using experimental data. In conclusion, 
energy, exergy and economic balances were conducted for 

establishment of thermo-economic analysis.  

 

II. EXPERIMENT SET UP AND METHODS 

A. Pyrolytic fuel mixture preparation and 

Characterization 

     In this study, the test oil was designated as Waste 

plastic oil (WPO) which was prepared by pyrolysis 

method by taking crushed plastic wastes as raw materials 

with Zeolite A as Catalyst disseminated in a semi batch 
reactor, maintained with at an optimum temperature of 

500 οC by means of a PID controller. The test oil 

produced was further analyzed for its physio-chemical 

composition. These blends are denoted as D90WPO10, 

D85WPO15, D80WPO20, D75WPO25 and D70WPO30 

where the numbers denotes the fraction of WPO and 

diesel in volume fraction available in the fuel mixture. 

The physical properties of pyrolysis oil and different 

blend with diesel are summarized in Table 1.  
 

TABLE 1 Different fuel properties of WPO blended Diesel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Test Engine and Procedure 

The test engine is comprised of a 4 stroke single cylinder 

and direct injection Kirloskar made. The engine is 

facilitated with water cooling system having power 
rating of 3.5 kilowatt at engine speed of 1500 rpm. The 

engine specification particulars are demonstrated in 

Table 2 and diagrammatic experiment system layout is 

Test Fuels 

Volumetric concentration, 

(%) 

 

 Fuel Density 

@15 ο C 

(g/m3) 

 

Flash 

point 

(ο C) 

 

  Fire 

point 

(ο C) 

 

Gross 

Calorific 

value 

(MJ/kg) 

 

Kinematic 

Viscosity  

(cst) @30 οC 

Diesel WPO      

Diesel 100 - 835 52 57 45 2.15 

D90WPO10 90 10 830.8 47.3 52.2 45.1 2.31 

D85WPO15 85 15 828.7 44.95 49.8 45.15 2.39 

D80WPO20 80 20 826.6 42.6 47.4 45.2 2.47 

D75WPO25 75 25 824.5 40.25 45 45.25 2.55 

D70WPO30 70 30 804.34 17.69 21.96 45.73 3.31 









 

 

 

� 
Abstract—Diagnosis of any disease at its early stage correct 

treatment of the patients is necessary to save productive lives. 
Many techniques are adopted by different researchers to diagnose 
the disease at an early stage, but none of them are suitable due to 
the course of dimension dilemma. To differentiate the gap 
between logical and biological variation between the samples of 
the considered datasets, feature selection plays an important role. 
From different research, it is clear that while considering the 
local optima, PSO algorithm converges prematurely and 
decreases the diversity of the population. To avoid the limitations 
Crow Particle Optimization (CPSO) is implemented to identify 
the featured genes from a high dimensional dataset. The main 
concepts behind this CPO are related to the bird crow which 
hides a large number of foods in different places securely and 
collects it as per the need. To understand performance of the 
(CPSO-DNN) we have used three different evolutionary 
searchings like firefly search, elephant search and squirrel search. 
Gradient descent based Deep neural network with soft-max 
activation function has been used to maximize the no of feature 
genes by reducing the low impact features. Simulation results 
demonstrate that the (CPSO-DNN) exhibits an outstandingly 
higher accomplishment in terms of accuracy and can be 
considered as a better classification model as compared to other 
algorithms. 
 

Index Terms—CSO, PSO, Optimization, Neural Network and 
Deep learning  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OR solving different optimization problems in different 

evolutionary algorithms are preferred by many researchers 

with good expected efficiency. Basically, metaheuristic 

algorithms [1] are inspired by natural behavior. As the real-

world optimization problems are becoming large. dynamic and 

complex in nature, to solve these nature-inspired algorithms 

are considered. Some well-known machine learning searching 

techniques are artificial bee colony (ABC) [2],ant colony  
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optimization (ACO) [3], cuckoo search (CS) [4], differential 

evolution (DE) [5], firefly algorithm (FA) [6], gravitational 

searching algorithm (GSA) [7], and particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) [8].The application of metaheuristic 

algorithms are not limited it also used for various applications 

bioinformatics[9], clustering [10], deep learning [11], DNA 

fragment assembly[12], flow-shop scheduling [13], feature 

selection [14], geographical information systems [15], image 

segmentation [16], job-shop scheduling [17], power system 

[18], traveling salesman [19], vector quantization [20], and the 

water reactor problem [21]. A deep neural network is a neural 

network with a certain level of complexity, a neural network 

with more than two layers and use sophisticated mathematical 

modeling to process data in complex ways. Now PSO is the 

most preferred optimization technique used, but it suffers from 

premature convergence. To avoid this limitation a high 

accuracy optimization technique is preferred [22]. Elephant 

search, Bat algorithm, Fish algorithm, monkey search, lion 

optimization, etc. In this we have concentrated on crow 

particle Optimization (CPO) algorithm, which is nothing but a 

hybrid approach of CSO and PSO.Crow Search optimization 

(CSO) technique is based on the behavior of the bird crow 

[23]. Crow is considered to be a smart bird in this world which 

hides is food somewhere in secrete and roam different places 

in the search space to divert the food position of the others 

with awareness probability and fight length parameters. To 

understand the performance of the CPSO-DNN we have used 

three different evolutionary searchings like firefly search, 

elephant search, and squirrel search.  

Rest part of the paper organized into five different sections. 

Section II explains the related work ,section III describces the 

gene selection statagy , section IV descibes contain some 

related works in  Section II, Section III classified gene 

selection strategy and Section IV discuss the experimental 

result analysis. Lastely in Section V and VI  we conclude by 

the statics analysys of result and conclude our paper 

respectively. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

A. Particle Swarm optimization 
Many swarms in nature like birds, fish, etc. have a higher 

level of behavior but they give respect to some rules within the 

swarm population. An example point of view we can consider 

the bird starlings obeys three simple rules. The first rule is 

when a bird flies in the open sky it follows the flight velocity 

of neighbors (nearly seven neighbors) and maintains a distance 

from others. The second rule is each bird tries to fly near 

towards the center of the swarm to avoid the unexpected attack 

from others like eagles. The third rule states that short memory 

is used as the bird flies in the sky to search food and shelter. 

Focusing on the above stated three characteristics, Kennedy 

and Eberhart in 1995 developed particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) to understand swarming characteristics of birds and fish 

[22]. Let us consider  and  to present position (solution) 

and velocity respectively of a particle i. Suppose there are n 

particles in the swarm population. So i = 1, 2, .n. 

Updating the position and velocity of the particle can be 

evaluated with the following equations. 

 

 
   

 

 Here values vary between (0, 1) which are uniformly 

distributed random variables. α, β  are the learning parameters 

whose value varies between (0,2).  Presents the best 

position within the swarm population.  Presents individual 

best solution. 

B. Crow Search Algorithm(CSA) 
 This algorithm was proposed by Askarzadeh in the year of 

2016. From the broad types of birds, crows are always 

considered to be a smart intelligent than others especially 

hiding the food safely from others. Even if the intelligent 

capability of the crow is not less than the human being still, 

their brain functions fast as compare to their body size. While 

the crows feel the food is unsafe then they warn others using 

an unsophisticated communication approach. Each crow 

applies mirror tests for self-awareness purposes to stay active 

among others. Crows are considered to be a thief as they know 

how to steal the food from others and store safely for the 

future. CSA focuses on for main criteria’s such as (1) the 

crows prefer to live like team. (2)Hiding places of the crow are 

memorized for long duration (3) They follow each other while 

roaming around air for food (4) Crows are very protective 

towards food so hide their food from attacker with probability 

of [0,1]. 

 In CSA suppose to consider the crows identified as N, the 

roaming dimension space of crows are denoted as Z, we can 

represent the position of the crow j at time t instance at the 

defined search space Z is   and j=1,2,3,4……N. and TMax 

and T Min represent the maximum and minimum iteration.  

 As the Crows having good memories the position of the 

hiding space  for each t iteration and best position of the 

by any crow can be determined at t time instance for crow j 

is . Two scenarios may occur when the crow follows the 

hiding place. 

 

Scenario 1: (Does not know the hiding place) 

Consider that the crow j has no idea regarding the hiding 

location then it will start follows the hiding place of crow z. So 

the by the following equation the crow j update its self-

location as mentioned in equation 3. 

)                   (3) 

Here hl represents the height length (used for local search with 

a small value and global search for large value),  

represent the randomly generated number between [0, 1].  As 

the crow flies in height there is an influence that searching for 

food capability increases.  

 

Scenario 2 :( Know the hiding space) 

When the crow has acknowledged the hiding space, then to 

protect its own food it first moves to the position of the 

location of food existence. 

 Another parameter considered in CSA except height length 

is(AP) the probability of awareness (Mainly focused in 

Scenario 2). This is used to maintain a balance between the 

exploration of large value and exploitation for small value. 

Scenario 1 and 2 can be expressed in equation 4. 

  

Here  is a random  [0, 1]. The position of the crow gets 

an update with a fitness function or an Objective Function. The 

crows update the new position using equation 5. 

 
. 

C. Deep Learning 
 Deep learning is also called stacked NN ( neural network ) 

because it is categorically different from other neural networks 

as it consists of multi hidden layers( 3nos) except the 

input/output layer. Deep learning does combination and 

aggregation activity from one layer to another. That’s why 

deep learning considered the best choice for high dimensional 

datasets as it improves the complexity as abstraction level. As 

the dataset consists of real as well as discrete data values, 

finding optimal results using a gradient descent algorithm is 

not feasible. It is difficult to evaluate each and every 

hyperparameter alone to achieve a local minimum. At the 

starting stage, we consider small weight so the considered 

activation function works linearly with high gradient value.To 

keep the validation error minimal the learning rate of the DNN 

should choose efficiently.For performing better solution L1 

and L2 regularization scheme is adopted to check the 

performance of NNs. 
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i) Pseudocode for DNN 

i. Input: Z=( , ,…….  represents an input data 

matrix for n samples,Z1=   

represent desired respective outputs with maximum 
selected attribute no of K. 

ii. Consider SS={ bias},CS=F and =0 

iii. While  do 
iv. Assign =0 

v. Then hidden layers weights  and input weight will get 
update. 

vi. Average  calculate by using multiple time drop 

out. 
vii. Evaluate  

viii. Learning rate implementing AdaDelta (used for 
dimension learning rate) 

ix. Initialize  by using Xavier initialization 

x. Perform   and  

Where SS= Chosen Set,CS=Candidate Set ,Weights of 

input=  , = weight of the candidate list, = gradient of 

input set, = gradient to select single feature(j) out of 

candidate set (c)., = input weight with recently identified 

input weight with jth input node.SS and CC will be updated 

with variation of j. 

D. 1.4 Crow Particle Swarm Optimization(CPSO) 
 CPSO is a hybrid approach of both PSO and Crow search 

Alogothim with a target to achieve a global optimum with the 

help of center PSO[27]. Using the selection approach some 

individuals are selected in successive selection. Individual 

solution space for the particle is searched and the position is 

updated using equation 6. 

 
 

PSO oscillation can be adjusted by the maximum velocity 

  and it is shown using the following equations 7 and 8. 

 

 
 

 Here ,  presents the maximum 

and minimum  threshold position, itr denoted as the iteration 

position,  presents maximum iteration, h  presented as 

constant (positive Value), α denoted as the search space 

bound. By the help of the hybrid operator, some individual 

feature between PSO and CSA gets exchanged with the help of 

the selection criteria. Here Roulette-Wheel random selection 

approach is used.It is presented in equation 9. 

 
 

 is known as the fitness value of individual population i. In 

CPSO the local search operator is used to identify the best 

position of the crow in PSO and CSA. Let's consider the best 

position of the crow c in CSA is updated as   and  

presents the best position in the case of PSO. By the help of 

the local operator, we can evaluate the best position of the   

crow using following equation 10.  

 
CPSO  Algorithm 

1. Initialization of individual population random position 

in both CSA and PSO 

2. Identify the center crow. 

3. Execute CSA and PSO  

4. Implementation of the local operator to enhance the 

best solution 

5. Implementation of the hybrid operator after a 

recognized iteration reached 

6. Repeat 2 -6 until if criteria not achieve. 

Stop if best solution Found 

III. GENE SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION                   

STRATEGY 

The setting of the parameter done for gene selection and 

classification mentioned below. 

� CPSO: For CSA( Total no of crows =20, flight length =1.5, 

Probability of awareness=0.5), for PSO( Particle count =20, 

inertia value(ω)=0.9-0.4, value of c1,c2=1.4,h=0.05, value of 

α=0.01) ,for CPSO( no of individuals =20) 

Deep Learning (DNN): Activation function(AF)= Softmax , 

initialization of weight approach= XAVIER, Bias 

initialization=1.0, considered distributed function =Normal, 

Rate of Learning=0.1, Rate of bias learning=0.01, Rate of 

momentum =0.9, Update version of Stochastic gradient 

descent(SGD)=NESTEROVS, Value for normalization 

threshold =1.0, adopted loss function –Loss MCXENT, Rho 

parameter for ADADELTA=1.0E-6,RMS delay parameter for 

RMSPROP=0.95,Mean decay parameter for ADAM-0.999, 

Epoch count =10, Optimization algorithm=Gradient 

descent(GD),No of batch=50, no of Seed =1 , Decimal place 

considered =2.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

In this module, we expressed our experimental performance 

and discussed how this proposed approach is effective result 

with high dimensional dataset. The Fig. 1 represents the 

experimental flow of entire process. The high dimension 

datasets mention in Table I are implemented with CPSO to 

identify the reduced important featured genes, it works as a 

feature selection algorithm. Then the reduced feature set is 

treated as input to Deep Neural Network (DNN) to achieve the 

perform better classification for gene expression dataset. 
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TABLE I 

DATASET CONSIDERED FROM UCI REPOSITORY EXPERIMENT 

 

During training phase of neural network, we have adopted 

10-cross validation where the available training data is 

subdivided into 10 sets and classification algorithm is applied 

10 times. So 90% of the dataset is considered as training set 

for train the model and rest 10% is evaluated as the test set for 

testing the performance of the model. Overall 10 cross-

validation is used to provide a better solution to avoid over 

fitting problems. The overall performance if the trained model 

is evaluated by calculating average accuracy and time taken to 

build the model. The accuracy can be predicted as the ratio 

between true positive and total no of samples. We have 

compared our results with various optimization algorithms like 

firefly (FFS) and Elephant search optimization (ESA). 

From Table, II and III we observed that Deep learning 

performs better in other datasets in comparison with the CNS 

dataset as this dataset contain less no of instance during 

classification phase. Table III presents a comparative study to 

understand the efficiency of CPSO-DNN approach. The 

comparison results opine that  CPSO-DNN achieves better 

accuracy for all considered microarray datasets. from the table 

it is clear that CPSO-DNN performs faster among other 

approaches for all datasets especially for Lymphoma, leukemia 

dataset as well as Prostrate cancer dataset. Normally when we 

are working with high dimension dataset, for achieving better 

accuracy the reduced no of genes plays a major role. For easy 

understanding of the accuracy results for different microarray 

datasets considered for this study is expressed in terms of the 

box plot. To validate the experimental results we have adopted 

two different significant tests such as one-way ANOVA and 

Post hoc Turkey HSD. 

 
 

TABLE II 

ACCURACY COMPARISION

V.  STATISTICAL TEST RESULT 

 It is clear from the ANOVA test that  P-value for F-statistics 

is more than 0.05, which specifies that the treatments used are 

not failing the condition of level of significance. Even if the 

performance of CPSO-DNN doesn’t advise the presence of 

significant pairs in one ANOVA. So we prefer multiple 

comparative statistical tests to evaluate any new set of 

pairs.We consider one way ANOVA of K=2  for independent 

treatment for CPSO-DNN compared with ESA-DNN and 

ABC-SVM considering the following parameters such as k= 

two no of treatments, v – degree of freedom(8), α= significant 

 

 

 

 

level (0.01) and p-value is 0.05 respectively for Tukey-Kramer 

HSD Q statistical analysis. Then we evaluate posthoc Tukey 

HSD test to evaluate relevant treatment pairs. Below tables 

shows the result of different statistical analysis.  

 In the below Table III we compared accuracy analysis of 

our proposed methods with the exiting methods and also find 

out the execution time for all. Then in the Table IV one-way 

ANOVA Statistical result is evaluated and the statistics result 

of Turkey HSD analysis is concluded with turkey HSD 

interference with insignificant value shown in Table V. 

 
 

 

Dataset  
No of 
genes No of instances 

No of 
classes 

CNS 7129 72 2 

SRBCT 2308 83 4 

MLL 12582 72 3 

Breast Cancer 10 286 2 

Ovarian Cancer 15155 253 2 

Lung 12601 203 5 

DLBCL 4027 47 2 

Colon 2001 62 2 

ALL-AML 7130 38 2 

Prostate 12601 102 2 

        As per the literature survey        

Dataset  
No of 
genes 

No of 
instances 

No of 
classes FFS-DNN ES-DNN CPSO-DNN 

        

No Of 

Reduced 

Genes Built Time Accuracy 

No Of 

Reduced 

Genes Built Time Accuracy 

No Of 

Reduced 

Genes Built Time Accuracy 

CNS 7129 72 2 1526 0.45 56.67 1621 0.47 53.34 1211 0.39 64.89 

SRBCT 2308 83 4 768 0.63 93.98 306 0.66 83.14 268 0.59 ta 

MLL 12582 72 3 190 14.59 80.56 190 15.13 80.56 216 12.94 87.42 

Breast Caner 10 286 2 6 0.75 65.39 6 1.09 73.43 5 0.98 79.18 

Ovarian 

Cancer 15155 253 2 
35 17.23 97.24 384 1.67 99.21 467 3.11 99.65 

Lung 12601 203 5 5304 15.53 93.11 4545 2.92 94.1 4282 1.63 96.18 

DLBCL 4027 47 2 1805 0.79 89.36 1717 0.44 91.49 1667 0.31 92.74 

Colon 2001 62 2 562 0.43 77.43 72 0.41 79.03 351 0.37 81.59 

ALL-AML 7130 38 2 2463 1.84 100 1044 0.31 92.11 1766 0.68 100 

Prostate 12601 102 2 5189 1.24 87.26 4267 1.33 88.24 4066 1.18 92.19 

 
Fig. 1.  Experimental process. 
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TABLE III 

ACCURACY COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
TABLE IV 

(ONE-WAY ANOVA STATISTICAL RESULT) 

 

 
TABLE V 

(TUKEY HSD Q STATISTICS RESULT) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

From this analysis, it is clear that for achieving success with 

high dimensional gene expression dataset it is necessary to 

understand the details. As a microarray high dimensional 

dataset suffers from coarse of dimension so it is important to 

choose a better feature selection and classification mechanism 

to identify the level of the disease so it will be a positive 

opportunity to save the life of the patient. In this research the 

result reveals that CPSO-DNN able to identify the featured 

genes from the microarray dataset. This proposed method crow 

particle swarm optimization with deep learning results better 

accuracy. As we have checked our performance with different 

statistical methods and hence it is proved that  CPSO-DNN 

performs better than other as compared with the literature 

survey. In future the proposed approach will be tested with 

high dimensional and high sample dataset to check the 

performance.  
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Abstract—Pattern classification method is adopted by the Sup-
port Vector Machine(SVM) which influences the accuracy of the
classification by initializing the kernel parameter and selection of
bio-marker genes.Identification of the most distinguished genes
from the Microarray data set is itself a challenging task for
the researchers. Various nature and bio-inspired optimization
techniques are adopted to achieve the solution of the optimization
problems. So, in this study for parameter optimization and
biomarker genes were identification can be done using SVM,
we have proposed a novel Chaotic dragonfly algorithm combine
with SVM.The proposed algorithm is designed to evaluate various
micro array cancer data sets.The designed model is divided
into 3 stages such as Prepossessing of data sets (Filter stage
using SMOTE,ROS,RUS),identification of the featured genes
done using the feature selection phase CDA ( Chaotic Dragonfly
algorithm), and finally in the classification phase is done to
evaluate the performance of the purposed method.In this stage
the identified features from the second stage are feed to SVM clas-
sifier.The experimental study proved that CDA-SVM presented
its capability to recognize the featured biomarker genes from the
high dimensional data sets. Not only it performed better but also
able to recognize less amount of featured genes.Out of 10 chaotic
maps, Gauss chaotic map which enhances the performance of the
DA.

Index Terms—Microarray Dataset, DA, CDA, SVM,Chaotic
theory

I. INTRODUCTION

In machine learning field, SVM is preferred by the re-

searchers because of the minimization of risk and vector

machine dimension concept. SVM can perform better in terms

to reduce the gap between error minimization in training and

maximization of margin so that over-fitting problem can be

solved easily. SVM is well noticed by several researchers

as it achieves the global optima and it solves the problem

like minima trapping. SVM performance is quite good to

solve various medical diagnosis problems. The performance

for SVM can be improved by considering the kernel bandwidth

parameters(σ) and penalty parameter(C) of the kernel function.

The penalty parameter is used the fill up the gap between error

optimization( fitting) and the complexity of the model where

used to present the map input space with high dimensional

space as we are considering micro array data set which is

suffering from the curse of dimension problem. To improvise

the accuracy grid search, the gradient descent method is

implemented, but the matter of concern is these above methods

fall into local minima.To Avoid this various meta heuristic

algorithms like harmony search,bat algorithm,particle swarm

optimization,frog leaping algorithm are used to achieve global

optimum for SVM.Non redundant features of the data set im-

pacts the accuracy of the classifier so feature selection plays an

vital role [1]–[5].This study provides a new direction to tackle

with the parameter selection of SVM and feature selection

using chaotic dragonfly algorithm.First we have explore the

capability of dragonfly algorithm to evaluate optimization of

the parameter and feature selection using SVM.

In this study, chao theory is introduced with dragon fly

algorithm (DA).The resultant of chao enhanced dragonfly

algorithm is used optimize the key parameters of the SVM

to identify the optimal feature subset for SVM.The outcome

of the SVM model,CDA-SVM was scrupulously validated on

the micro-array data sets through ten fold cross validation

considering various performance parameters like classification

accuracy,sensitivity,ROC,specificity. Performance of the pro-

posed model is compared with various hybrid SVM methods

such as DA-SVM,PSO-SVM,ABC-SVM,SCA-SVM,CSA-

SVM,SSA-SVM,CSO-SVM,GWO-SVM [25], [26].

The remainder section of the paper is organized as follows.

We introduce the basic background details of various filter ap-

proaches such as(SMOTE,ROS,RUS) and wrapper approaches

DA,CDA including the basic details of SVM classifier in

second section.The third section describes the detail study

of micro-array data sets.Section four describes the proposed

CDA-SVM.Section five and six explains the result analysis

and conclusion and future scope.
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II. STUDY OF BACKGROUND THEORY

A. Filter approach

1) Sampling Techniques: Class imbalance is the one of the

common issue in case of micro-array data sets as the the

no of non cancer classes(major) are significantly high then

the cancer classes(minor) [7], [8]. When the researchers deals

with such type of data sets it became a serious issue as all

the traditional learning approaches are lenient towards the

major classes.This may decrease the accuracy of the classifier

and the chance of false positive ratio may goes high, which

is totally not advisable.This types of problems are generally

called as Class imbalance issues.Re-sampling is the approach

used which normally balance the classes of the micro-array

data set in two ways. 1.Under-sampling (Majority one) 2.Over-

sampling the (minority one ).The performance of the Re-

sampling depends on two basic information such as ratio gap

between major and minor class and classifier characteristics

which is being adopted by the researcher.Main disadvantage

of re-sampling is by considering the under sampling,there

may be a chance that it may eliminate the important features

where as using oversampling it increases the numbers minor

class artificially which may cause the over-fitting error. To

encounter this above issues of micro-array data sets we have

used three sampling techniques such as SMOTE,ROS,RUS for

our study as filter method.Synthetic minority oversampling

technique(SMOTE) is one of the well known oversampling

method which generates the synthetic samples of the minor

class by considering k-minority classes randomly.To achieve

a balanced data set multiple re-sampling can be adopted.

Random majority under sampling (RUS) is used to remove

the samples from the majority class randomly. Using RUS

the potential of the information lost may occur,which directly

affect on performance of the classifier [8], [9].Random over-

sampling(ROS) duplicates examples from the minority class

in the training data set and can result in over-fitting for

some models.To improve the performance of the SVM, the

CURE-SMOTE algorithm is also used by some researchers

for imbalanced data classification.

B. Wrapper approach

1) Dragonfly Algorithm(DA): Dragonfly algorithm was first

proposed by prof. Mirijalili, with inspiration from static

and dynamic mechanisms of idealized dragonflies. Hunting

mechanism is the static behavior of the dragonflies in which

they search for food in small geographical area with in a

small group.For searching food group of dragonflies migrates

from one place to another to search the preys,is considered

as the dynamic mechanism for Dragonfly Algorithm [10].In

DA static and dynamic mechanism presents the exploration

and exploitation phases of the meta algorithm respectively

[11], [12].The swarming behavior of dragonflies depends on

three characteristics such as Separation,Alignment,Cohesion

for creation of attraction towards foods and distraction towards

enemy.To develop the swarming the behavior, the position of

the dragonflies presented as Xi = (x1
i , x

2
i , ....., x

D
i ) ,Where

values of i varies between 1,2,3...N, (xD
i ) presents of the ith

position of the dragonfly with in the D dimension search space

including N no’s of search problems.The mathematical details

of various parameters are stated below.

• 1. Separation describes the static collision avoidance from

each other. The separation can be defined as follows

Sepi = −
N∑

k=1

X −Xk (1)

Where X denoted as the current position of the individual

dragonfly and Xk and N present the position of the Kth

neighbor and total no of the dragonflies available in the

search space.

• 2.Alignment which presents mean of velocities of all

neighbor dragonflies present in the search space. It can

be evaluated using below equation

Aligi =

∑N
k=1 V elk
N

(2)

• 3.Cohesion defines the distance of the dragonfly with

respect to center of mass.It can be defined using below

equation.

Cohi =

∑N
k=1 Xk

N
−X (3)

Where X,N presented the current position of individual

dragonfly and N denotes the total of dragonflies in the

search space.

• 4.Attraction of dragonflies towards Prey(x+̂) is evaluate as

the difference of distance between the current position of

the dragonfly with respect to the position of the prey(X).

Atti = X+ −X (4)

• 5.Distraction in the search space cane be evaluated as

the distance gap between the current position of the

individual and enemy position.It can be evaluated using

below equation.

Distri = X− −X (5)

According to the basic Dragon fly algorithm ,movement di-

rection of the dragon fly cane be evaluated using step vector

ΔX and position vector(X).The velocity of dragonfly can be

evaluated like PSO [13]–[15].Following equation is used to

evaluate the position vector of individual dragonfly.

ΔXt+1 = V alueofChaoticmapofith + iterationAligi

+SeparationweightSepi

−CohesionweightCohi + enemyweightDistri

+foodweightAtti + ωΔXi

If there is either one neighbour dragonfly is present then

position of the dragonfly and if no neighbour dragonfly then

the position can be gets update using equation 7 and 8(Levy

Flight). In the equation 8 (d) is denoted as the dimension

of the position vector in the search space. The Levy flight

is calculated using equation 9. Here levy fight is used to
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improve the all stochastic, randomness and DA exploitative be-

haviors.The parameters like Separation,Alignment,Cohesion,

Attraction,Distraction is used to balance the gap between

exploration and exploitation [16], [17].

Xt+1 = Xt +ΔXt+1 (6)

Xt+1 = Xt + levyXt (7)

levy(X) = 0.01 ∗ p1 ∗ σ
|p2| 1β

(8)

In the equation 9, P1,P2 are random variables whose value

varies between [0 and 1] and β is a constant,where as σ can

be calculated using equation 10.

δ = [
Γ(1 + β)× sin(Πβ

2 )

Γ 1+β
2 × β × 2

β−1
2

]
1
β (9)

where

Γ(x) = (x− 1)! (10)

C. Chaotic Map Concept

To achieve the optimal search solution of a given problem

chaos optimization theory is used as it is a nonlinear phe-

nomenon where a small change in initial condition changes

affects the nonlinear change in the future characteristics or

behavior.chaotic optimization concept is one of the recent

algorithm , the main logic behind this technique is transfor-

mation of parameters from chaos to the solution space.Using

chaotic motion properties like randomness, ergodicity, and

regularity is search the global optimum in the search space.Due

to the simplicity and convergence speed of chaotic map theory

it is preferred by the researchers to integrate with various meta

heuristics algorithms to improve the accuracy.The objective

of this study is identify the best chaotic map combine with

Dragonfly algorithm to detect the suitable feature subset and

improvise the accuracy [18]–[20], [27].

D. Chaotic DA (CDA)

In CDA is the the chaotic version of DA. The main

limitation with basic DA, the corresponding parameters are

randomly initialized ,So the randomness of the algorithm

affected the performance of DA [21].To provide the solution of

limitation of DA instead of assign the parameters randomly,in

CDA the values can be substituted with chaotic values. The

CDA, updating the position of the dragonflies can be done

using equation (6).Value of Chaotic map of ith iteration is

denoted as D(i)

ΔXt+1 =

D(i)[Aligi + SeparationweightSepi

− CohesionweightCohi + enemyweightDistri

foodweightAtti + ωΔXi] (11)

In CDA, the initialization of parameters (mentioned in Table

1) and position of the dragonfly can be done randomly. Each

and every position of the dragonfly presents the feature subset

with different no of features and lengths. The position the

dragonfly can be evaluated using the fitness function ( denoted

in equation 13).

F = max(Acc+ ωf (1− Lf

Lt
)) (12)

Where ωf is defined as the weight factor( vale considered for

this study is 0.9, Lf is defined as no of features .

1) Pseudo-Code of CDA:
1) Initialize the following parameters such as

• Population size of dragonfly(M)

• Dimension d.

• Lower bound(LB)

• Upper bound(UB)

• Max iteration(MAX itr)

2) Initialize the position of the dragonfly randomly.

3) Initialization of of step Vector ΔXk.

4) Evaluation of fitness value of dragonfly position

(F (Xk))
5) set the value of iteration(t)=1.

6) Repeat 7 to 18

7) for j = 1 :≤M
8) Calculate the B(t) Chaotic map Value.

9) Update all parameters of Dragon flies algorithm ( inertia

weight, separation weight ,alignment weight,food

weight,iteration number).

10) Evaluate the value of Separation,Alignment,Cohesion,

Attraction,Distraction.

11) if( neighbor number≤ 1)

update the velocity and position of dragonfly

using equation 12 and 7 respectively

else update the position vector using equation 8.

12) end if

13) If the updated position is not in search space or out of

boundary then bring it back.

14) increment the iteration(t) means t=t+1.

15) Repeat until Iteration(t)≤ Maxiteration.

16) Produce the best solution.

TABLE I
INITIAL PARAMETERS OF CDA

Parameter Details(CDA) Value

β, 1.5

d 31

M 50

Lowerbound 1

Upperbound 31

MaxIteration 50

E. SVM

All data science experts prefer SVM as a suitable binary

classification approach, as it perform in a better way with

different kernel functions with excellent accuracy. Basically
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for evaluation of the classifier, the available data set is con-

verted into training and test with (70-30) ratio.Here class label

is recognize as the output.The main characteristic of SVM

is,geometric margin between two classes are identified with

minimization of the error by preventing the data points which

are wrongly classified [22]–[24]. Equation(13) presents basic

mathematical expression of SVM.

min
wεRF

1

2
[w]22 + C

n∑

i=1

I(yi, fw(Xi)) (13)

Here the hyper plane concept is implemented to identify

the difference between two classes.Loss function I(y, ŷ) is

denoted as ŷ. For evaluation of the smoothness/error , a

regularization parameter C is adopted . fw(xi) = 〈φ(xi), w〉
where φ(x) : Rd → RF presents the mapping relationship

of data set(input) from the input space Rd to feature space

RF . The value of F is chosen infinity. When the value of F is

very large, then the products inner space RF can be evaluated

using the kernel function k(x, y) = 〈φx, φy〉 .Outof 4 basic

SVM kernel functions (linear(L), polynomial(P), sigmoid(S),

and radial basis functions (RBF)), for our study , we have

considered RBF as kernel function, Which is expressed as

k(x, y) =
exp ||x− y||2

2× σ2
(14)

Different parameters such as C,V ,and kernel parameters val-

ues can be considered wisely to evaluated the classification

accuracy.

TABLE II
PARAMETER OF SVM

C(Regulation parameter), 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 104, 103, 102

, 101

Γ(Kernel parameter), 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 104, 103, 102, 101

III. DATA SET DESCRIPTION

TABLE III
DATA SET DESCRIPTION

Dataset Noinstances No of features classes

1.Leukemia1 72 7129 2

2.Leukemia2 72 7129 3

3.Lyomphoma 45 4096 9

4.DLBCL 77 7129 2

5.COLON 62 2000 2

6.9-TUMORS 60 5726 26

7.11-TUMORS 174 12533 11

8.14-TUMORS 308 15009 9

9.PROSTRATE TUMORS 102 15009 2

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

To uncover the optimal values of SVM parameters chaotic

DA algorithm is used.CDA-SVM is trained with data sets

such as UCI data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Data

TABLE IV
AVERAGE ACCURACY OBTAINED BY VARIOUS ALGORITHMS

Dataset CSO CSA GWO ABC PSO DA CDA

1 98.65 99.13 97.74 98.07 99.27 87.42 100

2 88.5 87.52 95.47 96.37 98.77 77.26 99.78

3 98.01 98.81 95.76 96.98 95.87 83.21 98.92

4 93.67 95.59 94.69 96.73 97.62 94.67 100

5 87.36 90.37 93.93 94.62 95.68 96.67 98.92

6 60.54 58.57 62.34 65.44 65.57 78.43 91.76

7 90.43 90.77 90.66 91.77 94.72 94.31 95.77

8 47.72 70.55 70.11 70.57 74.37 71.26 76.77

9 92.11 92.31 94.76 92.25 94.71 94.63 99.71

TABLE V
AVERAGE F1 VALUE OBTAINED BY VARIOUS ALGORITHMS

Dataset CSO CSA GWO ABC PSO DA CDA

1 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.87 1

2 0.88 0.87 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.77 0.99

3 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.83 0.98

4 0.0.93 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.94 1

5 0.87 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.98

6 0.60 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.65 78.43 91

7 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.9 0.94 0.95

8 0.47 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.74 0.71 0.76

9 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.99

repository.The data set considered for this study is presented

in the table-3. Total 9 no of different micro array cancer data

sets taken into study. The data set description table contains

data set name , no of instances, no of features and no of

classes. The proposed model,CDA-SVM, it begins with the

data prepossessing step.For this we divide the data set into

(90-10)% as training and test subsets.Different parameters

of CDA-SVM such as population,maximum iteration,other

parameters considered is presented in Table-1.The proposed

CDA-SVM framework was implemented using 10 fold cross

validation for identify the feature subset from the high dimen-

sional micro-array data set.The performance of the proposed

one is compared with different meta heuristic algorithms

such as SVM methods such as CSA,PSO,ABC,SCA,CSA,

SSA,CSO,GWO. A dragonfly in the search space changes

randomly and the position can be evaluated with parameters

presented in table 1.As the searching limit increases,it also

increases the search space,which direct impact to achieve the

optimal solutions. The positions of dragonflies are modified

according to Eqs. (1),(2),(3),(4),(5). Until it of satisfy termi-

nation criteria (MAX iter or best solution found),the CDA

algorithm repeats its execution. .The CDA identifies the best

combination of features by adaptively searching the feature

space and the learning accuracy of SVM determines the fitness

value of the dragonflies.The radial base function (RBF) is used

as the kernel function of the SVM model.All of the codes are

implemented in MAT-LAB R2018b and run on a Window 10

PC with Intel Core i5-3470K 3.20 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM.
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Fig. 1. Average Accuracy obtained by various algorithms

Fig. 2. Box plot presentation

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

The experiments are tested through implementing CSO,

CSA, GWO, ABC, PSO, DA, and CDA using MATLAB.Due

to the efficiency of SVM algorithm,we adopt SVM in CDA.For

balanced data set, we often use the Acc as the criterion.

But Acc is not efficient to represent the performance of

the classifier for imbalanced problems.AUC is an indicator

used to measure the classification performance in imbalanced

data.F indicator is a comprehensive measure for balancing

recall and precision.From the table 4 it is clear that for the

Start

Intialize population
of the dragonfly

Evalaution of the Cost
of individual dragonfly

Microarray
Dataset

Satisfy the
condition
criteria

Update the parameters
of CDA

New population
Generation

Section of featured
subset

Data preprocessing

Cancer Non-Cancer

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of CDA-SVM

data set leukemia 1 and DLBCL the proposed methodology

achieves 100% accuracy.In case of 11-tumor data set CDA-

SVM algorithm performance is very close to the accuracy

achieved by the DA.Where as in case of Lymphoma data set

the CSA,CSO algorithm performs very close to the accuracy

of CDA-SVM.In comparison to all data sets the proposed

algorithm performs better.The performance evaluation is done

using following equations (16)(17)(18).

ACC =
TruePos + TrueNeg

TruePos + TrueNeg + FalsePos + FalseNeg
(15)

Sensitivity =
TruePos

TruePos + FalseNeg
× 100 (16)

Specificity =
TrueNeg

TruePos + FalseNeg
× 100 (17)

Where,TruePos is the no’s of true +ve , FalseNeg means

the no’s of -ve, TrueNeg represents the no’s of true -

ve, and FalsePos is the no’s of false +ve.AUC is the area

under the ROC curve. The performance of different algorithm

is compared and presented in fig-1. and fig 2 presents the

performance using box-plot.

VI. CONCLUSION

According to the above observations, it can be concluded

that the performance of CDA is superior to the other algo-

rithms for feature selection.The main reason for the good per-

formance of CDA is the integration of RUS,ROS,SMOTE and

DA.On the one hand,IDA is able to enhance the exploitation

and exploration capabilities.One the other hand,the proposed

subset generation enriches population diversity and helps CDA

jump out of local optimum.
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ABSTRACT: In the present scenario lung cancer is considered as a common disease 
which improves the death ratio. So detection of cause of the cancer in early stage may 
improve the survival chances of patients by identify the level and position (or) status of 
the tumor. Computed technology (CT) scan is considered as a new tool for classification 
of lung cancer implementing deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) with support 
vector machine (SVM). To indentify lung nodules which are cancerous and non cancerous 
in nature, extraction of deep features plays a vital role similarly reduction of dimensionality 
is important. Here we have used linear discriminate analysis (LDR). CT images are 
considered as an input to DCNN then it is classify by support vector machine classifier to 
achieve better accuracy. Comparative result shows the DCNN-SVM approach provides a 
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 97.27%, 93.66% and 98.67% respectively.

Keywords: Lung cancer, Support vector machine, Linear discriminate analysis,  
Neural network.

I.  INTRODUCTION

Especially in noninvasive treatment and clinical assessment, medical image 
investigation has played matchless quality in the field of health division [1]. For 
easy and accurate diagnosis of disease doctors normally takes the help of different 
methods such as X-rays, CT images and MRI images [2]. Lung cancer is one of the 
main sources of death. It causes 61 million deaths per year. Lancet report claims 
the death ratio increases by 112% during the year (1990-2016). Discovery of lung 
cancer isn’t a simple task because 80% of the patient is truly diagnosed at impelled 
stage [3]. Globally lung cancer position is seventh and tenth in case of male and 
females respectively. It seems to be the third most dangerous disease after breast 
cancer seems to be with females in India [4-5]. In image processing feature 
selection and dimension reduction used for proper identification of disease [6-7]. 
The extraction of relevant information is provided to support vector machines 

https://www.google.com/search?q=convolutional&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiPlY_b0dzkAhUUl48KHaQqCZUQBQgtKAA
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for training and testing. In the article neural network modules with binarization 
of image preprocessing are used for image classification. Technology like SVM, 
KNN, and ANN are expansive and survival rate of patient is very low as it detects 
at only advanced stage [0-10].

The manuscript introduces an innovative CAD scheme for classification of benign 
and malignant characteristics from CT images using deep learning-based SVM. Here 
the DCNN has been introduced as a feature selection tool and is linked SVM to 
achieve better outcomes in the classification. Proposed method outperformed better 
and improvement is quite good. Section 2 of the remainder of the document includes 
literature study and discussion of various classifiers in section 3.Section 4 addressed 
the proposed methodology and section 5 included the work execution followed by 
conclusion of future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

For the classification of breast cancer, Hiba chougard et al. presented a CAD model 
based on CNN. To prepare deep learning needs expansive datasets while a limited 
quantity of medical image information used in the transfer leaning method. CNN 
delivers 98.94 percent accuracy with highest results. Heba Mohsen et al. [12] has 
implemented DNN classifier for brain tumor classification by combining wavelet 
transformation and principal component analysis (PCA).An algorithm for lung 
nodule classification that circuits full-ISD (Texture, shape and deep model-learned 
data) at the level of choice. GLCM based description is used in this algorithm 
[13]. Sharkes, AI-Sharkavy & Ragab (2011) implemented discrete wavelet 
transformation (DWT) with PCA for the extraction of features. This approach 
enables the system to detect and classify cancer and non-cancer disease. The 
accuracy achieved was almost 98% [14]. Siziki et al. (2016) implemented a deep 
convolutional neural network (DCNN) for cancer / non-cancer mass detection. The 
sensitivity accuracy achieved by the above approach was 89.9% [15].Wichakam 
el al (2016) used the DCNN-SVM with a sensitivity accuracy of 98.44% in the 
prostate dataset [16]. Levy used Alexnet to identify benign and malignant masses 
in the DCNN dataset.

III. PRESENT CLASSIFICATION ISSUES

A neural network contains many hidden layers with having capability of modeling 
complex structures. As the neural network black box and also having restriction 
towards the ability to identify the conceivable causal relationship [18, 19].Present 
techniques, after the CT image are captured and segmentation applied then it is 
provided as input to the SVM classifier and accuracy determined.
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IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE OF CDNN_SVM METHODOLOGY

The suggested CAD comprises of the following steps:
(1) Enhancement of the Image (2) Feature Extraction (3) Feature Reduction (4) 

Classification Feature (CDNN-SVM). The CAD scheme suggested is introduced in 
flow of the DCNN_SVM system is represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flow of the DCNN-SVM system

A. Image Enhancement Phase

Some kind of noise has affected the medical database. If the image is noisy and the 
value of the target pixels with adjacent pixels differs between 0 and 255, then the 
pixel will be replaced with regard to the achieved middle value. We have considered 
adaptive histogram equalization for image enhancement.

B. Feature extraction and Reduction Phase

Using the extraction techniques of features, an image can be represented from the 
matrix-vector as compact and unique. Before classification, we conduct extraction of 
features to provide or determine a reduction in dimensions that will provide greater 
accuracy during classification. Extraction of the feature achieves the positive features 
of the CT images. In this study different feature techniques like histogram features, 
texture features and wavelet features are used for extraction of important features. 

After evaluating the geometrical features for individual nodules or CT images, 
the featured vales are input to linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) classifier. 
To differentiate between nodule and the normal anatomy structures features are 
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merged with LDA. Minimizing the first informational index by calculating specific 
important characteristics influences the difference between two data designs. Using 
LDA dimension reduction of features vector can perform without any data loss. The 
following graph represents the feature reduction time of LDA is better than other 
reduction methods like PCA/ICA.

Figure 2. Feature reduction time comparisons (PCA/LDA/ICA)

C. Feature classification using CDNN-SVM 

The Deep learning structure normally extends the usual neural network by 
incorporating higher number of hidden layers in between the input and output layer 
to represent the unpredictable and nonlinear type of connections. After completion of 
the feature selection, the combinatory step on resulting component vector is conducted 
with CDNN. CDNN operates with two deep methods like Deep Belief Network and 
Boltzmann Machine. The gravitational search algorithm is introduced to enhance 
the classification efficiency of the said model. The flow of deep learning model is 
mentioned in the Fig3. 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used in this study as it produces high rate 
for classification in the lung cancer diagnosis. SVM is a kind of ML algorithm that 
analyzes the data which can be further used for classification. It is also a well-
known supervised method which sorts data based on categories. The goal of SVM 
is to separate hyper planes in a high-dimensional feature space to demonstrate a 
computationally effective method. There are multiple hyper-planes available in 
capable of classifying two data sets. The one with the maximum margin is the 
optimum hyper-plane to be selected. The margin is represented as the width by 
which, before hitting a data point, the boundary could increase. Support vectors 
are the information points pushed up by the margin. Therefore, the objective of the 
SVM is to locate the optimal hyper plane that distinguishes clusters of target vectors 
on the opposing sides of the plane [14-17].
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Figure 3. Block diagram of DPNN-SVM

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS DISCUSSION

In this work, we have considered a database consists of 50 lung cancer Ct images 
for cancer detection purposes. The thickness of the CT image is 1.25mm attained by 
a single breath. The location of the nodules is acknowledged by the radiologist and 
dataset also provided. Ct Images are taken from UCI repository. Testing CT images 
are shown the below Figure 4.

Figure 4. Sample images for experiment

A. Performance evaluation 

The classification model’s performance can be evaluated using performance matrices 
in the proposed work. There are several evaluation techniques, including the Confusion 
Matrix (CM), the receiver-operating curve (ROC), the region under the ROC curve 
(AUC), the accuracy, and the F1 score, to evaluate a classifier.
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The CM is a particular table that presents the output of the classifier. The CM 
is usually referred to the error matrix in machine learning area. An image region, 
depending on the type of data, is said to be positive or negative. In addition, a decision 
can be either correct (real) or incorrect (false) for the detected outcome. Therefore, one 
of four possible categories will be the classification: True Positive (TP), True Negative 
(TN), False Positive (FP), and False-Negative (FN). 

1. Accuracy

Accuracy is defined as the measure of the classifier’s correct prediction. It provides the 
enormous classifier’s performance ability.

TP TN
Accuracy

TN FP FN TP

+
=

+ + +
 (1)

2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

The ROC analysis is a well-defined evaluation criteria which is being used for detecting 
the tasks. Initially the ROC was there for medical decision making but gradually it was 
also used in medical imaging. The ROC curve contains the operating points which 
represent the plot of True Positive Rate (TPR) as a function of False Positive Rate 
(FPR). The TPR and FPR are defined as sensitivity and specificity respectively. They 
can be evaluated by using Eqs. (3) and (4).

TP
Sensitivity

TP FN
=

+
 (2)

TN
Specificity

TN FP
=

+
 (3)

3. Area under the ROC curve (AUC)

This parameter is being used in the medical diagnostic system, which provides a model 
by considering the average of the points on the curve for evaluation of the model. The 
score of AUC should lay between 0 and 1 for the classifier performance, the model 
having higher score provides more adequate classifier performance.

4. Precision

Precision is defined as the proportion of the total predicted positive observations 
properly predicted. High precision pertains to low FPR. The following equation 
calculates the precision,

TP
Pr ecision

TP FP
=

+
 (4)
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5. F1 score

This parameter is the precision and recall weighted average. It is used to evaluate 
the classifier’s performance as a statistical measure. This score therefore takes into 
consideration both false positives and negatives. This can be formulated as,

2 Re call Pr ecision
F1score

Re call Pr ecision

´ ´
=

+
 (5)

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The suggested SVM classifier based on DCNN was implemented to mammographic 
images which offered the chance of each image being either benign or malignant in one 
of the two classes. The most commonly used lung cancer has been chosen in this task 
to demonstrate the techniques recommended using R. 70 images are considered for 
training for the lung image analysis and another 30 images are used for testing.

Table I. DCNN-SVM image classification

Phase Objective images DCNN-SVM

Training 
image

 Normal Cancerous Non cancerous Total Count

Normal 22 1 4 27
cancerous 2 18 2 22
Non cancerous 0 20 1 21
Total Count 25 20 7 52

Test images

Normal 6 0 2 8
cancerous 2 8 1 11
Non cancerous 1 10 0 11
Total Count 7 20 3 30

Figure 5. Comparative analysis of different classifiers
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Table II. Classification comparision

DCNN-SVM ODNN MLP RBF Linear ANN KNN DNN
Accuracy 98.67 97.16 80.03 81.19 76.34 81.29 94.78 90.11
Sensitivity 97.26 97.41 78.66 95.89 96.34 94.22 95.53 82.18
Specificity 93.66 66.59 43.11 29.79 78.64 82.29 87.34 96.39

VII. CONCLUSION

Compared to other classification methods, the suggested CDNN-SVM with feature 
section LDA offers excellent classification for Lung CT images. The primary 
objective of this study is to identify the mass and classify the genes that are benign 
and malignant. The developed CAD approach reduces the labeling time without any 
interventions of human error. Many researchers developed different CAD approaches 
to achieve good better accuracy and precision to detect normal and abnormal CT lung 
image. The experimental outcome explains the classification performance in term of 
sensitivity, accuracy, specificity and its value are 97.26, 98.27 and 93.66 respectively. 
These outcomes suggested that the proposed CAD method is efficient to indentify 
the cancerous parts of a CT images. In future work we will prefer to work with high 
dosage CT lung cancer data for high accuracy output to classify the benign and 
malignant genes. 
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Hetero Leach: Leach Protocol
with Heterogeneous Energy Constraint

Amrutanshu Panigrahi, Bibhuprasad Sahu,
and Sushree Bibhuprada B. Priyadarshini

Abstract Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are used for checking and informa-
tion gathering from the physical world in various applications, for instance, condition
watching, developing the board, following animals or items, social protection, trans-
portation, and general home frameworks. Nowadays, WSNs are pulling in unfath-
omable thought in research. The objective of this research is to focus on clustering
based routing approach in WSN. We have explained different existing clustering
based routing algorithms for WSN. Initially, we have implemented one well-known
algorithm LEACH with 100 no of node in a 500 × 500 flat grid. Also, we have intro-
duced one new algorithm called HETERO LEACH which removes the disadvantages
of LEACH protocol. The leach protocol works in homogeneous energy constraint,
while the HETERO LEACH can work with heterogeneous energy constraints. On the
other hand, all these routing protocols have been implemented and simulated using
MATLAB. Subsequently, these protocols have been simulated with different param-
eters such as Number of packets to CH, No of Alive Nodes, and Dead Node to prove
their functionality and to find out their behavior in different sorts of sensor networks.
The result shows the comparison of these two protocols and the best protocol by
taking the energy constraint into consideration. And finally, we have shown that the
hetero leach works much better than as compared to the leach protocol.

Keywords Leach · Apteen · WSN · CH · Hetero Leach
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1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Network or WSN [1], are generally used for checking and for also
information gathering from the physical world in various applications, for instance,
condition watching, developing the board, following animals or items, social protec-
tion, transportation, and general home frameworks. WSN [2], involves an ordinarily
enormous number of sensor center points, in like manner called bits. These bits are
accumulated to form the data which will be transmitted towards different network
elements called nodes. Sink focus focuses gather and procedure the got information
so as to make it open to the client. Notwithstanding the path that in a little WSN
one-jump correspondence to the sink can be executed, when all is said and done, a
multi-ricochet diagram must be considered [3]. For this situation, conventional bits
are responsible for executing a planning custom so as to move the data towards the
sink. Since bits ought to control in doubt work unattended for quite a while, they
have uncommon essentialness obstacles [4, 5]. This significantly impacts the struc-
ture of a WSN and unequivocally on the planning custom. Since correspondence is
an expensive asset to the degree essentialness use, an animal control message sending
section (i.e., flooding) is the time when all is said and done senseless. Or then again
perhaps, the course of action of the planning custom [6], is a central edge that ought
to consider tradeoffs between transmission power and sending techniques so as to
give relentless quality and nature of association. Moreover, since a piece should
crash in perspective on battery weariness or unmistakable reasons, a fit controlling
convention to be enough adaptable to respond to a misstep by reconfiguring the edge
work [7, 8].

As progression makes, WSN is snatching open passages for application in flex-
ible affiliations [9]. There are two unmistakable ways to deal with show flexibility
in a Mobile WSN environment. Subsequent techniques are there to keep up static
sinks, while sensor focuses are versatile, for instance, when added to creatures in
the following applications [10, 11]. For this condition, a static sink can be utilized to
amass following data set away in the sensor focus focuses when the creatures are in
its range. At last, the two systems can be joined, giving every single focus point get
to the WSN be adaptable [12]. For instance, in a private situation for created indi-
viduals or for individuals with insufficiencies, sensors added to them can offer data
to the cell phones of the accomplice work compel [13]. Despite the extra intricacy
of planning customs for MWSN, pass on capacity brings the chance of diminishing
the measure of jumps to the sink focus point. As exhibited by [14–16], the likelihood
of having something near a sensor focus point in the degree of sink increments with
the correspondence extend, the speed of the middle point, and the measure of sinks,
accomplishing a reduction of the dormancy. Regardless, high portability conditions
could avoid different transmissions to sufficiently pass on messages [17, 18].
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2 Routing Algorithm

2.1 LEACH

In [19], the author had presented Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy, a
progressive routing calculation for sensor systems, called Low Energy Adaptive
Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH). LEACH organizes the hubs in the system into little
bunches and picks one of them for cluster head. At that point, the group head totals and
packs the data got from every one of the hubs and sends it to the corresponding base
station. The hubs picked as the group head channel out more vitality when contrasted
with different hubs as it is required to send information to the base station which
might be far found. Henceforth, filter utilizes irregular turn of the hubs required
to be the bunch heads to equitably convey vitality utilization in the system. After
various reenactments, it was discovered that just 5% of the absolute number of hubs
needs to go about as the bunch heads [10]. The TDMA/CDMA is being utilized
to diminish between the group and intra-bunch impacts. This convention is utilized
where a consistent observation by the sensor hubs are there as the primary objec-
tive, because the information accumulation is concentrated at the BS and is being
performed occasionally.

• Operations

LEACH operations are conducted in two phases:

1. Setup phase
2. Steady phase

In the initial stage, the clusters are formed with the corresponding cluster heads.
Mean while in the second phase the data is sensed and sent back to the different base
station. The steady phase takes much longer time as compared to the setup phase, as
in this phase all information is gathered and distributed to the different base station.

(a) Setup phase: In the setup stage, a foreordained portion of hubs, p, pick them-
selves as group heads. It is finished by a limit denoted as T(n). The limit esteem
relies on the ideal rate to turn into a bunch head-p, the current round r, and the
arrangement of hubs that have not turned into the group head in the last 1/p
rounds. The formulae are as follows:

T (n) = p

1 − p ×
(

r × mod 1
p

)∀n ∈ G (1)

Here p no of nodes sends the advertisement message to different nodes to partici-
pate in their group. The nodes receiving the message has to send an acknowledgment
message to raise their flags. The node which sends the advertisement message will be
elected as the CH. Similarly, different node has to participate in different clusters. In
the wake of getting the affirmation message, contingent on the quantity of hubs under
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their group and the kind of data required by the framework (in which the WSN is
setup), the bunch heads make a TDMA plan and allots every hub a schedule vacancy,
in which it can transmit the detected information. The TDMA plan is communicated
to all the bunch individuals. In the event that the extent of any bunch turns out to
be excessively vast, the group head may pick another bunch head for its bunch. The
bunch head picked for the current round can’t again turn into the group head until
the various hubs in the system haven’t turned into the bunch head.

(b) Steady stage: In this stage, the available information will be sensed from
different channels and sends them to individual cluster heads by using the
TDMA technique. The data will be received by the cluster head in packet format.
After receiving all packets, the cluster head combines it and sends it back to the
intendant recipients. The nodes present in the cluster will receive the message
by implementing the CDMA technique.

2.2 Hetero Leach

In HETERO LEACH, once the cluster heads are taken then in each defined time
period the CH first communicates by considering the following parameters:

Thresholds: It includes two parameters called a hard farthest point (HL) and a
fragile cutoff (DL). HL is a particular estimation of a quality past in which a center
point can be enacted to transmit data. DL is a little change in the estimation of a
quality which can trigger a center point to transmit data again.

Schedule: It utilizes the TDMA technique for scheduling the message to different
cluster-based nodes.

TC: It is commonly known as counter time which is the extreme time span between
two consecutive communications. In a sensor compose, close to centers fall in a
comparable gathering, sense tantamount information, and try to send their data at
the same time, causing possible accidents. We present a TDMA schedule with the
ultimate objective that each center point in the pack is doled out a transmission
opening, as showed up in Fig. 1.

Important Features

The primary highlights of these algorithms are:

Fig. 1 Timeline for HETERO LEACH
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1. By sending intermittent information, it gives the client a total image of the system.
It additionally reacts right away group change time bunch development edge
schedule opening for a hub I TDMA schedule and parameters to extraordinary
changes, accordingly making it receptive to time basic circumstances. Hence, it
consolidates both proactive and receptive approaches.

2. It offers adaptability of enabling the client to set the time interim (TC) and the
limit esteems for the properties.

3. Vitality utilization can be constrained by the tally time and the edge esteems. The
half breed system can imitate a proactive system or on the other hand a responsive
system, by appropriately setting the check time also, the limit esteems.

3 Simulation and Result

For LEACH and HETERO LEACH WSN routing protocol, we have used Matlab
Simulator A simulation environment having 50nodes,100 nodes in 500 × 300 flat
grid has been created with random position. The performance of each protocol
has been analyzed by considering some influencing parameters like Cluster Head,
Alive Nodes, Dead Nodes, Number of Base Stations. The performance details are as
follows:

CH

In a hierarchical protocol in which the maximum number of nodes transmit to cluster
heads, and then it aggregates and compresses the data and forwards it to the related
base station (sink). As heavy amounts of data need to be transmitted during the
communication and Cluster Head is wholly responsible for delivering the packets to
the intended destination. Random distribution of cluster heads in Leach makes the
Network overloaded.

Alive Nodes

This value indicates the number of active nodes participating in the communication
which defines the lifetime of the network. LEACH is a proactive routing protocol,
hence the number of alive nodes is higher as compared to the HETERO LEACH
protocol.

Dead Node

Dead node is nothing but the routing holes present in the communication path.
Routing hole means the node which takes part in the communication path goes
dead during the communication of the packet (Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5).
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Fig. 2 Number of CH LEACH versus HETERO LEACH

Fig. 3 Number of alive node LEACH versus HETERO LEACH

4 Conclusion

Based on the parameters, the HETERO LEACH performs better because it deals with
the hybrid network with heterogeneous energy level. LEACH protocol is a proactive
routing protocol, therefore, the number of nodes associated with the communication
will be higher. And due to these characteristics, the number of dead nodes for LEACH
protocol is also high because the probability of the node for becoming dead increases
as well with the increase in the number of rounds (Table 1).
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Fig. 4 Number of dead node LEACH versus HETERO LEACH

Fig. 5 Number of packets to CH LEACH versus HETERO LEACH

Table 1 Comparison of LEACH versus HETERO LEACH

Characteristic HETERO LEACH LEACH

Network type Hybrid network Proactive network

No of dead node High Moderate

No of alive node High Moderate

No of packets to BS High Moderate

No of packets to CH Moderate High

No of CH High Moderate

Energy efficiency High High
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M-Throttled: Dynamic Load Balancing
Algorithm for Cloud Computing

Amrutanshu Panigrahi, Bibhuprasad Sahu, Saroj Kumar Rout,
and Amiya Kumar Rath

Abstract Cloud computing environment can also be called as Internet-based
computing process in which there is no limitation of work. There are multiple
numbers of data center (DC) available for solving multiple user requests coming
from a different user base (UB). The data center is capable of negotiating multiple
instructions simultaneously. But the instructions are submitted to the DC randomly.
Thus, there is chance of overload for a particular DC. Hence, the load balancing
plays a vital role in cloud computing to maintain the performance of the computing
environment. In this research article, we have implemented throttled, round-robin,
and the shortest job first loadbalancing algorithm. Also, we have proposed one more
algorithm called M-throttled which has the high performance compared to others.
We have taken different parameters such as overall response time and DC processing
time for comparison. These are simulated by taking closest data center policy in
CloudSim environment.

Keywords Data center · User base · Throttled · Round-robin · M-throttled ·
CloudSim

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a dynamic system in which shared resources, data, and programs
are given by the customer’s prerequisite at the explicit time. It is a term which
is commonly utilized if there should arise an occurrence of web. Load adjusting in
distributed computing structures is very a test now. Persistently, a passed on procedure
is required, since it isn’t in every case basically plausible to keep up at least one inac-
tive system which is similar to the active one to satisfy the required requests. In cloud
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computing, the cloud can be observed as the cloud which provides the availability
of resources on the Internet for different users. The end users use these resources as
per the requirement. Simultaneously multiple users utilize these resources simulta-
neously. Cloud computing provides various services such as IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS to
handle different kinds of requests coming from the end users [1]. The request coming
from the end users are not homogeneous and are submitted to different data centers for
execution randomly. Hence, it is very difficult to handle the heterogeneous requests
by an overloaded data center. Hence, load balancing is becoming the most challenging
factor in the field of cloud computing. So it is required to disseminate the stack evenly
at each data center to realize an efficient client fulfillment and proper resource usage
proportion. The main objectives of this mechanism are as follows [2, 3]:

• To make all the DCs equally loaded.
• To keep the performance constant.
• To maintain the execution speed in heavy traffic.

It is the method for redistributing the hard and fast burden to every processor or
DCs or to make resource use fruitful and furthermore to improve the reaction time
of the assignment, at the same time ousting a condition in which a bit of the DCs
is over stacked, while some others are under stacked. The basic intriguing focuses
while becoming such calculation are estimation of load, assessment of load, security
of different systems, execution of structure, and relationship between different DCs
[4]. This heap considered can be regarding CPU load, measure of memory utilized,
postponement, or system load. A site or a web application can be acquired by a lot of
clients at any time. It ends up troublesome for a web application to deal with all these
client asks for at one time. It might even outcome in framework breakdowns. For a
site proprietor, whose whole work is reliant on his entryway, the sinking feeling of site
being down or not available additionally brings lost potential clients. Here, the heap
balancer assumes a vital job. Cloud load balancing is the way toward disseminating
remaining tasks at hand and figuring resources crosswise over at least one server.
This sort of dissemination guarantees most extreme throughput in least response
time [5, 6]. In this research paper, we have implemented throttled, RR, and shortest
job first algorithm for calculating the efficiency of the cloud computing environment
while performing the load balancing. Along with these algorithms, we have proposed
one more algorithm M-throttled with an improvised performance of the network
with the presence of the heavy traffic at different instances of time. The influencing
parameters such as response time and process time for UB and DC are considered
for the evaluation of different algorithms.

2 Literature Survey

Load balancing ensures the principal work in providing a QoS in the cloud envi-
ronment. It also has been generating liberal energy for the exploration arrange.
There are tons of philosophies that have adjusted to the store modifying issue in
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conveyed processing. The choice involves varying customary procedures without
including any swarm knowledge computations. Different load adjusting method-
ologies were proposed starting late and each based on various edges of figuring and
techniques, e.g., using a central burden modifying approach for virtual machines [13],
the arranging system on weight altering of virtual machine (VM) resources subject
to inherited computations [14], a mapping course of action reliant on multi-resource
burden changing for virtual machines [15], different dispersed calculations for VMs
[16], weighted least-association methodology [17], and two-stage booking calcula-
tions [18]. Also, a few techniques for burden adjusting were displayed for different
cloud applications, for instance, an administration-based work set for extensive scale
stockpiling [19], information focus the executive design [15], and a heterogeneous
cloud.

The mediocre contains approaches like [8] swarm learning figuring, counterfeit
honey bee state [9, 10], and PSO [11, 12], which has the fine granularity result for
the dynamic behavior of appropriated processing. In [9], the author represented an
estimation for weight movement of an extraordinary weight with a changed tech-
nique of ACO. In [7], a load advertisement adjusting framework was proposed in
light of underground creepy crawly state and complex framework speculation in an
open appropriated registering class. This is the first occasion when that ACO and
complex frameworks were united into weight modifying in conveyed processing
what’s increasingly procured extraordinary execution. In [8], the author offered a
response for weight altering in the cloud by ACO, to grow or confine different execu-
tion parameters, for instance, CPU weight and memory limit. In [9, 10], the author
displayed a novel technique for burden altering reliant on fake bumble bee settle-
ment. PSO was in like manner grasped for weight altering in dispersed registering,
for instance [11, 12].

3 Existing Algorithms

3.1 Throttled Load Balancing

In this method [16], heap balancer keeps up a database of VM with their present states
(Accessible/Occupied). At any instant when a demand to allocate another VM from
the DC controller reaches, it processes the record table from best till the most readily
accessible VM is detected. As soon as the VM is discovered, the Heap Balancer
restores the corresponding VM’s ID to the DC controller. The DC controller sends
the demand to VM with the identified by the corresponding ID. The DC controller
informs the heap balancer of the new allotment. The heap balancer refreshes the
allotment table by augmenting as needs be. When the VM wraps up the demand and
the data center controller gets the reaction cloudlet, it advises the heap balancer of
the VM de-assignment. The heap balancer de-assign the equivalent VM whose Id is
as of now imparted. The objective of this method is to determine the response time
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of every VM as VMs are having different capacities corresponding to processing
efficiency.

RT = Ft − At + Td

where RT = response time, F t= finish time, At= arrival time, and Td = transmission
delay.

3.2 Round-Robin Load Balancing

It is the least complex calculation that utilizes the idea of time slice [8]. In this
method, time is separated into numerous slices also, every datacenter is provided
with a specific time slice and inside that defined amount of time the hub will play out
its activities. The data center controller doles out the demand to a rundown of VMs
on a pivoting premise. The first demand is allotted to an available VM which will be
determined haphazardly from the gathering and afterward DC controller doles out
the resulting demands in a roundabout request. If the VM is appointed the demand,
then the VM is shifted to the end of the rundown. RR calculation chooses the heap
on arbitrary premise and also, in this manner, prompts a circumstance where a few
hubs are intensely stacked and some are daintily stacked.

3.3 SJF Load Balancing

Shortest Job First (SJF) [17] planning is a need and non-preemptive booking. In Non-
preemptive methods, when the procedures are allocated for a time to a processor
then the processor can’t be taken by the other, until the procedure is finished in
the execution section. This calculation appropriates the heap haphazardly by first
checking the extent of the procedure and after that exchanging the heap to a virtual
machine, which is gently stacked. All things considered that procedure measure
is least; this procedure will first need to execute whether we guess most reduced
estimated process executed in least time. The heap balancer spreads the heap on to
various hubs known as spread range technique. Shortest Job First (SJF) calculation
can be said to be ideal with a normal holding up time negligible, which improves the
framework execution.

4 Proposed Algorithm: M-throttled

In this calculation, the heap balancer keeps up a rundown table of VMs and the
amount of requesting and by assigned to VM. At first, all VMs have zero portions.
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Fig. 1 UB RT and DC PT using RR algorithm

Fig. 2 UB RT and DC PT using throttled algorithm

Right when an interest to assign another VM from the DC controller comes to, it
forms the rundown table and perceives the base stacked VM. If there are multiple, the
chief recognized is picked. The heap balancer reestablishes the machine IDs to the
DC controller. The DC controller provides the interest to the VM recognized by its
identified ID. The DC controller illuminates heap balancer about the newly generated
task. The heap balancer invigorates the task table augmenting the distribution with
that VM. Right when the VM wraps up the interest and DC controller gets the
interested cloudlet, it educates the heap balancer regarding the corresponding VM’s
appropriation. The heap balancer revives the dissemination table by diminishing the
assignment of the VM by one. In M-throttled algorithm, a correspondence exists
between the stack balancer and the data center controller for reviving the rundown
table provoking an overhead that makes the delay in giving response to the showed
up sales (Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4).

5 Implementation

In this simulation, six datacenters DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5, and DC6 with closed
data set policy have been adapted during the simulation. In this, different arrange-
ment parameters can be set like number of user bases, number of tasks produced by
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Fig. 3 UB RT and DC PT using SJF algorithm

Fig. 4 UB RT and DC PT using M-throttled algorithm

each user base per hour, number of VMs, number of processors, processing speed,
available bandwidth, etc. Based on the parameters, the result incorporates reaction
time, handling time, fetched, etc. UB response time (RT) and DC processing time
(PT) are considered for the evaluation purpose (Tables 1 and 2) [16].

6 Conclusion

We have studied the concepts of load balancing and its vital effects on cloud
computing environment. Different algorithms provide the solution for the existing
problem of load balancing among different data centers to maintain the efficiency of
the network. The performance of the strategies such as throttled, round-robin, shortest
job first, and M-throttled time has been studied by taking some influencing parame-
ters such as response time and processing time. A comparison has been done on the
basis of some predefined parameter such as UB response time and DC processing
time. With the presence of heavy traffic in each region the UB response time and
the DC processing time, the M-throttled algorithm performs much better than that
of other existing algorithms.
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Table 1 DC configuration

Parameter Value used

VM image size 10000

VM memory 1024 Mb

VM band 1000

DC-Arch X86

DC-OS Linux

DC-Machine 20

DC-Memory/machine 2048 Mb

DC-Storage 100000 Mb

DC-Band 10000

DC-Processors/Machine 4

DC-Speed 100MIPS

DC-Policy Time Shared/Space Shared

DC grouping UB based 1000

DC grouping request based 100

Instruction length 250

Table 2 Region configuration

Cloud analyst region id Users (M)

0 4.4

1 1.1

2 2.6

3 1.3

4 0.3

5 0.8
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Inverse Kinematics Solution of a 6-DOF
Industrial Robot

Kshitish K. Dash, B. B. Choudhury and S. K. Senapati

Abstract A vital part of many industrial robot manipulators is to reach required
position and orientation of end effectors so as to complete the pre-defined task. To
get this, one should have knowledge of kinematics, i.e. inverse kinematics (IK).
Though inverse kinematics never gives a closed form solution, it is too difficult to
solve such problem of an industrial robot. There are so many analytical and other
simulation methods which are adopted to solve this IK problem for our 6-DOF
industrial pick and place robot. In this paper, artificial neural networks (ANN) are
used and simulated by using MATLAB.

Keywords Industrial robot ⋅ Inverse kinematics ⋅ ANN

1 Introduction

Kinematics of robot indicates the analytic behaviour of the movement of robot
manipulator. By taking appropriate kinematics models of an industrial robot, the
kinematic behaviour, i.e. inverse kinematics and forward kinematics, can be anal-
ysed. These two spaces utilized as a part of kinematics demonstrating are known as
Cartesian space and Quaternion space. The alteration among two Cartesian coor-
dinate takes place in form of rotation and a translation as soon in Fig. 1. So many
methods are adopted to solve forward kinematics and inverse kinematics problems
of an industrial pick and place robot. out of different method Jacobian matrix and
Denvit-Hertenberg theory is useful for analytic solution of straight forward
kinematics and Screw theory is useful for inverse kinematic solution.
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Denavit–Hartenberg (D-H) gives common alteration between two joints, and it
requires four parameters. The parameters used here are known as the D-H
parameters. The kinematics of robot ordered in form of forward kinematics and
inverse kinematics. Forward kinematics issue is simple, and also, there is no
complication deriving the equations. Therefore, there is dependably a forward
kinematics arrangement of a controller. Inverse kinematics is a considerably more
troublesome issue than forward kinematics. The solution of the backwards kine-
matics issue is computationally extensive where some have solution, some have no
solution, some have redundancy problem takes quite a while in the continuous
control of controllers.

2 Literature Review

Li et al. [1] studied 6-R robot for virtual reality and analysed the virtual reality. The
simulation is done by using EON software. The inverse kinematics of this robot is
simulating by MATLAB, and the result is validating for the virtual reality using
both the software. Lazar et al. [2] developed a robot manipulator control by using
visual serving. The paper describes how integrating reference and image prediction
novel architecture are used for the prediction camera velocity and time variation
consider by interaction matrix. A simulation is done to improve its efficiency for a
6-DOF manipulator. Chen et al. [3] developed a paper to increase the inverse
kinematics behaviour of a 6-DOF robot. The two coordinates are considered here as
reference coordinate and tool coordinate. The screw motion calculated for each link
based on reference coordinate. At last, a new algorithm is used to improve the
efficiency of inverse kinematics. Duka [4] developed a paper inverse kinematics and
forward kinematics of articulated robot. D-H theory is adopted to solve 4-axis
articulated robot problem and considering the corresponding data inverse kine-
matics value also calculated. A comparison takes place between experimental data
with calculated data for 4-axis articulated manipulator. Adrin et al. [5] developed a
paper ANFIS-based inverse kinematics solution. They have discussed a 3-DOF
planer manipulator which is considered to get effectiveness of this approach. The
data obtained from forward kinematics is transfer for inverse kinematics and
accepted the accuracy of the different joint angles. Dash et al. [6] developed a paper

Forward kinematics

Inverse

Joint 
angle

End effectors 
position

Θ1

Θn

To
n

Fig. 1 Schematic portrayal of inverse and forward kinematics
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inverse kinematics of industrial using ANN. The end effectors’ position is calcu-
lated by considering different joint angle. The multilayer neural network is used to
train the data, and the analytical data is validate with ANN trained value. Chandra
and Rolland [7] present 3RPR planer parallel manipulator where simulated
annealing and relay collaborative met heuristics. The given method gave promise
results. Henten et al. [8] devolved autonomous robot for harvesting. In this paper,
the 3D image system implemented for controlling and to avoid collision-free
motion during harvesting and 7-DOF manipulator was used to make more com-
fortable harvesting. Husty et al. [9] taken new algorithm to solve IK of 6-R
manipulator. Here kinematics image considers to identify the displacement of each
point, and the solution is made in two phase. In first phase, two joint angle value
calculated algorithm by using and other four calculated by inverse kinematics
equation. Srinivas et al. [10] accepting end-focuses for all segments of a
multi-segment trunk are known and subtle elements are applying single-segment
converse kinematics to each segment of the multi-segment trunk by adjusting for
coming about changes in introduction. At last, an approach which registers per-area
end-focuses given just a last segment endpoint gives an entire answer for the
multi-segment converse kinematics issue. Iliukhina et al. [11] devolved modelling
5-DOF manipulator where the piece of research went for making mechanical
controller controlled by methods for brain–computer interface for enhancing family
unit confidence of people with incapacities and growing the extent of their
movement. The mechanical controller gives plausibility of self-satisfaction in
fundamental family works, and it shows a numerical model of the kinematics of the
automated controller. Khuntia et al. [12] modelled a heuristics allocation of mul-
titask robot. Here it has been created thinking about the earth, the framework
parameters and the robots’ capacities. An answer calculation has been created and
executed to acquire the outcomes.

3 Inverse Kinematics

Backward kinematics is the inverse of forward kinematics. The position of end
effectors calculated, after determining all joint angle position. The inverse kine-
matics solves the problem like end effectors position, what are the relating joint
positions. In contrast with the forward kinematics issue, the arrangement of the
converse issue is not generally conjugal. The end effectors position can be reached
in several configurations according to position vectors. Our main aim is to solve
6-DOF industrial robot using artificial neural networks (ANN) and simulated the
solution by using MATLAB.

The inverse kinematics model is shown in Fig. 2 whose angle can be calculated
like θ1, θ2, θ3… = f − (p). The arrangement is figured in two stages, first uses an
area vector from the wrist to the wrist. The vector takes into consideration the
arrangement of the initial three primaries DOF that finish the worldwide movement.
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The last 3-DOF is discovered utilizing the computed estimations of the first 3-DOF
and the introduction matrices T4, T5 and T6. The modelling is done here using D-H
method for forward kinematics, and the values are obtained for end effectors with
various corresponding joint angle position.

T=A1A2A3A4A5A6 ð1Þ

where T is the target position Θi is the joint variable.

4 Denavit–Hartenberg Theory

D-H parameters are one of the most useful theories to take care of forward kine-
matics issue of automated arms. The D-H formalization takes place by using only
four parameters to describe the spatial relationship between successive link coor-
dinate frames as shown in Fig. 3. The 6-DOF robot solution made by introducing
two constraints to the placement of those frames: The axis xi is perpendicular to the
axis zi−1, and the axis xi intersects the axis zi−1.

Fig. 2 Structure of 3-R arm

Fig. 3 D-H architecture
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Frame i is rigidly attached to link joint i + 1. The frame is assign as D-H
convention, i.e. D-H1 xi perpendicular to zi−1, D-H2 xi intersects the axis zi−1

Assign Z-axis as axis of motion. If Zi and Zi−1 don’t intersect and not parallel
each other then xi act along the common normal from origin Oi which is the
meeting point between Zi and the general normal line.

From Fig. 4 if Zi and Zi-1 are parallel and do not intersect, then Oi can be consider
anywhere along Zi−1 axis. The yi value can be obtain by cross product of two axis
when both Zi and Zi-1 are intersect each other, Generally cross product that two axis
each other. To get the above value from the frame i − 1 to frame i, some necessary
steps to be followed then after we can get the equation like as stated below

Ti− 1
i =Tz dið ÞTzðθiÞ.Tx aið ÞTx αið Þ ð2Þ

=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 di
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775

Cos θi − Sin θi 0 0
Sin θi Cos θi 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775

1 0 0 ai
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775

1 0 0 0
0 Cos α1 − Sin αi 0
0 Sin αi Cos αi o
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775

=

Cos θi −Cos αiSin θi Sin αiSin θi aiCos θi
Sin θi Cos αiCos θi − Sin αiSosθi aiSin θi
0 Sin α Cos αi di0
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775

By considering 6-DOF architecture of Aristo as shown in Fig. 5, the parameters
are calculated as stated Table 1. After getting parameter by using D-H principle, the
joint angle for different position for inverse kinematics can be calculated.

Fig. 4 D-H architecture for
two axis

Fig. 5 6-DOF robot position
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θ1 = tan− λqy − d2qx ̸λqx + d2qy
� � ð3Þ

θ3 = tan− q2x + q2y + q2z − d24 − a22 − d22

±
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4d24a

p 2
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3
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θ2 = tan−
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θ4 = tan− C1ay − S1qx
C1C23qx + S1C23qy −C23qz

ð6Þ

θ5 = tan− C1C23C4 − S1S4ð Þqx + ðS1ÞC23C4 +C1S4ÞqY −C4S123qz
C1S23qx + S1S23qy +C23qz

� �
ð7Þ

θ6 = tan− − S1C4 +C1C23S4Þnx+ ð−C1C4 − S1C23S4ð Þny + S4s23ð Þnz
− ðS1C4 +C1C23S4Þ+C1C4 − S1C23S4 + S4S23

� �
ð8Þ

The above equation is used to calculate the joint angle value experimentally for
different position of end effector.

5 Artificial Neural Network

The neural system design of this arrangement as appeared in Fig. 6 and the neurons
are completely associated with this system. In this network, 18 nodes have been
used to train the network. A sigmoid capacity is utilized as an exchange work
among neurons, and there are three components of the system input. The initial
three components speak to Cartesian position, and other six speak to the joint edge
of various hubs. The showing informational index was set up keeping in mind that
the end point position where ANN can be utilized for the inverse kinematics
controller.

Table 1 D-H parameter
value

DOF. θi Ά ai di
1 90 O 0 184
2 89.28 O 150 158
3 91.61 79.71 0 300
4 92.18 90 250 150
5 92.51 0 0 378.5
6 95.02 63.9 0 64.0
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AhiðtÞ= ∑
i

k=1
WTikIk + ∑

m

k=1
Whikf ðAhkðt− 1ÞÞ; ð9Þ

The actuation work which is utilized as a part of concealed layer and the yield of
the system is a weighted total of the shrouded unit output.

6 Results and Discussion

With reference to above equation and considering some equation from author [6], a
number of joint angle value calculated which is shown below. From the table, it is
observed that obtain joint angle value is varying within the maximum and minimum
value of manipulator joint angle with a different position of end effector.

6.1 Experimental Data of Industrial Robot

See Table 2.

6.2 Specification of Industrial Robot

By taking number of experimental data, the neural network trained and obtained
performance curve as shown in Fig. 7 (Tables 2 and 3).

Fig. 6 Multilayer neural network
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The Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm is used to get the performance curve
very fast. It is an iterative technique to get performance curve. The curve shows that
the experimental value is nearly close to the theoretical value, and its errors are
decrees with higher DOF.

The training rate is adapted for different epochs. Fig. 8 shows the change of the
training rate decreasing with the number of epochs. By increasing the DOF, the
joint angle value is closer with the train data.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8Fig. 7 Performance curve

Table 2 Joint angle and position of manipulator value

Θ1 Θ2 Θ3 Θ4 Θ5 Θ6 px py pz
90 −89.98 90 0 90 0 0.30 378.88 393.84
89.85 −89.82 89.28 3.25 88.50 4.68 2.29 281.47 394.37
89.56 −89.78 91.61 5.25 85.00 7.84 2.56 380.14 394.74
89.20 −89.59 92.18 11.85 83.74 10.91 7.38 383.33 382.24
88.51 −89.22 92.51 17.17 79.71 15.46 8.11 390.57 375.52
86.45 −87.81 95.02 22.92 76.98 21.74 0.52 395.10 351.48
82.39 −85.56 95.44 26.56 63.93 24.37 29.85 414.98 336.66

Table 3 Joint angle
specification

Minimum Maximum Home Axis

−250° 90° 90° Base
−90° 45° 90° Shoulder
90° −45° −90° Elbow
0° 340° 0° Wrist
−90° 90° 900 Pitch

0° 3400 00 Roll
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7 Conclusion

From the analysis, it is observed that the calculated value of all joint angle of the
industrial 6-DOF industrial robot is nearly equal to the experimental data. Out of
different joint angle θ1, θ3, θ4, θ5 values are nearly equal to experimental data and
θ2, θ6 values match 60% with experimental joint angle values. The trained value
obtained by using neural network for the inverse kinematics gives approximate
value after high training sample which is a big drawback of this paper.
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Abstract— The use of power electronics-based instruments 

has increased the harmonics in the AC distribution system, which 

is very tedious to control.  They are for the DC distribution 

system may be adopted to avoid such a harmonics problem.  The 

advantages of the DC system over the AC system have made it 

possible to design the DC micro grid system where the point of 

generation and the point of utilization are closer to each other. 

However, the protection of DC micro grid is and very critical 

issue from a control and operation point of view as there is no 

zero-crossing. A substantial increase in the DC fault current may 

lead to a permanent shutdown of DC lines. To address these 

issues in this paper a research work has been carried out for 

checking the variation of load on the performance of protection 

features in a DC micro grid system.  The system has been 

investigated with a Matlab Simulink model.  

 
Keywords—DC microgrid, Unipolar, Power Quality, loading, 

common mode voltage 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In the recent trades of power system power system 
producing clean and green energy from the available resources 
is a very critical challenge. However to meet the global energy 
demand it is require to interconnect more number of renewable 
based sources to the traditional grid most of the renewable 
sources produces DC power against traditional generating 
units,.Again the modern lifestyle also demands DC power at 
the point of its utilization. These electronic devices produce 
harmonics in the AC system which ultimately affects the power 
quality . It is also very difficult to manage a large power system 
with this limited controllability.  Therefore it is quite easier to 
control the power if it can be utilies at the point of production . 
This creates a new window in the power system in the from of 
micro grid. Micro grid is of 2 types i.e. ac micro grid and DC 
micro  grid  

DC micro grid is more user friendly and at the same time 

we can transfer  times of AC power. This is because of 

absence of reactive power drop as absorbed in ac system. The 

DC micro grid also reduces the use of power conversion 

circuit as used for integrating the renewable sources into the 

traditional grid. This increases the robotsness and efficiency of 

the. In contradiction to the above advantages the DC micro 

grid requires some additional protection features for protecting 

the equipment from conveter circuit during failure condition. 

Some of the renewable based generation system injects AC 

current (component) to the DC line and thereby affecting the 

performance of DC micro grid. 

 
Variable loading condition a failure of earthing resistance 

increases the chances for large amount capacitor discharge 
current heavy discharging current if not protected. Then it may 
damage the nearest load connected to that resistance. Therefore 
it is require operate micro grid in exactly in coordination with 
the loads conacted to the system. 

DC grid can be utilised for powering of many 

electronic loads which can be chosen according to the 

requirement. Different DC to DC conversion technique has 

been used for interconnecting the DC sources. Every DC 

sources has its own prons and cons. Solar PV system although 

efficient and reliable from available Dc power but as it is 

environment depended, its output may disturb the main DC 

line. Similar kind of power quality disturbances can also be 

experienced from energy storage devices such as battery and 

fuel cell. Therefore these devices requires some voltage 

establishing circuit as its output. Although DC micro grid 

increases the reliability of the system but it require some 

special attention for its protection features as it does not have 

the zero crossing point like AC system it also require some 

protection features while connecting or powering the Dc micro 

grid from AC sources. Unlike grounding feature in AC 

system, the dc grounding suffers from corrosion issues. This 

requires anticorrosion treatment from time to time. 
In the last decade a number of research and debate  has 

been carried out over the DC mirco grid architecture, power 
quality issues and load variations. Most of the disturbances are 
coming out due to the interfacing of AC  sources  and converter 
presence in the DC system. The harmonics injected from the 
AC utility system also creates a number of disturbance which 
can be eliminated by suitably designing and active power filter 
and placing the same at the point of interconnection. Apart 
from the issues as mentioned above variation of load and its 
impact on the Dc micro grid  is the least researched area . In 
order to elaborate the above mentioned points this paper is 
organised as follows: (i) The section two des cribes about the 
architecture of DC micro grid system in terms of voltage 
polarity (iii) modelling of different components involved in Dc 



micro grid disturbance (iv) this section represent the analysis of 
load variation in an unipolar DC micro grid system (v) this 
section represent the overall conclusion and future scope of the 
work  

II. DC MICROGRID ARCHITECTURE 

Like ac distribution system, the DC distribution 

system also consist of two wire and three wire transmission 

line. The two wire transmission line is turned as unipolar 

whereas the three wire transmission lines is termed as bipolar. 

The two system has its own advantages and disadvantages at 

different voltage levels. Fig.1 shows the unipolar DC micro 

grid architecture where both the electrical sources and loads 

are connected to the positive and negative leads of the DC 

system. Here the power or energy is transmitted at the same 

potential therefore during the design and evaluation stage it is 

required to select the dc voltage of some magnitude for all the 

appliances. This architecture can support for transmitting the 

power at higher voltage like AC system. However, the 

conversion circuit must be designed to handle this voltage. It 

is also worthwhile to note here that due to absence of 

asymmetry in the DC system it is quite unbalanced conditions. 

The advantages of the system is that the design is very simple 

and flexible which makes it feasible to operate the system in 

off grid area where AC infrastructure is not available. It is also 

beneficial for those operations where point of production and 

point of utilization are not far away. Long transmission of dc 

micro grid can be possible with solid state transformer. Due to 

limited availability of pole of this system is not feasible for 

those areas where voltage sensitivity is an issue. It is because a 

single fault can affect the permanent shut down of entire 

system. Apart from this advantage it also suffers from limited 

availability of voltage level. 

 
Fig 1. Uni-Polar DC Micro Grid 

 

 
Fig 2. Bi-Polar DC Micro Grid 

 
  The different disadvantages presented in the unipolar 

micro grid system can be overcome by bipolar DC system. The 
bipolar DC system can provide three types of voltage level 
such as +Vdc,-Vdc and  2Vdc. Unlike unipolar DC system the 
bipolar DC system will provide a more reliable system as 
because a fault in any one of the line does not affect the voltage 
in other line. Again due to availability of different voltage level 
a number of loads can be connected to the system.  

III. OVER LOADING FAULT ANALYSIS 

Design and analysis of short circuit current in a DC 

micro grid environment under varying loading condition is 

very much essential. In general, there are two types of fault 

mainly occurring in DC system and they are terminal to 

terminal fault and terminal to ground fault. Terminal to 

terminal fault is the most Sevier fault and all the devices 

staring from protection devices to connected loads must be 

designed based on this level of current. In DC micro grids 

architecture there are two types of fault analysis such as steady 

state and transient state fault analysis.  

Icap(t)  =                            ---------------------(1) 

Equation (1) shows the converter fault current 

appearing at the dc terminal during transient fault condition. 

Under this condition the fault current basically depends upon 

the discharging circuit resistance and capacitance and thereby 

affecting the stability in the circuit.  

Vc = sin( ) - sin    -------------(2) 

 Similarly, equation (2) shows the discharging voltage 

of the converter capacitor and that of the discharging cable 

current is shown in equation (3). From this equation it can be 

found that the discharging current of cable strictly depends on 

the initial state of the system and harmonics present in the 

system.  

Icable = C  = -  -  -----(3) 

where ,                        ,         

     and, 

. 

t1 = t0 + ( )/                                       -------------------(4) 

where  = arctan[ (V0 0Csin /V0 0Ccos  – I0)].  

Vga = Vg sin( )                                -------------------(5) 

Iga = Ig sin ( )+[Ig |0|sin( ) – Ig sin ( )]  

 =  Ig  sin( ) +Igt   -------------------(6) 

where  s (Lac + L)/R] ,       = (Lac +L)/R 

ivst  =  iD1 + iD2 +iD3 = iga) ,(>0) + igb ,(>0) + igc ,(>0)   ---------(7) 

Therefore, excessive transient current can be limited 

by suitably placing an active filter into the circuit. Similarly, 

equation (4) shows the time taken by the system drop down 

the capacitor voltage into zero. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

In order to investigate the variation of load on the 

performance of DC micro grid system the following setup was 

designed in the MATLAB SIMULINK model. 



 
Fig.3 The proposed DC Micro Grid Architecture [1] 

 

The proposed DC micro grid consist of three 

different types of load and three different types of source. The 

sources consist of a 9 MVA small hydro plant along with 

2MW fuel cell. The total AC power is converted into a DC 

system of 780V. The load consists of DC load and variable 

AC load connected through some converter.  The two AC load 

consist of varying frequency type load i. e50 Hz and 55 Hz 

respectively. Both the load is of 400kWand 200kW 

respectively. Fig.(iii) shows the proposed architecture of 

variable DC load connected to the DC micro grid system.  

 
Fig.4.  Load-1 AC system Voltage  

 
Fig.5.  Load-1 AC system Current 

 
Fig.6 Load-1 AC power drawn by the system 

 
Fig.7 DC fuel cell voltage using Boost converter 

 
Fig.8. DC fuel cell current using Boost converter 

 
Fig.9 DC fuel cell power using Boost converter 

 
Fig.10 DC Motor terminal voltage 

 
Fig.11 DC Motor current drawn by the system 



 
Fig.12 DC motor Power drawn by the system 

 
Fig.13 variable load-2 voltage 

 
Fig.14 Variable Load-2 Current 

 
Fig.15 variable load-2 power 

 
Fig.16 three phase rectifier voltage 

 

Fig.(iv) shows the load voltage and load current. Here 

100% load is connected thereby 750V AC is maintained 

across it. Fig.(v) shows real power drawn by load. Here it can 

be noticed that at time 0.13 the system gets established itself 

for three cycles and after that it undergo and oscillation for 

five cycles. If the oscillation persists for them then some 

protection device has to be connected.  Similar kind of 

situation is also shown in fig.(vi) which shows the 

performance of DC motor connected through some converter. 

Fig.(vii) shows the boost converter voltage connected exactly 

at the intermediate position of the DC distribution line. Here a 

voltage of 250V has been maintained throughout the 

simulation. Fig.(viii) shows the current available in the system 

when a sudden voltage sag for 0.2 sec. During this time DC 

micro grid behaves as an islanding mode where the current 

drops down to – 200.  

 
Fig.17 Active Filter Voltage & Current 

 

During this mode of \operation, the total harmonic 

distortion present across the interfacing of AC-DC system is 

4.39%. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The variation of load profile has been investigated in 

this paper. The load has been varied in three steps such as 

loading under 80%, 100% and 125% of the capacity. The 

presented result shows that, when load increases beyond 112% 

the inverter starts injecting DC harmonics resulting the 

oscillation of the system voltage at PCC. Again chances for 

terminal to ground short circuit also increases. Therefore, 

while designing the protection feature for DC microgram 

emphasis must be given to different fault position from feeder 

side to Bus side.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, ball milling of Industrial Alumina (α-Al2O3) powder was studied with varied milling time. For reducing the size of 
the particle Ball milling top down approach is adopted. The average size of micro level alumina was 70 μm. The conversion was 
carried out by grinding process at two different stations for different time periods. Rotational speed, balls to powder ratio, water 
to powder ratio and milling time are the parameters included in this study. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) result of the 
sample which was carried out by Insmart System for 120 hours ground materials indicates non contaminated particle but, did not 
give any clear picture of size. The grinding work by ball milling was carried out for 10 hours after rinsing of the jar with alumina. 
The result indicates that the size of Alumina is reduced from 70 µm to 1.4 µm with grey color agglomeration particles.  
 
© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Selection and/or Peer-review under responsibility of Materials Processing and characterization. 

Keywords: Alumina powder, ball milling, particle size reduction, scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy 

1. Introduction 

Nanotechnology is considered to be a multidisciplinary and an interdisciplinary area of Research and 
development. The wide-ranging of applications that nanotechnology is and will be catering to speaks of its 
omnipresence.Nanotechnology finds a defining role to play in the field of agriculture, energy, electronics, medicine, 
healthcare, textiles, transport, construction, cosmetics, water treatment etc., as suggested by many researchers 
worldwide [1].In this context, a particle is defined as a small object that behaves as a complete unit with respect to 
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its transport and properties.Nanoparticles in nanofluids are made of metals, oxides, carbides or carbon nano tubes 
and the size ranging from 1 to 100 nanometer (10-9 mm).The materials include in nanoparticles are namely, oxide 
ceramics (Al2O3, CuO), Metal carbides (SiC), Nitrides (AlN, SiN), Metals (Al, Cu), Non-metals (Graphite, Carbon 
nanotubes), Layered (Al + Al2O3, Cu + C). A nanofluid are the new class engineered fluid with high thermal 
conductivity obtained by suspending nanometer size (1-100nm) particles is a base fluid like water, Ethylene- or tri-
ethylene-glycols and other coolants, Oil and other lubricants, Bio-fluids and Polymer solutions. In other words, 
nanofluids are nanoscale colloidal suspensions containing condensed nanomaterials and it is agglomerate-free stable 
suspension for long durations without causing any chemical changes in the base fluid [2]. Solid and liquid phase are 
the two phases in the system. Nanofluid have been found to possess boosted thermo physical properties for instance 
thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, viscosity, and convective heat transfer coefficients compared to those of 
base fluids like water or oil.[3]. Nanoparticles suspended in different base fluids can alter the momentum and heat 
transfer features of the velocity and thermal boundary layers by significantly increasing the liquid viscosity and 
thermal conductivity[4]. Owing to the outstandingfeatures of nanofluids, it finds wide applications in enhancing heat 
transfer. Most engineering products bring about from nanotechnology will be imperilled to heat transfer analysis, as 
thermal considerations have always been an essential part of any new design. Researchers realized that the 
obtainablemarcoscale data were inadequate to forecast fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics in heat exchangers 
and many engineering devices.Cooling plays a significant role in most of the engineering devices. Conventional 
methods adopted were providing fins to increase the surface area, increase pump power for increasing the flow rates. 
Also conventional heat transfer fluid like engine oil, ethylene glycol and water have naturally poor thermal 
conductivity compared to solids and also conventional fluid do not work with the emerging “miniaturized” 
knowledge due to chance of clogging the tiny channels of these devices. However, novel and superior cooling 
technology is the want of the hour. 
 Alumina, silicon, aluminum, copper, and silver shows higher magnitude heat transfer rate in increasing order. The 
thermal conductivity of silver, alumina and engine oil is 429 W/m-K, 40 W/m-K and 0.145 W/m-K correspondingly. 
Dispersing solid particles in fluids to enhance thermal conductivity give the basic concept of nanofluids. The 
foremost challenge is the quick settling of these solid particles in fluids. Nanoparticles differs from microparticles 
by better dispersion behavior, less clogging and abrasion and much larger surface area to volume ratio.  

Theoretical and experimental investigations have been conducted by many researchers for production, preparation 
and its steadiness. Nanofluids were first originated by Choi and Eastman in 1995 at the Argonne National 
Laboratory, USA. Since then, there has been rapid development in the synthesis techniques for nanofluids [5].  
Sridhara and Sathapathy have abridged the fundamentals of nano fluid, its preparation methods and the factors 
effecting the thermal conductivity boost in the Al2O3 base nano fluid [2]. PramodWarrier and AmynTeja  concluded 
that the decrease in the thermal conductivity of the solid with particle size must be considered when developing 
models for the thermal conductivity of nanofluids.[6] A number of investigations revealed that the nanofluid heat 
transfer coefficient could also be increased by more than 20% in case of very low nano particles concentrations[7-8].  
Das et al. concluded that nanofluids show great potential for use in cooling and the connected technologies. Oxide 
nanoparticles-based nanofluids are relatively less promising in the enhancement of thermal conductivity of fluids. 
Also the enhancement diminishes rapidly with the increase in particle size [9]. Researchers discovered that 
nanofluids has shown numerous distinct properties with large enhancements in thermal conductivity as compared to 
the base liquid,  temperature and particle size dependence reduced friction coefficient , and significant increase in 
critical heat flux [10-14]. Mishra et al. studied that the thickness of nano fluid depends on many parameters such as 
base fluids, particle volume fraction, particle size, particle shape, temperature, shear rate, pH value, surfactants, 
dispersion techniques, particle size distribution and particle accumulation [15]. 

The current study focused on the conversion of micro alumina to nano alumina by top down approach and wet 
grinding process, characterization of ground particles and investigation on the effect of grinding time on the 
characteristics of the particles. 

2. Materials and methods 

Top down process is a traditional route scaling down processes acquainted in macro and micro engineering.  In 
top down approaches an outside force is applied to a solid particles which is then break-up into smaller particles. 
Concerted incremental improvement in the entire manufacturing process transforms precision engineering into ultra 
precision engineering. The stiffness of the parts of mechanical devices used to form objects is particularly 
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significant. Material is removed by grinding. A characteristic of particles in grain refining process is that their 
surface energy upturns, which causes the combination of particles to increase. In dry grinding method the solid 
substance is ground as a result of shock, a compression, or by friction, using such popular methods as a jet mill, 
hammer mill, a shearing mill, a roller mill, shock shearing mill a ball mill and a tumbling mill. It is tough to obtain 
particle less than 3 μm size by means of dry grinding since condensation of small particles takes place 
simultaneously with pulverization.  But, in wet grinding the solid substrate is carried out using a tumbling ball mill, 
a planetary mill or a vibratory ball mill,  a centrifugal fluid mill, an agitating beads mill, a flow conduit beads mills 
an annular gap bead mill or a wet jet mill. The wet process is appropriatefor averting the condensation of the 
nanoparticles so formed, and thus it is possible to obtain highly dispersed nano particles.  A distinctive synthetic 
method for nanoparticles for the top-down methods is given in Fig.1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig.1. A distinctive synthetic method for nanoparticles for the top-down approaches 

The average particle size of the raw material is found to be 68.308 μm which has been tested in PSA (Particle 
Size Analyzer). The tested report is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. The average particle size of alpha alumina sample 

The conversions from micro to nanoparticles were carried out by wet grinding process at two different stations 
for different time periods.  

 Station I 
 Station II 

 

 Grain Refining of a 
Substance

Break down (Top-down)

Solid Phase Method

Grinding System Mechanochemical 
method 

Mechanical 
Alloying method 

Dry Grinding Wet Grinding 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Station I results 

The 1st phase of grinding work was carried out for 80 hrs, 120 hrs and 140 hrs. The Field emission - Scanning 
electron microscope (FE-SEM) and Energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDS) testswere carried out in Indian 
institute of chemical technology (IICT) Hyderabad. FE-SEM data for 120 hours ground sample at different 
magnification is shown in Fig. 3.EDS result of 120 hours sample is shown in Fig. 4.The FE-SEM data for 140 hours 
ground sample at different magnification is shown in Fig. 5.EDS result of 140 hours sample is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Magnification 2,500 Magnification 10,000 

 
Magnification 35,000 Magnification 50,000 

  
Fig. 3. FE-SEM data for 120 hours ground sample at different magnification. 

 
 

 
Fig.4. EDS result of 120 hours sample 
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Magnification 2,500 Magnification 10,000 

 

Magnification 30,000 Magnification 50,000 
Fig. 5. FE-SEM data for 140 hours ground sample at different magnification. 

 

 
Fig.6. The EDS result of 140 hours sample 

 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 indicated that the size of the Alumina is not as per our requirement and is above 100 nm. The 

ground samples indicates that there was no contamination but does not give any clear picture of size. Thus, the 
above said sample has been tested for TEM and PSA to get a clear picture of size shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Particle size analysis of 120 hours ground alumina 
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Fig. 8. Particle size analysis of 140 hours ground alumina 

 
The above result showed that the average particle size of 120 hours ground sample was 1.268 μm and for 140 

hours ground sample was 1.301 μm.  Thus further grinding is required for the above ground sample to achieve nano.  

3.2 Station II results 

The grinding process was carried out in a dual drive mill which is a planetary ball mill shown in Fig. 9. The 
material of jar and balls are made up of stainless steel and the size of ball is of 10 mm diameter. The principle 
behind this is that during the mechanical alloying the powders are cold welded and fractured. The mill comprises of 
a single turn disc and double bowls. The turn disc rotates in one direction while the bowls rotates in the reverse 
direction. The centrifugal forces, created by the rotation of the bowl around its own axis composed with the rotation 
of the turn disc, are applied to the powder mixture and balls in the bowl are interchangeably synchronized. Thus 
friction caused from the hardened milling balls ground the powder mixture. Thus the powder mixture is fractured 
and cold weld under high energy impact. 
Initially the jars were rinsed with sample alumina for 10 hours as previously the jars were exposed to iron oxide 
material shown in Fig. 10. 220 gm of alumina per jar (2 jars) was placed in the ball mill and was ground for 5 hours 
and 10 hrs in their dual drive mill laid open to high-energy collision from the balls. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Planetary ball mill and jar 

 
Fig.10.10 mm stainless steel grinding balls before rinsing and after rinsing with Al2O3. 
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The ground sample was collected by rinsing with toluene acid shown in Fig. 11. 
 

 

Fig. 11.The ground sample collection after rinsing with toluene. 
 
The above ground sample was tested for particle size analysis. The report is shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. The 
average size of particles milled at different times and at different stations are shown in Table 1. 
 

 
Fig.12. Particle size analysis of 5 hours ground alumina 

 

 
Fig .13. Particle size analysis of 10 hours ground alumina. 

 
Table 1 The average size analysis result of different machines ground for different hours 

 
Sl. No. Work Station No of hours 

ground 
Average 
size (m) 

1 Raw Material (α-Al2O3) 0 68.308 

2 Station-I 120 1.268 

3 Station-I 140 1.301 

4 Station-II 5 2.052 

5 Station-II 10 2.306 
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After grinding in different ball mills and looking to their average sizes, it has been observed that the average size of 
every sample is about 1 micron. This might be because of the particle agglomeration or coating of some other 
material. Leaching process was carried out for removing the coating, hopeful that the size will reduce to nano size. 
Result of the leaching with 10 % HCL shown in Fig.14, is not satisfactory, followed by higher percentage of HCL 
leaching with 30%. 
 

 
Fig. 14. Sample with 10% leaching. 

 
Leaching of ground Alumina powder with higher concentration (20% and 30%) of HCL has been carried out 

shown in Fig. 15 and the samples are sent for characterization. 
 

  
Fig. 15. Sample with 30% leaching. 

 
4. Conclusions 

 Micro sized α-Al2O3as received from National Aluminum Company Limited (NALCO) was successfully 
converted to nano alumina. 

 The alumina powders were converted to nano size through wet grinding process at different times to 
investigate the effect of grinding time on characteristics of the particles. 

 It was observed that the more was the grinding time the lesser was the particle size. 
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Abstract- Localization in Mobile Sensor Network presents, a 
never seen before challenge in this modern era. Localization 
algorithms somehow able to manage to solve the problem in a 
practical deployment. The following dossier article comes up with 
an idea to solve the trilateration problem. We propose Fuzzy 
Based Eminence of Trilateration (FBEOT) that helps in defining 
an efficient and dynamic mapping of nodes and relationship 
among ranging noise factor with objects. It is specific in FBEOT, 
that we design a dynamic Fuzzy optimization localization 
method, in which the most efficient and powerful node is selected 
for trilaterations process of localization in sensor network. To 
confirm this Dynamic Framework, combination of fuzzy 
optimization & TDOA technique with an efficient protocol is 
used. FBEOT is suitable in calculating trilateration accuracy 
factor and also the proposed localization method significantly 
improves localization performances. 
 
Keywords- GPS, Localization, Confidence, Wireless Sensor 
Network (WSN), Fuzzy logic, TDOA. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are often arranged for one 
particular use, and often their location remains unknown. 
Through localization, a physical framework milieu can be 
provided to sensor readings. The information will have a 
minimal effect if the exact location of sensor node is 
unknown. Besides, some applications need the node position, 
like vehicle tracking system [1]. So localization is essential in 
WSN research. Hence, Localization is defined as the process 
of estimating and computing the exact position or coordinates 
of sensor nodes [2]. This idea and facts show the researchers 
to find the solution of localization problem. The manual 
configuration technique is an easy way but quite impractical 
for larger networks i.e. sensors at volcanoes or portable 
sensors. A second way can be using Global Positioning 
System (GPS) as an external hardware to each sensor. The 
other option of using GPS is constrained due to power 
consumption, cost, and inability to use it indoor, hence creates 
a necessity for using nodes inside [3]. Different localization 
algorithms helps in estimating the location of sensors by using 
the data related to initially unknown location information and 
the few sensor nodes absolute positions as well as the distance 

 between sensor nodes & bearing measurements. The anchor 
node locations are known globally and hence are equipped 
with an external hardware, GPS. In global coordinate system, 
these anchors help in determining the sensor network location. 
Due to some of the following reasons, most sensors don’t 
know their locations e.g., constraints on size & cost, deploying 
environment (GPS is inaccessible in some places), deployment 
of sensors (sensors may be scattered), energy consumption etc. 
These sensors with no information about their location are 
called as unknown nodes. Node localization algorithm helps 
for estimating unknown node location. 
 

 
 

 

A. CATEGORIES OF LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS. 
Range-based localization:  In this method, the distance 
between a sender and a receiver can be calculated by using the 
received signal strength or the time-of-flight of 
communication signal which is sent to the receiver by the 
sender. However, the accuracy of the estimation completely 
relies on local environment, medium of transmission and 
intricate hardware. 
 
Range-free localization method: In this method, there is no 
need of calculating absolute point-to-point distance by using 
received signal strength because the hardware design is very 
simple and the reference nodes have pre-knowledge about 
their location, which ultimately suits the use of WSNs. 
Functioning of localization algorithm can be increased and 
amended by using various optimization techniques like Fuzzy 
Logic [4-8], Monte Carlo Optimization [9], Neural Network 

Figure 1(a) Beacon Node and 1(b) Unknown Node



[10] etc. or by doing amalgamate of localization algorithms 
[11, 12].    
The purpose of the paper is to present an innovative fuzzy 
optimization localization algorithm called Dynamic 
trilateration. This algorithm helps in keeping the average 
location error low.  In this paper, we explore and analyze 
TDOA based trilateration algorithm for localization in 
wireless sensor networks and a new localization algorithm is 
proposed.  
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as: In Section 
II, Description of the trilateration, TDOA and Fuzzy system. 
In Section III, Represents Algorithm Design & proposed 
method.  In Section IV, simulation and result. Finally Section 
V, Concluding remarks. 
 

II. DYNAMIC TRILATERATION 

A. Trilateration 
Calculation of node location with help of the distances 
between unknown node and considering specific anchor point 
with their location coordinate value is called as trilateration. 
The position at which the sensor must be placed is determined 
by using anchor coordinate and sensor’s distance to the anchor 
(Generally, the distance between the sensor and anchor is 
estimated through TDOA measurement). The sensor must be 
placed inside the circumference of anchor node circle which is 
centred at the anchor’s position value. In 2D space, the 
distances in between three non-co-linear anchors are required 
to obtain the point of intersection of three circles, known as 
unique location. In 3D environment four anchors are essential 
for estimating the distance value so that the unique location 
(intersection point) is obtained. 
This method specifies two cases: 
 

1. The unknown node is present in the intersection of 
three dynamic anchor nodes which is shown in    
Figure 2. 

2. The unknown node may be present in three dynamic 
anchor node’s overlapping region where there is no 
common intersection point. This is represented in 
Figure 3. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 

B. Trilateration Problem  
This problem is found in case of 2D node location finding 
process where the unknown sensor nodes are not present at the 
3 anchor nodes intersection point. Suppose an unknown node 
‘N’and it’s position is not known, the three anchor nodes A, B 
& C are participated for finding the location of unknown node 
‘N’ .The coordinate finding process of unknown node N 
facing the trilateration problem. ‘Q’ and ‘R’ are the anchor 
nodes for drawing the circle for location finding process. The 
circles show errors for finding centre and radius measurement, 
hence the circles don’t intersect at a single point and it 
overlaps in a small region in sensor field in which node ‘k’ is 
present .The two circles intersects each other at two points. 
Three circles intersecting each other at six points are given in 
figure 3. There are three inner points that are closely 
associated and three outer points that are loosely associated 
with each other. It defines closely three associated points are 
nearer to each other, while the remaining are far apart. 
Unknown node ‘K’ is present at middle of three inner 
intersection point. So fuzzy optimization and centroid 
technique is used for location calculation. 

C. Fundamental Centroid  
i. Three closely associate inner intersection points are found. 

ii. The position of non-anchor node are calculated using 
fundamental centroid technique [13]. 

iii. The basic principle of centroid method is, an unknown node 
surrounded by the polygon vertices should take into 
consideration the sensor field with unknown sensor node in 
the centroid of polygon represented in Figure 4. 

iv.  

 
        
 

The relation that helps in estimating the unknown node 
coordinate point after successfully receiving the message is 
given in equation 1. 
 

 
 
Where n stands for countable powerful anchor nodes that is 
mapped with sensor node. The efficient algorithm never 
provides best result. So edge weight is essential for updating 
the reference node for solving this problem. This technique 
increases the performance of equation 1, it defines and 
represents anchor nodes weight in TDOA form by the given 
formula [14]: 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Trilateration by using TDOA 
technique A,B,C are anchor node and N is the 
sensor node 

Figure 3: Trilateration by using TDOA technique P, Q, 
R are anchor node and K is the sensor node 
(Trilateration problem ) 

Figure 4. Node association in Centroid Technique 



III. ALGORITHM DESIGN AND PROPOSED 
APPROACH 

Radio Frequency (RF) and Ultrasound signals were used for 
proposing node localization algorithm for distance 
measurement purposes.  The mobile anchor node localizes 
unknown sensor nodes in the specified sensor field when the 
distance factor   between mobile anchor node and sensor node 
belongs to their reception range. 
 The proposed localization algorithm is categorised into two 
distinct steps. In first step anchor node localization is 
performed. In the second step there are some unlocalized node 
which are not covered by mobile anchor node. The unknown 
nodes which are localized by mobile anchor nodes are 
considered as stationary anchor nodes that participates in 
localization process The efficient node localization algorithm 
is specified and represented section I.  

A. Supposition 
The node localization method proposed is represented in the 
following suppositions: The static unknown node  is placed 
and deployed in sensor field in an ad-hoc manner and these 
nodes are mainly self-configured in nature. The powerful 
efficient moving anchor node transmitting it’s location 
information in sensor field. The powerful GPS device is 
attached with mobile anchor node. So it reduces the energy 
consumption in sensor node with static sensor node. 

B. Distance Measurement 
The time-of-flight method for signaling is a good distance 
measurement technique. The distance is measured through the 
satellite. A radio altimeter plays an important role to represent 
of the  altitude [14].The distance measurement technique is 
computed by considering ultrasonic signal and radio signal 
sent by the mobile anchor node. When unknown sensor node 
receives RF signal, it activates its ultrasonic receiver to 
receive the ultrasonic pulse which arrives a short time later. 
Then based on signal arrival time we find time of difference 
between different signals with unknown node and mobile 
anchor node as shown in Figure 5. By considering the 
following diagram we represent the efficient distance 
measurement method for location finding process. 
 

  
 
 

Lenth(d) = ( Rc - Us ) × ( t2 - t1 )      (3) 
 
       Where 

Rc: It represents radio signal propagation speed.  
Us: The propagation speed of the ultrasound/acoustic   
      signal  

C. Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy logic plays important role with unique feature to 
represent human thought and provide good solution for many 
control problems. This is a robust method and provides a 
better noise free reliable input and design for qualitative 
system [15-17]. Fuzzy system provides fuzzy set, linguistic 
variables like “low”, “High”, etc. This represents range of real 
value through which it is mapped between domain and fuzzy 
membership function. The truth value ranges between 0 to 1 
for membership function is used for each point. Fuzzy system 
uses many membership function for representation like 
triangular, Gaussian, sigmoid, etc [18] based on shape of 
function. The fuzzy systems have important components that 
describe different parts like inference engine, fuzzifier and 
defuzzifier. The crisp input value is described by fuzzifier 
along with it’s corresponding fuzzy sets and assigns fuzzy 
set’s truth value or degree of membership. The inference 
engine describes fuzzified values based on rules. The rules is 
represented in  IF-THEN rules based on fuzzy input and 
output present in  fuzzy set. Fuzzy implication operators AND, 
OR, etc are also used. The predicate truth describes rules such 
as MIN-MAX and bounded arithmetic sums. Inference engine 
process all the rules in parallel manner. The fuzzy inference 
performs fuzzification of the input values using the fuzzy 
operators like AND or OR in antecedent part, implication 
from condition to consequent, aggregation of consequences 
and finally the defuzzification. 

1. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

(NODE LOCATION COMPUTATION) 
Step-1. The unknown sensor node receives two different 
signals having different signal strength, one RF signal and 
other ultrasonic signal from the anchor node. Then the signal 
arrival time difference is calculated between the RF signal and 
ultrasonic signal to find the distance value between unknown 
sensor node and powerful mobile anchor node. 
 
Step-2.  The input and output fuzzy linguistic variables in 
Mamdani FIS are as follows { very very low (VVL), very low 
(VL), low (L), medium low (ML), medium (M), medium high 
(MH), high (H), very high (VH), very very high (VVH)} and 
{Far, Intermediate, Near}. 

 
Step-3. The rule based formulated using (If-Then rules). In 
this study, two inputted parameter each having nine linguistic 
variable such as { very very low (VVL), very low (VL), low 
(L), medium low (ML), medium (M), medium high (MH), 
high (H), very high (VH), very very high (VVH)}and the 
distance is computed as output. 
 
Step-4. Once fuzzy rules are generated, a fairly fuzzification 
and bins are to be constructed based on the fuzzy rules in next 
step. With help of dynamic matrix which holds fuzzy output 
variable in column and number of trials in rows for 
representing the average. 
 
Step-5. After bin construction process is completed, 
defuzzification process is carried out by using Jacobi’s 
defuzzifier technique. Anchor node value Jk is calculated given 
below: 

 

Figure 5. Distance measurement using TDOA method 



         
 

Where Pt, Lt, Gt stands for fuzzy distance and it describes as. 
Pt – the column C hold all point of centroid   
        method. 

Lt –the column C holds all point and value  
      less than pt. 
Gt - the column C holds all point and value  
        greater than pt. 
 
Step-6. Using the Jk value the node location(x,y)is fuzzified 
using Jacobi equation 
Z = { (Pt+(Lt-Pt) rd , Gt-(Gt-Lt) rd } (5)  
      
where rd represents random value ranges between 0 to 10. 
 
Step-7.  By help of series of iterations the value of  
Z = {x, y} is computed until it converges. The converged 
value gives the location of the sensor node. 

 

IV.  SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
Node location is find by centroid method. The weights of 
anchor nodes have important role in centriod relation which is 
consider fuzzy system output for result simulation. The 
Mamdani fuzzy takes TDOA value as input and to maps the 
outputs, it is consider as weights of anchor nodes. 

 
The mamdani method’s input membership function is TDOA 
value from the moving anchor nodes, it is divided into nine 
different distinct membership function of triangular is 
represented as very very low (VVL), very low (VL), low (L), 
medium low (ML), medium (M), medium high (MH), high 
(H), very high (VH), very very high (VVH) is given in Figure 
6. Range of input membership functions varies 
[TDOAmin,TDOAmax], where TDOAmin  stands for minimum 
value and TDOAmax stands for maximum TDOA value is 
presented by  each static sensor node from each of the mobile 
anchor node. 
 
 
 

 
 Figure 6.membership function for input value 
 
The fuzzy membership function is divided in to different 
distinct linear function that is VVL, VL, L, ML, M, MH, 
H,VH and VVH.The weighted value of anchor node is 
represented in range  [0,Emax ]  where Emax stands for 
maximum value as 1(one).  

 
The fuzzy rules are represented by mamdani system is 
maintaining and based on the strength of TDOA. Here nearer 
to anchor node and far from anchor node the unknown sensor 
node is represented based on signal power. It is represented in 
Table 1 of Mamdani fuzzy system. 
       
 
Table 1.Datastructure for fuzzy rules 
 

 

       Figure 7. Represents the TDOA value associated with  the fuzzy   
       system’s surface. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. TDOA vs.  Fuzzy Weight (Surface). 
 

1. Location estimated Algorithm. 
This paper used a good location estimated algorithm that is 
centroid technique. In this process equ.(2)  of centroid formula 
is  simulated using number of reference nodes. Figure 9 
describes location calculation in centroid method and Figure 
10 shows node location finding error in a constant area. 

A. Location calculation in Centroid Method 

 
Figure 9. Node location calculation 

 

Fuzzy 
RULES 

IF TDOA 
VALUE IS 

THEN 
WEIGHT 
REPRESENTS 

RULE 1 VVL VVL 
RULE 2 VL VL 
RULE 3 L L 
RULE 4 ML ML 
RULE 5 M M 
RULE 6 MH MH 
RULE 7 H H 
RULE 8 VH VH 
RULE 9 VVH VVH 



 
Figure 10. Node location calculation error (m) 

 
 
Figure 11 represent the location calculation of a sensor node in 
Mamdani fuzzy method with constant density of nodes. And 
Figure 12 describes localization error using Mamdani fuzzy 
from result accuracy point of view. 

B. Location calculation in Mamdani Fuzzy Method 
 

 
 

 Figure 11.  Node  location  calculation  by Mamdani fuzzy technique 
 

 
Figure 12. Node location calculation error (m) 

 
By considering five different anchor nodes to estimate 
unknown node’s location it adapt the TDOA method for 
distance estimation process with help of edge weight which is 
calculated using Mamdani fuzzy system. The red circle points 
indicate exact location of sensor node and empty circle 
represents estimated location of unknown sensor nodes. The 
link between exact and estimated point shows localization 
error that is shown in Figure 11. 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 2.Node localization  errors Comparison between general 
centroid method and  Proposed fuzzy based Method. 

Approachs 
 Node Localization Errors 

Max. error Min. error Avg. error 
(m.) 

General 
Centroid 
Method

3.1235 0 1.5024 

Proposed fuzzy 
based Method 2.1341 0 0.8745 

 
Figure 13 shows the average Localization error in proposed 
mamdani fuzzy based method is better than that of general 
centroid method localization process. From this figure, we 
found that the average localization error is less as compared to 
centroid method. 

 
Figure 13. Average localization error vs No of anchor nodes in sensor 

networks. 
 

V. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, a better result is achieved by the Weighted 
Centroid Approach. The TDOA distance finding method has 
important role for node localization process.  Mamdani fuzzy 
inference system is a better and efficient ways to calculate 
node location during the localization process.  The important 
TDOA value is used as input parameter in Mamdani fuzzy 
system as map to the outputs, it is considered as weight 
parameters of anchor node to the wireless sensor node. Hence 
location finding error is identified in actual and computed 
coordinate node through modified trilateration. The efficient 
weighted centroid  technique is treated as more preferable than 
the simple weighted method. The proposed optimized 
mamdani fuzzy method with modified trilateration  is efficient 
from result accuracy point of view and   with help of less 
number of anchors used.  
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Abstract-Equalization at the receiver is very much essential in 
communication system. It not only reduce the noise, ISI or CCI 
but to give a best possible signal to us. In this paper we have 
applied different optimization techniques like algorithms at the 
equalizer so that  will get a desired signal . We proposed two 
algorithms, one is LSL (Least Squares Lattice ) based on least 
square method which one of the most attractive properties is on 
excellent convergence velocity in order to estimate prediction 
error and also it has a reduced computational complexity. We 
have proposed another algorithm is variable length CMA which 
is applied on mixed phase channel for QAM signals. This method 
gives better convergence rate and also reduce MSE.  
Keywords-- Inter symbol interference (ISI), Least Squares Lattice 
(LSL),Channel equalization.  

I. INTRODUCTION  
Channel equalizers are placed at the  receiver to cancel out 

the interferences such as  ISI , CCI and ACI in the presence of 
noise which is additive in nature. We are more focused at the 
receiver side in which equalizer is the main part which 
involves of large part of the computations. Basically adaptive 
filtering techniques mainly used as linear equalizers have long 
been used for this purpose. In digital communication the 
process which is to used to reduce ISI caused by multipath 
fading is called as channel estimation and equalization. 
Especially ISI is more complex in broadcast environments 
such as cellular communication. Hence, suitable  channel 
equalization algorithms are essential to guarantee the 
performance of  communication systems. ACI and CCI comes 
about in transmission systems due to various techniques such 
as frequency, time  or space. Co-channel interference (CCI) 
mainly comes when the signal is contaminated by one more 
signal occupy the similar occurrence group. MMSE is the 
main criteria in channel equalization is. It also known as cost 
function. The formula which can be used as [| ( )| ].Where ( ) = ( ) − ( ).In this paper we have applied different 
equalization techniques at the receiver and compare their 
results to make sure which technique approaches the optimum 
performance. In adaptive channel equalization we use training 
sequence to reduce ISI. However the main difficulty of this 
move towards is that the it causes a lessening of the valuable 
signal rate with respect to the total signal rate[25]. One of the 
great advantages of blind channel equalization is that without  

use of training sequence and consider a few a priori 
arithmetical   in sequence on the contribution order we can 
recover original signal. CMA is one of the algorithm which is 
being used in blind channel equalization but it has some 
disadvantage because of its slow convergence [1],[2].To 
overcome this difficulty a techniques names as  (M-CMA) [5],  
(N-CMA) [3], (FCMA) [4] and (VSS-CMA) have been 
developed. 
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as: In Section 
II, Description of the Adaptation Algorithms. In Section III, 
Represents ADAPTIVE SIGNAL PROCESSING               
ALGORITHM.  In Section IV, represents PRAPOSED LSL 
ALGORITHM,VLCMA ALGORITHM and simulations. 
Finally Section V, Concluding remarks. 

II.  ADAPTATION ALGORITHMS 
In a digital communication system and its equivalent model 
shown in figure 1. ( )is the binary input sequence 
for  instant time .The system model with equalizer shown 
in fig 1.The  channel output say ( ) at time instant k 
as: ( ) = ∑ ℎ ( − )                 (1) 
Where ,ℎ ( = 0,1,2, .  .  . − 1) are the channel tap values 
and N is the length of the FIR channel. We have applied 
different algorithms that possess different merits in terms of 
their performance.     
 
     
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       FIGURE 1. Equalization Model 
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A.   LEAST MEAN SQUARES ALGORITHM (LMS)  

It is one of the most popular adaptive algorithm which is 
being used in digital communication system. The filter which 
is adapted using gradient descent method which updates the  
coefficients by taking a step in the way of the negative 
gradient of the objective function, i.e., 

 W = W − μ ( )                             (2)     
where μ determines the stability and convergence. It must be 
selected in  the range 0 < < 2/ { } to guarantee the 
stability in the mean-squared sense .Since this algorithm is 
matured in the literature we have applied and changed some of 
the parameters to study the stability as well as convergence 
velocity. 
 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF EQUALIZER 
SIMULATION-- 1 

Now we present the performance result for a channel whose 
transfer function is ( ) = [ 0.0976 0.2873 0.3360 0.2210 0.0964] 

        
                              FIGURE 2: System output                
 

     
FIGURE3:COMPARISION OF ACTUAL AND ESTIMATE WEIGHT 
VECTOR 

    
      FIGURE4: CONVERGENCE CURVE OF DIFFERENT VALUES OF  μ 

    
   FIGURE 5: CONVERGENCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT     
           VALUES OF     rou=(2.9, 3.1, 3.3,and 3.5) at mu=0.04 
        (X axis MSE in dB) Y-axis (number of  iteration) 
                                                                                      

B. NLMS ALGORITHM 
NLMS is an extended method of LMS. The problem of the  

previous method is that it is susceptible to the scaling of its 
input. Therefore  it very hard to choose a parameter μ that 
assurance the stability. One of the most appreciable thing in 
NLMS is because of  its shows far better stability with 
unidentified signals[20] and the step size parameter is chosen 
based on the current input values.  

  SIMULATIONS--  2 

 
                   FIGURE 6: ERROR CURVE 

 

 
FIGURE 7: CONVERGENCE COMPARISON OF LMS AND NLMS  

       (X axis MSE in dB) Y-axis (number of  iteration) 
 

C.    RLS ALGORITHM  
In this method recursively locate the coefficients of the filter 
that reduces a weighted linear least squares cost function 
relating to the input signals..The exponential weighted sum of 
errors squares can be described  as a cost function i.e,  
   J = ∑ λ e (m) + δλ  W  (m)W(m)         (3)    
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SIMULATION 3 

 
FIGURE 8: LEARNING CURVE OF DIFFERENT VALUES OF    
                rou=(2.9 3.1 3.3 3.5)  
 

D.  FAST RLS ADAPTIVE FILTERING ALGORITHMS 
As far as this algorithm is concerned  it can make good change 
between computational complexity  and convergence speed 
.This algorithm  is separated  in to two parts i.e a Prediction 
part and a Filtering part. The former  give to the later  an 
adaptation gain (or Kaman gain) vector to recognize the 
unidentified system. One of the attractive property of this 
method  is a outcome of attractive improvement of no longer 
needed come from the explanation of four transversal filtering 
difficulty every connected during their use of the similar 
contribution information. One of the advantage of FRLS 
algorithm in the filtering part is robustness to numerical errors. 
The coefficients of the adaptive filter weight are adjusted by a 
FRLS algorithm. 

     SIMULATION  4 

 
       FIGURE 9: ESTIMATED WEIGHTS CONVERGENCE 

 SIMULATION OF THE ADAPTIVE FILTER 

 
        FIGURE10: IDEAL FOR ADAPTIVE FILTER INPUT AND      

                    ADAPTIVE FILTER    FOR NOISE INPUT. 

 
   

FIGURE11 COMPARISON  OF THE ESTIMATE AND ACTUAL       
         SIGNAL    AND   ADAPTIVE PREDICTION ERROR FILTER. 

 

III. ADAPTIVE SIGNAL PROCESSING                    
ALGORITHM [16,17]: 

We have used some adaptive signal processing algorithms 
which can be  investigated against ALE( Adaptive Line 
Enhancer ) a kind of adaptive filter to extract a periodic 
abnormal signal including noise in the channel. Here we have 
used  LMS , RLS, LSL, GAL algorithms for said 
problems..Choosing these four algorithm LMS ,RLS, and 
GAL ( Gradient Adaptive Lattice ) algorithm based on 
gradient method and LSL ( Least Squares Lattice ) algorithm 
based on least square method. When prediction error is 
estimated in LSL algorithm, least square method is 
fundamental principle. This algorithm has attractive properties 
on excellent convergence velocity in order to estimate 
prediction error. Among these algorithm LSL is superior on 
convergence velocity than LMS and GAL. Equations  (4) and 
(5) shown below where  is the output signal , is the sum of 
input and noise signal.                       = − ∑                       (4)       = +                    (5) 
Where = −  prediction error, , are coefficient and 

order of adaptive filter, respectively. 
 SIMULATION   5 

 
FIGURE12: TRAJECTORIES OF EQUALIZER TAPS (LMS , RLS, LSL, 
GAL) 
 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 

 
   A.      PROPOSED LSL ALGORITHM 
In this algorithm [15] one of the most attractive properties is 
on excellent convergence velocity in order to estimate 
prediction error. It has a reduced computational difficulty and 
make use of both a priori and a posterior estimation error as 
shown in the equation 
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              = +                    (6)            = − { }                                  (7)                  = − { }                               (8)                                                   = − { }                                            (9)              = − { }                                       (10)              = + η                        11) 

               = + γ                      (12)                 ∅ = ∅ − { }                   (13) 
 
In this algorithm the  most important property is because of  it 
has fast convergence speed and at initial stage few root mean 
square errors. Comparing GAL and LMS ,GAL is more 
superior than of LMS because of  its convergence property .As 
far as noise elimination  ability is concerned LSL is superior 
than GAL and LMS. 

 
B.      PROPOSED VLCMA ALGORITHM 

One of the most suitable algorithm used for QAM signals 
is constant modulus algorithm(CMA)[1]. The technique which 
is used without the use of training series for adaptive 
equalization is called as blind equalization. In CMA it has got 
some disadvantages i.e the  convergence rate is slow and  
large (MSE)[18] and phase is not actual in nature. The 
performance enhancement in convergence behaviour can be 
done by another blind equalization method i.e Modified 
constant modulus algorithm (MCMA) [8].It also take care of 
phase error and frequency offset at the same time. To speed up 
convergence rate and reduced steady state MSE, the method is 
proposed called as variable length constant modulus 
algorithm(VLCMA) which is based on stochastic gradient 
descent method. The selection of μ is one of the most vital part 
to achieve stability .If we will decrease the value of μ MSE 
can be lower level but algorithm can converge very slowly. A 
big μ can give faster convergence rate at the price of higher 
MSE. Variable length  constant modulus algorithm (VLCMA) 
is proposed  where the arriving signal slander in the 
constellation plane .In this method during the transient stages 
response of equalizer will be spotted approximately a big area 
of the transmitted data code but in the stable state the response 
of equalizer will lie in a close neighborhood. Hence length of 
the step size can be varied i.e, it can be increase in transient 
stages and can be decreased in steady state stages to achieve 
increase  convergence rate and lower MSE in stable state. 
VLCMA[5]  is  a modified form of CMA which can reduce 
phase error and frequency offset .It’s cost function is = ( ) + ( )                                 (14) 
Similarly ( ) = ( ) + ( )                             (15)   The above terms can be identified as real and imaginary part 
of the equalizer output[6]. ( ) = [ | ( )| − ( ) ]                          (16) 
 
 ( ) = [ | ( )| − ( ) ]             (17) 
 

Where                                             ( ) = ( { } )( { } )                                                (18) 

( ) = ( { } )( { } )                     (19) 
Error can be obtained using stochastic process and can be 
written as = { } + { }                                   (20) 
 
Where { } = { } | { }| − ( )              (21)                 { } = { } | { }| − ( )                       (22) 
Now we know the equation  is of the form (K + 1) =(K) − μ. e(k). X∗(K)                        (23)         
It is  similar to that of CMA. From the above equation 
assuming real and imaginary part of the error signal is equal to 
zero .In ideal equalization, we obtain | { }| − ( ) =0   and | { }| − ( ) = 0 
The above equation indicates that modified algorithm attempts 
to create the real part of equalizer output lie on ±√  ,and and 
imaginary part of equalizer output lie on ±√ .To minimise 
noise and selection of  proper parameter the algorithm 
converges to a zero-forcing filter with probability close to one. 
The proposed method taking some modification [21],[22] and 
considering some delays from 1 to N in the error auto 
correlation function so that we can improve performance and 
rate of convergences. 

CMA criterion can be verified error function i.e 
                                                     = ( − )                     (24) 

Similar to  the  gradient descent algorithm the  weight  [1], [2] 
can be 

 ( + 1) = ( ) + ̂( ) ∗                  (25) 
To improving the convergence speed and performance the 

proposed method considers the lags from 1 to N in the error 
autocorrelation functions, consider estimation of the 

autocorrelation functions between ̂ previous error functions ̂ , ̂ ,   …. ̂  given by   = −1 + (1 − ) | ̂ ∗ − |2            (26) −1
=0  

After that the equation can be   = +                (27) 
 Where , ,  are positive parameters. 

 
                            SIMULATION   6 
In this simulations VLCMA is compared with CMA 
considering with 16-QAM signals. The response of the 
channel [23] whose transfer function is h=[1,0.1294-j*0.483] 
used in this simulations . Here number of the tap is used as 7 
with the initialization of centre  tap put to one and other taps 
put to zero.SNR is set to 25dB. Both CMA and VLCM  

=0.001, N=10000. 

 
   FIGURE13: 16-QAM SIGNALS, EQUALIZEDSYMBOLS  
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            FIGURE14: LEARNING CURVES OF (CMA and VLCMA) 

 
SIMULATION  7 

 COMPARE BETWEEN CMA & LMS: 

 
FIGURE15: TRANSMITTED SYMBOLS, RECEIVED SYMBOLS & 
EQUALIZED   SYMBOL  USING CMA AND LMS. 

 
    FIGURE16: MSE COMPARISON OF LMS AND CMA 
 
COMPARISON BETWEEN  LMS , RLS AND  KALMAN 
FILTER: 
In the figure… below plot of weight trajectories and MSE of 
three algorithms. From the figure we conclude that adaptive 
Kaman filter ,MSE achieved remarkable value as compared to 
LMS and RLS. Rate rate of convergence is also faster  than 
LMS&RLS equalizer [13]. 

 
FIGURE 17: MSE AND WEIGHT TRAJECTORIES OF KALMAN FILTER 

 
FIGURE 18: MSE AND WEIGHT TRAJECTORIES OF LMS 
   

 
FIGURE 19: MSE AND WEIGHT TRAJECTORIES OF RLS 
 
 
TABLE 1 COMPARISONS WITH THIS THREE  EQUALIZERS 
 

TYPES OF 
EQUALIZER 

ITERATIONS CHANNEL MSE 

 
KALMAN 
FILTER 
 

300 AWGN 0.0027 

LMS 
 

1000 MULTIPATH 0.031 

RLS 
 

1000 MULTIPATH 0.027 

                                     

V.    CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we have analyzed different optimization 
techniques such as LMS,NLMS,RLS,FAST 
RLS,LSL,CMA,VLCMA and KALMAN FILTER algorithm 
based on channel equalization using different channel models. 
Among all these techniques it has been shown that our 
proposed methods i.e  LSL and combinations of CMA and 
VLCMA provides an efficient way for  channel equalization. 
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Abstract. In cloud computing environment can also be called as internet based 

computing process in which there is no limitation of work. There are multiple 

number of Data Center (DC) available for solving multiple user requests coming 

from different User Base (UB). The Data Center are capable of negotiating mul-

tiple instruction simultaneously. But the instructions are submitted to the DC ran-

domly. Thus there is chance of overload for a particular DC. Hence the load bal-

ancing plays a vital role in cloud computing to maintain the performance of the 

computing environment. In this research article we have implemented Throttled, 

Round Robin and the Shortest Job First load balancing algorithm. Also we have 

proposed one more algorithm called as M-Throttled which has the high perfor-

mance as compared to other. We have taken different parameter such as Overall 

Response Time, Datacenter Processing Time etc for comparison. These are sim-

ulated by taking closest data center policy in Cloudsim environment. 

Keywords: Data Center, User Base, Throttled, Round Robin, M-Throttled, 

CloudSim. 

1 Introduction 

Cloud computing is an on demand system in which shared resources, data, programs 

are given by the customer’s prerequisite at the explicit time. Its a term which is com-

monly utilized if there should arise an occurrence of Web. The entire Web can be seen 

as a cloud. Capital and operational expenses can be reduced by utilizing distributed 

computing. Load balancing in cloud computing frameworks is extremely a test now. 

Continuously a conveyed process is required. Since it isn't in every case basically plau-

sible to keep up at least one inactive system which is similar as the active one to satisfy 

the required requests.  In cloud computing the cloud can be observed as the cloud which 

provides the availability of resources on the internet for different users. The end users 

uses these resources as per the requirement. Simultaneously multiple users utilizes this 

resources simultaneously. Cloud computing provides various services such as IaaS, 

SaaS, PaaS to handle different kinds of requests coming from the end users [1]. The 

request coming from the end-users are not homogeneous and are submitted to different 



2 

data centers for execution randomly. Hence it is very difficult to handle the heteroge-

neous requests by an overloaded data center. So the load balancing plays a vital role in 

cloud computing.  

But load balancing is becoming the most challenging factor in Cloud Computing. It 

is required to disseminate the stack evenly at each data center to realize a efficient client 

fulfillment and resource utilization proportion.  The goal of the load balancing are as 

follows [2,3] 

 To make all the DCs equal loaded. 

 To keep the performance constant 

 To maintain the execution speed in heavy traffic. 

It is a procedure of reassigning the all-out load to the individual processors or DCs 

or to make resource usage successful and to improve the response time of the activity, 

all the while expelling a condition in which a portion of the DCs are over stacked while 

some others are under stacked. The imperative interesting points while growing such 

calculation are : estimation of load, examination of load, security of various framework, 

execution of framework, association between the DCs [4] . This heap considered can 

be regarding CPU load, measure of memory utilized, postponement or System load. A 

site or a web-application can be gotten to by a lot of clients anytime of time. It ends up 

troublesome for a web application to deal with all these client asks for at one time. It 

might even outcome in framework breakdowns. For a site proprietor, whose whole 

work is reliant on his entryway, the sinking feeling of site being down or not available 

additionally brings lost potential clients.  Here, the heap balancer assumes a vital job.  

Cloud load balancing is the way toward disseminating remaining tasks at hand and fig-

uring resources crosswise over at least one servers. This sort of dissemination guaran-

tees most extreme throughput in least response time [5,6].  

In this research paper we have implemented the throttled, round robin and shortest 

job first load balancing algorithm to calculate the performance of the cloud computing 

environment. Along with these algorithms we have proposed one more algorithm M-

throttled with an improvised performance of the network with the presence of the heavy 

traffic at different instance of time. The parameters like response time and process time 

of UB and DC are considered for the evaluation of different algorithms.  

2 Literature Survey 

Load balancing assumes a fundamental job in giving Quality of Service (QoS) en-

sures in cloud registering, and it has been producing generous enthusiasm for the ex-

ploration network. There are a lot of methodologies that have adapted to the heap ad-

justing issue in distributed computing. The top notch comprises of differing customary 

methodologies without using any sort of swarm insight calculations. Many load balanc-

ing approaches were proposed as of late and each centered around various angles of 

calculations and strategies, e.g., utilizing a focal load adjusting approach for virtual 

machines [13], the planning methodology on burden adjusting of virtual machine (VM) 

assets dependent on hereditary calculations [14], a mapping arrangement dependent on 
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multi-asset load adjusting for virtual machines [15], versatile dispersed calculation for 

virtual machines [16], weighted least-association methodology [17], and two-stage 

booking calculations [18]. Also, a few techniques for burden adjusting were displayed 

for various cloud applications, for instance, an administration based model for exten-

sive scale stockpiling [19], information focus the executives design [20], and a hetero-

geneous cloud [21].  

The inferior contains approaches [8] use swarm knowledge calculations, fake honey 

bee state [9, 10], and particle swarm streamlining [11, 12], which is better for the dy-

namic circumstance of distributed computing. With self-sorted out conduct, these social 

bugs can be imitated all things considered, or with important changes, to take care of 

undifferentiated from issues in distributed computing. In [9], the author proposed a cal-

culation for burden conveyance of an outstanding burden with an adjusted methodology 

of ACO from the point of view of cloud or matrix organize frameworks. In this meth-

odology, the ants just refreshed a solitary outcome set constantly in the procedure, as 

opposed to refreshing their own outcome set. In [7], a heap adjusting system was pro-

posed in light of subterranean insect state and complex system hypothesis in an open 

distributed computing league. This is the first time that ACO and complex systems were 

brought together into burden adjusting in distributed computing what's more, acquired 

great execution. In [8], Mishra, R. et al. gave an answer for burden adjusting in the 

cloud by ACO, to expand or limit diverse execution parameters, for example, CPU 

burden and memory limit. Notwithstanding, few elements were considered as phero-

mones to discover target hubs when utilizing ACO in the over three methodologies. In 

[9,10], the author exhibited a novel methodology for load adjusting dependent on coun-

terfeit honey bee settlement. PSO was likewise embraced for burden adjusting in dis-

tributed computing, for example, [11,12].  

3 Existing Algorithms 

3.1 Throttled Load Balancing: 

In this method, heap balancer keeps up a record table of VM  with their present states 

(Accessible/Occupied). At the point when a demand to assign another VM from the DC 

Controller reaches, it processes the record table from best till the most readily accessible 

VM is detected. As soon as the VM is discovered, the Heap Balancer restores the VM 

ID to the DC Controller. The DC Controller sends the demand to VM recognized by 

the corresponding ID. The DC Controller informs the Heap Balancer of the new allot-

ment. The Heap Balancer refreshes the allotment table by augmenting as needs be. 

When the VM wraps up the demand and the Data Center Controller gets the reaction 

cloudlet, it advises the Heap Balancer of the VM de-assignment. The Heap Balancer 

de-assign the equivalent VM whose Id is as of now imparted. The objective of this 

method is to determine the response time of every VM as VMs are having different 

capacity corresponding to processing efficiency.  

RT= Ft-At+Td 
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Where RT= Response Time, Ft=Finish Time, At= Arrival Time, Td= Transmission 

Delay. 

3.2  Round Robin Load Balancing: 

It is the least complex calculation that utilizes the idea of time slice. In this method, 

time is separated into numerous slices also, every datacenter is given a specific time 

quantum and inside this time quantum the hub will play out its activities. In this calcu-

lation, the Data Center Controller dole out the demand to a rundown of VM's on a 

pivoting premise. The first demand is allotted to a VM picked haphazardly from the 

gathering and afterward Data Center Controller doles out the resulting demands in a 

roundabout request. Once the virtual machine is appointed the demand, the VM is 

moved to the end of the rundown. In this mechanism, there is a superior distribution 

idea known as Weighted RR in which one can dole out a weight to each VM so that in 

the event that one VM is prepared to do taking care of twice as much burden as the 

other, the incredible server gets a weight of 2. In such cases, Data Center Controller 

will allocate the two solicitations to the ground-breaking VM for each demand allotted 

to a more fragile one. RR Calculation chooses the heap on arbitrary premise, also, in 

this manner prompts a circumstance where a few hubs are intensely stacked and some 

are daintily stacked.  

3.3 Shortest Job First 

Shortest Job First (SJF) planning is a need and Non-Preemptive booking. Non-

Preemptive methods, when the allocated time a processor then the processor can't be 

taken the other, until the procedure is finished in the execution. This calculation appro-

priates the heap haphazardly by first checking the extent of the procedure and after that 

exchanging the heap to a Virtual Machine, which is gently stacked. All things consid-

ered that procedure measure is least, this procedure will get first need to execute 

whether we guess most reduced estimated process executes in least time. The heap bal-

ancer spreads the heap on to various hubs known as spread range technique. Shortest 

Job First (SJF) calculation can be said to be ideal with a normal holding up time is 

negligible, which improves the framework execution. 

4 Proposed Algorithm: M-Throttled 

In this algorithm, the Heap Balancer keeps up a list table of VM's and the quantity of 

solicitations presently designated to VM. Initially all VMs have zero allotments. At the 

point when a demand to designate another VM from the DC Controller reaches, it pro-

cesses the list table, and recognizes the minimum stacked VM. In the event that there 

are more than one, the principal distinguished is chosen. The Heap Balancer restores 

the machine IDs to the DC Controller. The DC Controller sends the demand to the VM 

distinguished by that ID. The DC Controller informs the Heap Balancer about the new 
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assignment. The Heap Balancer refreshes the assignment table augmenting the allot-

ment with that VM. At the point when the VM wraps up the demand and DC Controller 

gets the reaction cloudlet, it informs the Heap Balancer of the VM distribution. The 

Heap Balancer refreshes the distribution table by reducing the assignment of the VM 

by one. In M-Throttled Algorithm, a correspondence exist between the heap Balancer 

and the Data Center Controller for refreshing the list table prompting an overhead. This 

overhead makes delay in giving reaction the arrived solicitations. 

5 Implementation 

In this simulation six datacenters DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5, and DC6 with closed 

data set policy has been adapted during the simulation. In this different arrangement 

parameters can be set like number of user bases, number of task produced by each user 

base per hour , number of VMs, number of Processor, Processing speed, available band-

width etc. Based on the parameters the result incorporates reaction time, handling time, 

fetched etc. UB Response Time (RT) and DC Processing Time (PT) are considered for 

evaluation purpose. 

 

Table 1 DC Configuration 

Parameter Value Used 

VM Image Size 10000 

VM Memory 1024Mb 

VM Band 1000 

DC-Arch X86 

DC-OS Linux 

DC-Machine 20 

DC-Memory/machine 2048Mb 

DC-Storage 100000Mb 

DC-Band 10000 

DC-Processors/Machine 4 

DC-Speed 100MIPS 

DC-Policy Time Shared/Space Shared 

DC Grouping UB based 1000 

DC Grouping Request based 100 

Instruction Length 250 

Table 2 Region Configuration 

Cloud Analyst Region id Users 

0 4.4M 

1 1.1M 

2 2.6M 

3 1.3M 

4 0.5M 

5 0.8M 
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Fig. 1. UB response time and DC processing time using RR Algorithm 

      
Fig. 2. UB Response time and DC processing time using Throttled Algorithm 

     
Fig. 3. UB Response time and DC processing time using SJF Algorithm 
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Fig. 4. UB Response time and DC processing time using M-Throttled Algorithm 

 

6 Conclusion 

We have studied the concepts of load balancing and its vital effects on cloud com-

puting environment. Different algorithms providing the solution the existing problem 

of load balancing among different Data Center to maintain the efficiency of the net-

work. The performance of the strategies such as Throttled, Round Robin, Shortest Job 

First and M-Throttled with respect to the response time and the processing time has 

been studied. A comparison has been done on the basis of some predefined parameter 

such as UB Response time and DC processing time. With the presence of heavy traffic 

in each region the UB response time and the DC processing time the M-throttled algo-

rithm performs much better than that of other existing algorithms.  
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs) consists of hun-
dreds of nodes which are of low power, low cost, and tiny
devices. The main functionality of these nodes is to sense the
environment and send the sensed data to the observer. In order
to validate and get the significance of sensing data, location
information of the sensor node needs to be combined with the
sensed data. In addition to this, there are many other issues of
WSN such as routing, coverage, etc. which also need the location
information of sensor nodes. Several approaches, including range-
based and range-free, have been proposed to calculate positions
for randomly deployed sensor nodes. In this paper, we proposed
a distributed technique for localization of sensor nodes using
few mobile anchor nodes. These mobile anchor nodes move in
the network space and periodically broadcast beacon messages
about their location. Static sensor nodes receive these messages
as soon as they come under the communication range of any
mobile anchor node and compute their position based on the
range based technique. Another contribution of this paper is to
identify the importance of mobile anchor node over static anchor
node in localization. The performance of the proposed algorithm
is carried out using the Castalia simulator. The simulation result
shows that mobile anchor node provide better accuracy as
compared to static anchor node for sensor node localization.

Keywords-Localization, Mobile Sensor Nodes, Range Base,
RSS, Dynamic Beacon

I. INTRODUCTION

WSN consists of a number of self-organized sensor nodes
that are deployed to sense the environment, collect the data,
and process it with constraint resources. WSNs have many
applications in different areas like military, search and rescue
operation, environment monitoring, and other commercial use.
The performance and reliability of WSN depend upon the
accurate location of the sensor nodes. Among large number
of WSN applications, there are various application such as
tracking the exact location of moving targets [1], [2], helping
traffic routing [3], [4] and providing the geographic network
coverage [5], etc., which use the sensor localization infor-
mation for self-organization and configuration of networks.
Therefore, localization should be considered as an implicit

feature of a wireless sensor network.
Integral to such sensor node, location awareness operation

is the important technique that is used to locate the exact
position of every sensor node. The constraints related to cost
and power consumption make it practically infeasible to outfit
each node in a network with a global positioning System
(GPS) [6].On the other hand, it may be achievable to setup a
few number of sensor nodes with GPS known as beacon node.
These beacon nodes can be considered either static or mobile
depending on its suitability and can be used to locate the exact
coordinates of the sensor nodes. In such a situation, either
the range based or the range free technique can be applied.
The range-based technique [7], [8], [9], [10] can use inter-
node distance measurement through some special hardware,
information such as RSS to find the position of a sensor node.
In contrast, the range-free technique [11], [12], [13] does not
make use of any extra hardware information, rather each and
every sensor nodes utilizes the existing beacon signals in order
to calculate the sensor nodes location approximately.

The localization problem has received a significant attention
in recent literature. Most of the current localization schemes
have been proposed by using static anchor nodes. Although
the cost and energy efficiency of static anchor based location
scheme are low, still it does not give better accuracy. Looking
at the performance of static anchor based location scheme,
we proposed a mobile anchor based localization scheme that
provides better accuracy and energy efficiency. The mobile
beacon node is the best-utilized sensor node to find the
coordinates of other sensor nodes in WSNs [14], [15]. The
determination of the accuracy of a sensor node location is done
by using the knowledge of the route that the mobile beacon
node has traveled and how often the signal is emitted. In this
paper, a distributed methods to localize the sensor nodes is
proposed with the help of some moving beacon.

Our proposed localization method is based on the RSSI
technique using a smaller number of mobile anchor nodes
and static anchor nodes. In this localization method with
the constant area and constant density of a sensor node is978-1-4673-7437-8/15/$31.00 c©2015 IEEE
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represented which gives different average localization error
with respected to sensor field in the localization process.
Our Proposed method delved into mobile anchor nodes and
established that they are energy efficient as well as they are
required less in number than only static anchor nodes.

This paper is organized in the following manner. Section
II describes the related work in the area of sensor node
localization. Section III describes the proposed algorithm that
uses the RSSI information of a moving beacon node. Section
IV highlights upon the simulation results of the proposed
Algorithm. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The phenomena by which sensor nodes determine their
location is known as localization. Apart from this, we can
simply define localization as a mechanism for inventing of
space relationship between objects. A large number of local-
ization methods are static [6], [12] where network and the
static beacon nodes are used to find the location of each node
in WSN. The static localization method is further divided
into two types, i.e. range based and range free. In order to
measure the exact distance or angle between an unknown node
and a beacon node, range-based localization method follows
received signal strength(RSS),time of arrival(TOA),time dif-
ference of arrival(TDOA) or angle of arrival(AOA) and uses
different methods such as trilateration,maximum likelihood
or triangulation to find the unknown sensor node coordinate
points.

The two significant demerits of range-based localization are:
1) Require costly additional hardware support.
2) Distance measurement errors are caused by fading and

noise[16].
To overcome these drawbacks, range-free localization meth-

ods do not need any hardware support or component for
measuring distances and angle.

RSS is a vital parameter used in both range-based and range-
free localization methods. The RSS method clearly defines
how precisely can be employed to indicate the actual trans-
mission range. There are numerous range-based localization
methods [8], [9], [10] directly use it to find the distance
between two sensor nodes. Signal fading and background
noise causes unstable radio transmission, which could further
create a major variance of RSS .As a result, RSS have
some distance measurement error, it ultimately reflects on the
position calculation of sensor node inaccurately. The sensor
node range-free localization methods [11], [12], [13] also
employing RSS to localize sensor nodes in WSNs. In these
methods, RSSs are not used for calculating absolute distances.
As a replacement, these methods evaluate the value of RSS
with each other to capture the relative distance and relationship
among nodes.The model [17] find RSS shows the path loss
using referenced distance and path loss exponent and also a
random variable.

The mobile anchor localization methods [14], [15], [18],
[19], [20] with the help of mobile beacon node, reduce the
static localization problem. Galstyan et al. [20] propose a

distributed on-line algorithm for localizing unknown node by
using the mobile beacon. In [19], the authors come up with
a localization scheme (REKF) with the valuable assistance
of some moving robots in a Delay-Tolerant Sensor Network
(DTN). Various approaches are presented in the literature to
resolve the issues of localization. Different assumptions are
also taken with respect to their network and sensor capabilities.

In some specific models of localization which particularly
use GPS as the source, the localization process is straight-
forward. However, in a localization model that uses mobile
anchor nodes to assist sensor nodes with the discovery of
location, the mobile anchor nodes are either manually arranged
according to their location or else supplied with a GPS server
which they can use to find their location. Mobile anchor nodes,
after providing their location information to a sensor node,
then help them in estimating their location.

The literature survey clearly showed that an optimal algo-
rithm could not be defined yet, and thus a suitable localization
algorithm needs to be designed on the specificities of the
situations, taking into account the size of network, as well
as the deployment method with node density and the expected
results. Our proposed method delved into mobile anchor nodes
and established that they are energy efficient as well as require
less in number than only static nodes. In those systems, only
a small number of anchors are necessary for constructing
the global coordinates, which significantly reduces the system
cost.

III. DISTRIBUTED LOCALIZATION USING A DYNAMIC
BEACON NODE

In this section, a range-free distributed localization method
has been proposed . It uses a mobile beacon for estimating the
positions of sensor nodes in the ideal environment. Here we
first focus on how a node uses the broadcasting signal message
from the beacon to confine its estimation area when the beacon
is moving in a straight line. Then the upper bound of the
estimation error to the real position of a node is calculated.

Periodically beacon nodes exchange their location informa-
tion to their neighbors. It is to be assumed that a beacon node
moves in a straight line or zig jag motion in the deployment
area of a sensor network. At a certain time interval called
the broadcasting intervals, the mobile beacon node broadcasts
a message that is the special message that holds its current
position. The physical point is denoted by the position of the
beacon at which it broadcasts a message. It is also assumed
that a node can receive messages from the beacon only if the
node is within the transmission range of the beacon. Two states
are defined for every node,i.e. in and out. Also, two dynamic
transitions from these two states,i.e. arrival and departure are
defined by us. In The whole process of localization, a node
merely computes its distance from other nodes situated in its
vicinity utilizing one or more characteristics of received signal.
The Location calculation depends on the signal feature is fur-
ther classified into 3 main groups as triangulation, triliteration,
and multilateration. RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator)
is always available in many sensor platforms such as mica2
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and TelosB. The most widely used assumption in the ideal
situation is that, if the distance between the beacon node and
the sensor node is the smallest then the calculation of co-
ordinates of the node using RSSI value will be more accurate.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this work, we categories all the sensor nodes into two
types viz. anchor and non-anchor node. At the very beginning,
all the anchor nodes send beacon packets to their neighbors.
The beacon packet consists of the anchor node location and the
node id. Once a non-anchor node receives the beacon packet,
it stores the beacon location along with the RSSI value. After
receiving beacon packet from minimum three beacon/anchor
nodes, each non-anchor node calculates its location using
the triliteration method by taking into consider the distance
calculated through the RSSI value of the corresponding beacon
node and its location .

A non-anchor node stores maximum five number of beacon
information from the anchor nodes. The selection of beacon
node information altogether depends upon the RSSI value.
Hence, the beacon information having best RSSI value along
with the beacon node location get stored. Among those five
beacon information, a non-anchor node selects three beacon
node information based on the following criteria.

The three beacon node information with higher RSSI value
will be given first preference, provided the three circles drawn
through the beacon/anchor node location as the center point
of the circle, and distance between the beacon node and non-
anchor node calculated through the RSSI value as the radius of
the circle should intersect with each other. In order to satisfy
the above criteria, each node stores more than three beacon
information. If none of the three beacon information from the
five beacon information stored at the non-anchor node satisfies
the above condition, then these beacon information will not be
currently considered for calculating non-anchor node location.

Since the beacon nodes are mobile, and these nodes are
broadcasting their beacon information in a regular interval, a
non-anchor node updates the beacon information depending
upon its RSSI value. A non-anchor node may also store
more than one beacon information from some beacon node
provided this beacon information do not contain same beacon
location. As a non-anchor node updated the collected beacon
information, the non-anchor node updates its location by
taking the average of its previous computed location and the
new calculated location.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we report selected simulation results about
the performance gain from the large-scale wireless sensor
networks under different system settings. we describe the
simulation of our proposed localization algorithm in terms
of location error, energy efficiency, and throughput. We use
Castalia simulator to simulate our proposed algorithm .In
our simulation, we have varied the number of nodes from
100 to 1000, which are randomly deployed using uniform
distribution in different parts of deployment area with a
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fixed density and fixed area. Simulation result shows that
our localization scheme outperforms the existing localization
algorithms in terms of location error, energy efficiency, and
throughput.

Figure 1 shows that with increase in the number of sensor
nodes in constant area the localization error remains almost
the same.

Figure 2 shows the results of the constant area (50*50)
with different size of the network with mobile anchor nodes
vs static anchor nodes. It shows that the average localization
error is less in static anchor nodes as compared to mobile
anchor nodes.

In Figure 3, we have taken the deployment area of
(250*250) for different size of the network with mobile
anchor nodes vs static anchor nodes. It shows that the average
localization error is less in mobile anchor nodes as compared
to static anchor nodes.

From Figure 2, 3 we can conclude that as the deployment
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area increases the average localization error is minimized
in mobile anchor nodes as compared to the static anchor nodes.

Figure 4 tells that at the system level, using absolute values
of RSS for distance estimation and its errors of impact in
localization.This graph proves the RSSI distance error effects
the average node localization errors in a constant density
of nodes. The error in RSSI was bound to propagate to the
localization error. In the above simulation work shows that
even a minimal spike in the error of distance calculation
process resulted in a bigger spike for the average localization
errors. It indicates the reduction of error in RSSI will reduce
the average localization error.

Figure 5 shows how more no. of anchor nodes help in
improving the localization accuracy. As the localization
algorithm, used here is based on RSSI, but the anchor nodes
can be move around their sensor field. This can be remarkably
helpful in the localization process. But some nodes are at the
edge of the deployment area, so they cannot receive signals
from sufficient number of anchor nodes to localize, still
mobile anchor nodes yields some numbers of non-localization
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Fig. 6. average localization error with mobile vs static anchor nodes in
different size networks with constant density

nodes in different turns. When we are taking 10% mobile
anchor nodes then the no of non-localized nodes are more in
numbers. But when it becomes 25% it remarkably decreases
in numbers.

Figure 6 depict localization results from some
configurations were tested while keeping the node density
constant. On the above graph, we have taken mobile anchor
nodes compare to static anchor nodes with constant node
density. The comparison shows that the mobile anchor nodes
yield average localization errors which are minimum as
compared to that with static anchor nodes.

Figure 7, depicts the number of non-localized nodes in
a different size network with constant density using mobile
vs static anchor node. It clearly shows that the number of
non-localized nodes are quite less when we use the mobile
anchor nodes.

The effect of the number of anchor nodes for WSN
localization is shown in Figure 8. As the number of anchor
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nodes increases the number of non-localized nodes get
reduced.

Figure 9 shows the average energy consumption in different
size network with mobile vs static anchor nodes. From this
figure, we found that the average energy consumption is less
with mobile anchor nodes as compared to that with static
anchor nodes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

As wireless sensor networks have become a key technology
and are used in more and more for solving industrial and envi-
ronmental problems. Hence, defining an effective localization
algorithm is one of the important tasks. The existing literature
shows that an optimum algorithm could not be defined yet,
and thus the choice of a suitable algorithm has to be chosen
on the specificities of the situations, taking into account the
size of the network, type of nodes, as well as the deployment
methods and the expected results.

In this paper, we proposed a localization algorithm that
uses the mobile anchor nodes that periodically send beacon
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information to their neighbors to compute their approximate
location. The proposed algorithm is based on the RSS value.
From the simulation, we found that with variation in RSS
value, the localization error is also varying. The localization
error is further reduced by receiving multiple beacons from the
different mobile anchor nodes from different position during
their mobility. In addition to this, we have also analyzed the
importance of mobile anchor nodes over static anchor nodes in
sensor nodes localization. The most significant advantages of
mobile anchor node over static anchor node are that with less
number of mobile anchor nodes the localization over the whole
WSN is achieved, which is preferable for energy constrained
WSN.
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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network has a wide range of 
application in the field military operation, tracking, and data 
acquisition in hazardous environments. It is a vital and essential 
thing to guarantee the security and resilience of sensor networks. 
The wireless sensor node localization plays an important role for 
collecting meaningful information from an exact location. During 
node localization process security is a vital issue to protect the 
data losses from unauthorised person. In this research work, we 
introduce efficient and effective secure node localization and a 
dynamic key management solution for wireless sensor networks. 
In this scheme we present secure node authentication with 
distance measurement and we call secure information verification 
by malicious node cleaning. Also we present key management 
schemes; it is assumed that key information is stored in very 
powerful and reliable sensor node and not in individual nodes. It 
is an important issue for protecting the powerful node by which 
the sensor network can be made secure, energy efficient and cost 
effective because moving anchor node plays a major role during 
localization process. 

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Node localization,      
Security, key management,key distribution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A wireless sensor network has many applications in different 
field and plays a vital role for decision making and data 
processing. It is used in dynamic routing [1], sensor node key 
distribution [2] and description of authentication mechanism 
[3]. Sensor node localization in secure manner is a critical 
problem, how to maintain secure process in localization and 
trace association between anchor node and unknown node. 
Localization is necessary for solving object tracking, animal 
movement in forest and different vehicle tracking [4], and 
detection of fire at exact position in the forest [5]. Incorrect 
node location value may lead to alarms of the object [6]. The 
sensor nodes deployed in a sensor field with respect to 
different environment has a possibility of threats and risks.  

Therefore secure localization is essential for validating and 
protecting the data. In this paper a Secure Node Authentication 
With Distance Measurement System (SNADMS) is 

represented. The localization correctness is represented by 
cleaning the malicious node in sensor network with some key 
management strategies.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Secure sensor 
node localization is represented in the Section II. Secure node 
authentication with distance measurement by diffusion 
protocol and malicious node cleaning is described in section 
III. Section  IV describes reliable key management schemes in 
WSN. Conclusion is discussed in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A huge number of nodes are present in the sensor network and 
these nodes are of two categories. One is the anchor node and 
the other is unknown sensor node. Anchor node coordinate 
value is known by GPS device which is attached with anchor 
node so that it helps unknown node for location computation 
process. Sensor node localization process comprises of 2-type: 
Range based and Range free. Range based techniques are 
described in [7],[8] and range free methods are described in 
[9],[10].localization based on range based method uses 
RSSI(Received Signal Strength Indicator) for distance and 
angle measurement [11], sensor node distance is calculated by 
TOA(Time of Arrival) [12], and other efficient technique is 
Time Difference of Arrival(TDOA) [13] and AOA (Angle of 
Arrival) [14] and DV-HOP localization algorithm in wireless 
sensor network[15]. 

In position determination point of view, it is two types: such as 
Terminal-based approaches and Infrastructure-based 
approaches [16], [17]. In terminal-based method is called self 
localized system. Infrastructure based scheme is based on 
anchor node. The location value of unknown node is computed 
by efficient trilateration method in sensor network [15], 
multilateration method and triangulation method [14].    
Localization attack can be possible in both cases. Once the 
sensor node is hacked then that node sends false location 
information. An efficient key management scheme is define 
in[20],intelligent defense mechanism for security in wireless 
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sensor network and managements with applications of trust in 
wireless sensor networks is also define in[21],[22] 

III. THE DETAIL PROPOSED APPROACH 

The objective of our proposed approach is identify the 
malicious node which sends inconsistency data from the fair 
node sets. For reliable purpose two-dimensional localization is 
used. Our proposed algorithm is associated with fairly three 
dimensions. 

Definition: The wireless sensor network is mathematically 
represented as G(V,E),where  V  specifies  set of nodes 
(anchor  nodes and unknown sensor nodes) E  specifies set of 
active edges which are within the transmission range (tg) and 
they communicate with each other. It defines reliability and 
consistent of node when they are projected on a single 
Euclidean plane and maintains the association between them. 

Problem: Given transmission range set is defined, Nt(v) where 
the set containing sensor node along with its supported 
neighbours and its reliable distance set(Dt). Its distance is 
represented in sensor fields as. 

{dmij|dmij = dmji,i,j∈Nt(v),i≠j },the largest supporting reliable 
subset of  Nt(v). 

The proposed work is represented as two important phases: 
such as distance calculation by TDOA and malicious node 
cleaning. The first phase is describing the distance 
measurement by TDOA method by using diffusion protocol in 
high secure manner. In second phase set the supporting 
consistency range subset which contains strongly associated 
neighbour nodes in a virtual local plane. Once two phases 
operation is completed then anchor node can communicate 
with unknown node from the secure and malicious cleaning 
node set. In alternatively local coordinate system can be 
reconciled into the dynamic global supporting system. The 
mobile anchor node is in network and it updates its position 
value periodically.It is described as the attacker collect all the 
distance based information from honest node then it 
manipulates the data and sends false location information in 
the network. To protect from such attack a dynamic protocol is 
proposed in this paper.  

 

Fig. 1. Ranging Process in Phase 1 

Phase I: Secure Node Authentication with Distance 
Measurement by Diffusion Protocol. 

A hacker is sited in a secrete place and silently collects the 
distance information between anchor node and unknown 
sensor node’s location coordinate value. As a result a false 
distance and location value is transmitted by hacker to the 
network. To protect the network from such attack the distance 
computation are announced in an atomic manner with help of 
diffusion protocol. This protocol uses a reliable dynamic 
ranging technique .It is based on TDOA (Time Difference Of 
Arrival Technique) [18], wireless sensor network provides a 
dynamic fine grain localisation system based on transmission 
range to calculate unknown nodes coordinate value [19]. 

Diffusion protocol described in two well-defined steps 

Step 1: Distribute node distance Encrypted Measurements 

(1) Select a node v, v ∈ V(G)  by using  
diffusion_msg+random number in secure location 
computation process. Let Nt (v) is the strongly associated 
neighbour in transmission range of  v  in  participation. 

(2) Select two strongly associated node  v,u such that v,u ∈ 
V(G) and u ∈ Nt(v) then v sends a special RF signal to u 
in a certain propagation speed after some time delay 
interval δvu ,v sends another special signal that is 
ultrasonic signal to u and maintains delay time δvu , in 
top secret . Receiver node maintains a record containing 
the time tvu until the special ultrasonic signal arrives. 

(3) When two signal are collected from every node in Nt(v)  
v performs encryption  of δvu, tuv where every u ∈Nt(v) 
with symmetric encryption  method  by help of fresh 
random generated key k. Then node v broadcasts this 
information to its associated neighbours .If a node fails to 
represent it’s report it will dropped for l Nt(v). 

Step 2: Divulge Measurements of node atomically 

(1) When all the diffusion message is collected from each 
and every node  Nt(v) ( after  fixed time gap),v  makes 
known the encrypted key k. Once any node fails to tell its 
encryption key process then it will dropped from  Nt(v). 

(2) When  encryption key is received from all the nodes 
Nt(v), then v starts it’s distance computation  dmij  in 
between i and j  node in Nt(v). So the distance computed 
as (tij- δij ) × C, where C denotes ultrasonic signal’s 
propagation speed. tij   is associated with diffusion 
message from j and  δij is attached in   diffusion message 
from i. 

In this algorithm defines that due to some random delay node 
U can’t compute location value of v even if it receive both 
ultrasound and RF signal. The node v’s data is disclosed when 
each and every node Nt (v) ranging data is declared in step-1. 
When symmetry key information is disclosed in step-2 then 
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node’s Nt (v) calculated the distance v. so malicious node can’t 
fake any distance information. We deduced a symmetric key 
concept ranging value is to be encrypted to maintain data 
secure. This ranging value is verified whether it is generated 
by a node. 

Phase II: Malicious node cleaning 

Algorithm 1. Approximate cleaning 

1. Set  m = 1 to si 
2. For  v∈ V(G) choose two neighbours of  v  is  m and n  

respectively in random manner 
3. Set and define local coordinate supporting system Lcs 

using v,m,n,dmvm,dmvn,dmmn  
4.  Set and initialize  sensor graph G(V,E) 
5. for strongly associated each neighbour k∈ Nt(v) do 
6. compute the value of location  k,pk, on Lcs by trilateration 

of dmkv ,dmkm  and dmkn  from v,m,n 
7. end for 
8. set and the node  v in V(G) is created  with location pv 
9. for each neighbour k ∈ Nt(v) do 
10. set and  node k is created in V(G) with  pk as location 
11. end for 
12. taking pair nodes strongly associated m,n ∈V(G) and it 

ranges value dmmn do 
 13. dcmn =|pm – pn| 
 14. if |dmmn - dcmn |< Ɛ  then 
 15. create reliable edge e (m,n) in E(G) 
 16. end if 
 17. end for 
 18. set and define largest support transmission  
       range set  C  save it 
 19. end for 
 20. from support transmission range set C  
      choose one with the largest size. 
 
In this algorithm malicious node can cleaning efficiently. In 
this cleaning method first node v takes two nodes m, n which 
is the neighbour node of v in random manner. Then distance is 
calculated between v, m, n by considering v as origin. A 
efficient local coordinate system Lcs is created .A consistency 
subset is created using v’s coordinate system by considering 
graph G(V,E),where V consists of v and it’s neighbour nodes 
and E holds edge value. Initially graph G is empty k’s location 
is find by local system Lcs using trilateration method .The node 
v,m,n and k whose distances are dmkv,dmkm  and dmkn  .The four 
nodes v,m,n and k’s relative location’s are unique in global 
coordinate system. Once we mapped the neighbours on local 
system . Then we compare with measured distance and 
projected distance of m,n nodes dcmn =|pm – pn| is computed 
from the local system Lcs when dcmn.≥ Ɛ,the edge between m,n 
is not consider in E .This cleaning procedure is continuing 
iterative manner.  

IV. PROPOSED KEY MANAGEMENT SCHEMES 

The protocols for key distribution and key exchange being 
used earlier, which are based upon infrastructures using third 
parties seems to be improper for comparatively larger 
networks, from the angles of network topology, limitation 
arises in transmission range factor, association between nodes 
and its operation and also network boundary. It provides a 
good solution for this in which keys are pre distributed when 
sensor node is deployed in the field. The keys are installed in 
the sensor nodes for its secure connection. In case of hostile 
networks, key management and authentication are of much 
importance.  Four schemes are being proposed here assuming 
that key information’s are stored only at the cluster nodes as 
the entire network can be secured by protecting the cluster 
head. The schemes are-authentication, pair-wise key 
establishment, addition of new nodes, group wise 
authentication in existing networks. The key description and 
management technique is represented in detail manner. 

(a) Association of Authentication method in between two 
different Sensor Nodes- 
Authentication is given the first priority between the nodes 
when a node wants to communicate with another. Consider the 
1st case where communication between two sensor nodes A 
and B are explained in detail here. The powerful anchor node 
is considered as head node for a cluster that records a 
information set which contains not only sensor node keys i.e. 
K1, K2, K3...Kn but also stores individual  sensor node’s  ids 
and encrypted form of ids with individual keys i.e.(IDA) K1, 
(IDB)K2, (IDC)K3,…… (IDC)Kn before deployment. Each 
and every node maintains its stack which contains its ids and 
encrypted form of id along with its keys. 

The sensor node A contains IDA and (IDA)K1 .Similarly IDB 
and (IDB)K2 is assign and maintain by B. For the authentic 
purpose MAC operation is perform by A with its (IDA)K1  
along  with randomly generated number i.e Aα . Then sensor 
node A send IDA||Aα|| MAC {(IDA)K1|| Aα} message  to  
node B.Once the message is received by sensor node B,then it 
started its MAC calculation for validation purpose. 
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Fig. 2. Authentication Procedure 

The powerful head node contains the key. A random number 
Bα.  is generated by node B. upon receiving message from 
node A and node B sends message i.e. Aα||Bα||IDB 
||H{(IDB)K2}|| IDA. IDB is recognised and authenticated node 
by calculating the hash over the {(IDB)K2},it is with head 
node . Once it ia authenticated by head node the validity is 
provided to sensor node A by sending (IDA) K1 to node B. 
Then node B calculates MAC {(IDA)K1|| Aα} and compares it 
with A’s MAC. If there is a match, the sensor node is honest 
and valid, so a safe communication is possible. 

The Aα sent from the Node A to Node B in the first step is 
used to change the {(IDB)K2is changed by using the Aα. Then 
node B sends request for authentication to head node & also 
asks for {(IDA) K1}. The (IDB) K2of B has been changed to 
(IDB) K2+ Aα, so that any one copying the communication 
between B and head node can’t use it. After authentication, the 
cluster head can directly send Bα to A, and updating of (IDA) 
K1 to (IDA) K1+Bα is carried out at A & head node. After 
every authentication, he nodes change their Id values, which 
strengthens the security of the network. So authentication is 
given the topmost priority in the proposed scheme. 

(b) Key Pairs maintain between two Individual Sensor Nodes 
Each authenticated node knows each other’s id. So they need a 
key pair for safe communication. For example consider two 
sensor’ node’s id is X and Y having its key Xd, They wants to 
maintain communication to each other. Node X compute its 
key XdX as XdX = F Xd (X) & pair wise key XdXY = Xd X (Y) 
= F Xd (XY), Y compute its key Xd Y as Xd Y = F Xd (Y)& 
pair wise key Xd XY = Xd Y (X) = F Xd (XY). Once key setup 
phase is completed then start to transmit message to each 
other. A message ‘Msg’ is encrypted as Msg’= Xd XY(Msg). 
A counter is maintaining for store transmitted message. 

 

Fig. 3. Key pairs maintain between two individual sensor node 

With each transmission the value of the counter is incremented 
by 1 at both the ends, In order to encrypt the same message 
differently with different permutation and combination 
manner. So that the attacker get confused to decipher the key. 

On every transmission the value of the counter gets 
incremented by the value ‘c’ along with the updation  in pair 
wise key value i.e. Xd XY = F Xd (XY+C). A message Msg 
can be encrypted as Msg’= Xd XY(Msg) = F Xd 
(XY+C)(Msg). 

(c) Scheme for Addition of a new node into an existing 
Sensor Network 
 New nodes should be added regularly, as nodes can be 
damaged because of power loss. It is assumed that before 
deployment the head node has all sensor node’s key and 
encrypted its id with its corresponding key .New node addition 
procedure is described here in the given figure. For example 
suppose Sensor node X 

wants to be added into the network where sensor node A and 
Sensor node B are its two neighbours .The powerful Anchor 
node that is the head node consists keys of the sensor nodes i.e. 
K1, K2,…….Kn. Then encrypted data contain id of all node 
and encrypted own key i.e. (IDA)K1, (IDB)K2, (IDC)K3,… 
(IDN)Kn. The sensor node X holds it id i.e.IDX along with the 
encrypted form of its id and its own key and encrypted form its 
id with its own key i.e.(IDX)K3.MAC form of X is  using its 
encrypted id and generated random number i.e. MAC 
{(IDX)K3||Xα}. Id + message is send to its neighbouring node 
in concatenating form its Id, random number and MAC data 
i.e. IDX||Xα|| MAC {(IDX)K3||Xα}. The neighbour node pass 
the message received to the head node, with the own encrypted 
id to the message sent by X i.e. (IDA)K1||IDX ||Xα|| MAC 
{(IDX)K3|| Xα}. The head node identifies the message and 
then checks for the authentication of the message i.e. IDX 
||Xα|| MAC {(IDX) K3|| Xα}, by calculating its MAC IDX 
||Xα|| MAC {(IDX) K3|| Xα} K3 is available with the head 
node. The computed MAC and the existing MAC are 
compared in the receive message at the head node. In case the 
two MAC’s matches then it is conforms that node X is a 
authentic node and and node X is added to the sensor network 
by sending the message to node A  

 

Fig. 4. Addition of new sensor node mechanism 
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K3+ Xα is encrypted with its id and the new key. Similarly the 
new sensor node changes its key K3 to K3 + Xα after 
requesting for adding its neighbour sensor node. 

(d) Inter Group Authentication Scheme 
Let us now consider a sensor network consisting of several 
sensor nodes belong to one particular group. All the activities 
in the network are being monitored by the base station .It 
performs the functions like assigning individual ids, group id 
and creation of a group key for the existing sensor nodes. 
When a new group is added in the existing group with the 
communication range, then the authentic procedure is 
maintained be the new arrival group member in Figure 5 A, B, 
C, D nodes are attached to existing group. Then their id and 
group id is assign by base satiation individually i.e. GID1 and 
also key i.e. KG1 is created as group key for the existing 
member. Each node stores its own id,group id along with its 
own key and encrypted form of the group id  assign by the 
group key. The base station assigns its own id, group id i.e. 
GID2 and group key i.e KG2 for the newly arrive  sensor node. 

The node of other group key member needs to authenticate 
before the communication. In figure 5 G, H, I belongs to the 
sensor node of new group. We assume in the same 
transmission and communication boundary contains nodes are 
D, C, B of the existing group and the node G from new group. 
Inter group security mechanism is described as, the new arrival 
group nodes will decides the neighbouring group and after that 
it transmits its request to all the neighbours nodes in its 
neighbour group. Then it set and initialize the transmission  
range and make its communication When the  node receive the 
broadcast request then immediately responds to the receiving 
request. This strategy follows   probabilistic method. Where 
security depends upon the number of response received from 
the dedicated sender that requesting for the communication 
initiation. If number of node increase security responsibility 
and other factor is increase.   

 

Fig. 5. Inter group authentication mechanism 

Step 1: A concatenated message is sent by the sensor node 
upon receiving the request. The concatenated message consists 
of encrypted form of MAC of its id, group id. The sensor 
nodes D,C,B of first group sends message of other group 
sensor node G. Sensor node D sends message MAC 
((IDD)KD||(GID1 )KG1) || IDD || GID1 to  G. Similar process 
is adopted by the sensor nodes B,C and sends the messages to 
G.The base station calculates the  MAC ((IDD)KD||(GID1 
)KG1) and insert them into node D  prior to development. 
Each node has MAC generated by the base station. 

Step 2: In the effective ways MAC is calculated from the MAC 
received, node id and the group id. Since the key for id and 
group id is unavailable  at the receivers end, hence a 
concatenated message is sent new group node G sends 
message IDG|| GID2|| MAC ((IDG) KG || (GID2) KG2) || 
(IDD||IDC||IDB) GID1 to the base station successful 
authenticate the rest of the id are checked for validity. 

Step 3: Separate keys are created by the base station for the 
sensor nodes belonging to the first group. Three number of 
keys are generated. The encrypted form of the node id and 
group id of the first group encrypted by its key. 

i.e.((IDD)KD),((IDC)KC),((((IDB)KB),((GID1)KG1). It is 
again encrypted with new generated key and finaly sends the 
encrypted id and group id i.e 
((((IDD)KD)K1)K2)K3,((((IDC)KC)K1)K2)K3,((((IDB)KB)K
1)K2)K3and((((GID1)KG1)K1)K2)K3.It becomes 
computationally infeasible to decrypt any of the encrypted 
data. 

Step 4: The generated keys are sent by the base station to the 
respective sensor nodes.  Sensor nodes   D, C, B receives k1, 
k2 and k3 from the respected base station. 

Step 5: The allocated keys are sent to the nodes of the second 
group by the first group node. 

Step 6: The decryption of the encrypted ids are done by the 
new group members to get ((IDD) KD), ((IDC) KC), ((((IDB) 
KB), ((GID1) KG1) on receiving keys from 1st group. Node g 
computes the MAC and match with the MAC received in step 
1. Based on matching authentication is successful. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this research work we represent a local dynamic map which 
maintain with a reliable subset of ranging claim .The efficient 
and reliable method aims at finding and cleaning the malicious 
node. In this approach provides authentication to the 
coordinate values of the honest node and Provide a secure 
system for localization process. The proposed approach 
provides the better secure localization system and hence clean 
malicious node gives the better system. The proposed approach 
provides efficient key management and cost analysis technique 
and hence provides a reliable secure localization system. 
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Abstract- The cumulative infiltration of small sized Renewable 

Energy Sources (RES) into prevailing grid has generated novel 

challenges. µG (µG) is a controllable unit for the grid as well as 

for the user side. It can meet its distinctive demands, ease 

feeder loss and safeguard local voltage stability. They can be 

coupled and separated from the grid to facilitate both grid-

connected and islanded mode of operation. Islanding is a 

condition in which a distribution system gets electrically 

secluded from the rest of the network, owing to a fault at 

inflow side or any other disturbance, and yet remains to be 

strengthened by the Distributed Generation (DG) system 

coupled to it. Keeping track of different parameters alike 

Voltage, frequency, Impedance, real power(P), reactive 

power(Q), voltage(V) at the point of common coupling (PCC) is 

of great use to decide about islanding at any desired location.  

In today’s scenario islanding detection is a vital phase. This 

study reviews about various islanding detection technique with 

their virtues and failings. It gives a comprehensive idea about 

different control schemes intended in line with the obligatory 

functions and probable operating conditions. Henceforth, the 

review can motivate the researcher on finding novel technique 

for detection of islanding in real time scenario for better power 

quality. 

 

Keywords— Islanding, Distributed Generation, Microgrid, 

Voltage, Frequency, Controllers 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The furthermost important feature that extricates a 
Microgrid (µG) from a conventional grid is its 
controllability which makes the µG act as a controllable 
coordinated module when connected to a network. A micro 
grid is a decoct version of the centralized power system 
having following features. 

• It is reliable & Flexible 
• It is more secure 
• It is resilient 
• It can save money 
• It can store & incorporate renewable 

energy 
An interconnected µG shown in Fig.1 can achieve 

better stability and controllability with a distributed control 
structure. Interconnecting µGs to the central grid have the 
significance like availability, Operations/stability, 
Economic. The µG controller act as the edge concerning the 
utility grid and the loads pointing towards optimal power 
management. 

According to IEEE 1547.4 a µG system must be 
capable of operating in parallel to the central grid or 

independently in isolation from the central grid. The 
islanded operation of µG can fetch numerous assistances to 
the utilities, which embraces the following: 

• Improve customer’s reliability 
• Resolving overload problems 
• Settling power quality issues 
• Allow maintenance of system parameters without 

customer’s intervention 
 

 
Fig.1. Smart Grid Layout 

 
In islanded mode, a DG must supply the µG with seeded 

values for the system voltage(V) and frequency(f) variables. 
The RMS value and the frequency(f) of the AC voltage must 
be regulated by the inverter in a voltage source inverter 
mode. During islanded operation it may be anticipated for 
the converter to continue to supply a critical load when the 
central grid is disconnected. Additional criterion related to 
the islanding detection relates to the device involved in grid-
interactive detection. The device has created an alternating 
current (AC) that corresponds to the output power existing 
on the grid [1]. Specifically, the grid-interactive inverter 
should counterpart the voltage, frequency, and phase of the 
connected power line. The main island state in which the 
portion of the electrical power system (EPS) was 
strengthened exclusively by more than one local EPS’s via 
the PCC while the portion of the EPS was electrically 
secluded from the rest part of the system. Based on planned 
and unplanned event, there is a different two-variable 
portion of EPS is involved which makes islanding detection 
in real time a subject of significant study [2]. In general, 
detection of islanding can be categorized into passive 
methods that look for a grid transient occurrence, active 
methods that evaluate the grid by directing signals from the 
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inverter or from the distribution point of the grid [3]. Fig.2 
represents different methods available for detection of 
islanding in a power network. Some techniques can be used 
by the utility to identify the conditions that would cause the 
inverter-based techniques to malfunction and purposely 
upset certain conditions to turn off the inverters. A µG 
controller severs the local path from the network and forces 
the DGs to power the intact local load via a dedicated switch 
[4]. 

From the view point of nuclear power plant 
Islanding is an extraordinary approach of action for a 
nuclear reactor. In this mode, the power plant is cut off from 
the grid, and only the power produced by the reactor itself is 
used to power the cooling systems. Islanding has become a 

standard practice for certain reactor to restore the electricity 
production when the power plant gets disconnected from the 
grid. During the balanced state, even if the load and output 
were matched, additional transient signals can be produced 
by the failure of the grid [5]. 
 

At different operating conditions countless control 
methods of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) unit are 
shortened in Table.I. Micro grids can operate either in grid 
connected or islanded mode to achieve uninterruptible 
power supply for the local loads. In order to bone up the 
above said operating conditions, it is indispensable to 
address all the issues related to modelling and control of µG.

Table. I. Control Methods of DER Units at different operating conditions. 

 

Status Operation Function Control Methods 

Grid-Forming 
Unit 

Control the system voltage(V) & 
frequency(f) by stabilizing 

generation power & load demands 
throughout the islanded operating 

mode 

Voltage and Frequency Control 
(V & f control) 

Hybrid AC Voltage control & Current 
Control, Indirect Current Control and AC 

Voltage Control 

Load Sharing 
Voltage & Frequency Control, Active 

Current Sharing 

Grid-Feeding 
Unit 

Regulate the output active power 
and reactive power depending upon 

the power dispatched 
strategies/frequency(f)/voltage(V) 

discrepancy of the load/feeder 

Power Dispatch (Pdisp) 
Current Control and AC Voltage Control, 

VOC And Virtual Flux, Direct Power 
Control 

Real Power(P) And Reactive 
Power (Q) Support 

Unity Power Factor Control, Positive 
Sequence Control, Constant Real and 

Reactive Power Control 

Grid-
Supporting 

Unit 

Manages to excerpt maximum 
power (Pmax) from the key energy 
sources & the essential reactive 

power to support grid voltage sags 
and local demand of reactive 

current 

Real Power Output (Pout) MPPT 

Reactive Power(Q) Support AC Voltage Control 

 

 
 

Fig.2. Methods for Detecting Islanding 

Islanding Detection 
Method 

Classical Method Signal Processing Based 
Method 

Computational 
Intelligence Method 

Local Method Remote Method 

Active Method 

Passive Method 

Hybrid Method 

Power Line Carrier 
Communication 

SCADA 

Signal produced by 
Disconnect 
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II. NEED AND IMPORTANCE OF ISLANDING 

In the power industry, an islanded distribution generation 
system is the most significant at present. With the rise in the 
contribution of DER to the output of electricity, the 
possessions of the power network are gaining more 
importance [6]. Islanding has turn out to be a key problem 
nowadays with the rise in the usage of Distributed 
Generators (DG) in a power grid. If the local loads proceed 
to control a portion of the distributed system, then this 
condition is called the Islanding condition. Distributed 
generation has become a norm in power engineering in 
recent times [7]. This goes well in close association with the 
popular growth of society, where minute-scale solutions and 
proximity consider reactions to several dilemmas. Numerous 
incidents in the power network led DG sources to be the new 
face of higher amount of electricity generation.; 
Nevertheless, DG can accommodate a cost-effective 
replacement for critical devices [8]. Therefore, it would take 
paramount expense and time to design extra power sources 
and configure the transmission system, though it may not be 
obtainable in both cases. The islanding condition can be 
defined as the state in which a distribution system is 
electrically detached from the power network, but continues 
to be controlled by the DG attached to it. This is not an 
active power source in a distribution system and power is 
also not supplied during the upstream transmission line fault 
detection, but with DG, this postulation is no longer right. 
Current uses show that DG is needed for islanding detection 
by all utilities to be efficiently isolated from the network at 
the earliest. 

III. FACTORS INFLUENCING ISLANDING IN 

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION SYSTEM 

The contribution of the short-circuit fault current (Ifsc) 
in the course of the interconnected and islanded mode has a 
vital role in Islanding event. With this regard the integration 
of DG services into µG distribution networks improves the 
protection issues. The Distributed Generation services 
influenced by some key factors which are listed below. 

A. Reliability and Security 

The current µG safety systems ought to be developed and 
intended with certain new methodologies to obtain new 
features such as self-healing, resilience to system anomalies, 
plug and play, high reliability, and security [9]. A µG is 
connected via a distributed network (DN) to the system to 
improve certain parameters such as safety, power quality, 
reliability, and stability which are estimated, in addition to 
the aids of the DG system [10]. when islanding is observed, 
power obtained through the micro grid and device reliability 
can be significantly improved to function independently [11]. 

B. Bidirectional Power Flow 

 The incorporation of the DG (synchronous, 
asynchronous, and inverter interfaced DG and ESS (short-
term, long-term) modifies the faces of the network which in 
turn degrades the performance i.e., bidirectional power flow, 
low inertia device, and variable impedance in the overall 
system. The security systems are mutually affected by these 
variables and, in the event of any lack of cooperation, the 
efficacy of the intact network deteriorates [12]. 

 

 
Fig.3. Principle of Islanding 

C. Short Circuit Current 

With a varied choice of service from the grid-connected 
mode to the islanded mode, the amount of short circuit 
current (SCC) changes dramatically. The support of DGs to 
the level of SCC also depends on the µG system’s form, 
scale, and position of the DGs and ESS integration into the 
electrical power network [13]. 

D. Communication Infrastructure 

 The communication infrastructure and information 
collection can be defined contingent on two variables, the 
same as local information without communication and wide-
area contact calculation. µG security, however, is affected by 
the combination of these two items [14]. 

E. Time Delay 

With reference to the µG digital security architecture; it 
has been found that the time delay felt close to 
communication links shows a dynamic stinct [15]. 

F. Relay 

The type of relay and synchronization of relays affect 
the complete planning of a µG security scheme [16]. 

G. Fault Analysis 

The major factors in µG safety are the methods of 
processing skewed signal data and perceiving the fault 
without delay [17]. 

IV. CRITICAL BARRIERS OF ISLANDING 

The traditional distribution network usually operates 
centrifugally and the flow of power from the power plant to 
the customer is unidirectional. Over-current-based safety 
devices are suggested for this type of network as the severity 
of the SCC is associated with the place where the fault 
occurred. 

A. Reactive Power Injection 

The increase in voltage is caused by certain things due to 
the erratic features of the PV source and the discrepancy 
between demand and output [18]. In reality, the enactment 
boosting of the PV system can be achieved by restraining the 
overall generation of PV output and sinking the infiltration 
rate of the PV network. 
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B. Energy Storage and Power Flow Control Methods 

Some problems may be caused by the incorporation of 
the huge number of RES into the power network, such as 
critical voltage stability disputes. In this regard, 
incorporation of high-level RES into the grid has come to 
picture [19]. To ensure that it is apposite to incorporate some 
suggestions, such as the introduction of new stowing 
technologies espoused for voltage regulation: by means of 
the growth of grid-connected RESs, the ESS constraint 
became essential. 

C. Non-Availability of Zero Crossing Current 

Although an arc event is accompanied by the breaker 
operation in AC and DC networks, the action of AC 
breakers completely governed by the AC system's zero-
crossing current, and after firing, it enables the arc to be 
separated within half a cycle [20]. Circuit breakers and fuses 
are the defensive devices in the traditional method that have 
been economically accessible and commonly especially for 
DC networks. Across low-impedance device, the fuses 
function in the nous that the metal wire melts instantly when 
a strong current flow through the fuse. It is usually selected 
according to the system's time ratings, current ratings, and 
voltage ratings for smooth and reliable service. 

D. Low Voltage Crossing 

With the rise in PV cohort across the network, a major 
challenge is modelled to preserve the stability and reliability 
of the grid. According to the grid code, the photovoltaic 
device should be associated to the network within the 
voltage dips which is termed as low voltage passage 
capability need [21]. 

E. Unbalance Voltage Control 

When PV integration increases, unbalanced voltages 
induce some effects on the electric power system [22]. This 
is likely to suffer severely for this cause, and this will give 
rise to instability in the situation of unbalance. Active power 
filter in the distribution line is used for voltage imbalance 
compensation via the generation of negative sequence 
voltage (NSV) in series. 

V. CURRENT TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN 

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION SYSTEM 

The task of updating electricity delivery to 
integrate emerging technology is great, and electricity 
utilities are expected to work tirelessly on this agenda while 
making investments to ensure that current networks keep 
their electricity supply obligations safe and stable from a 
variety of sources in the aspect of conflicts and adverse 
environmental conditions [23]. Implementing vehicle-to-
grid (V2G) technology, electric vehicles (EV) are becoming 
easy to deal with tools in distribution networks and are 
allowing many ancillary services (e.g., peak power shaving, 
voltage management, spinning reserve, etc.) to be offered 
[24]. This occurrence has progressive effects on the process 
of DG, nevertheless at the same time challenges the 
deployment of DG. An optimization model for the joint 
implementation of charging stations for electric vehicles and 
distributed generation resources, which comprehensively 
considers the portion of electric vehicles in the vehicle-to - 
grid context. The integration of DGs, such as wind turbines 

or photovoltaics, creates formerly unknown load flow 
situations that can threaten the operational protection of 
power systems [25]. 

The growing installation of DG systems in 
Germany, especially in rural areas, coincides with the low 
hosting capacity due to the historical dimension of the 
network. The various control practices smeared to the DG 
systems, counting the control of the active & reactive 
power, the handling of the load frequency, and the 
identification & control of the island mode of operation of 
the generation units, are the key themes found [26]. The 
diverse control approaches such as PID, stable, predictive, 
and fuzzy, with its solicitations are found. Specifically, 
solicitations for the association of generation units and the 
regulation of the DC-AC (inverter) electric power 
adaptation system are witnessed. Some of the recent 
methodologies and advantages are elaborated in the 
following Table. II [27]. 

VI. PERFORMANCE METRICS AND ANALYSIS OF 

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION SYSTEM 

To analyze the performance metrics of a distributed 
generation system two major cases have been replicated 
with the aid of certain mathematical formulation [29]. The 
observed currents after islanding are zero as the 
measurement is performed in an open circuit island field. 
There are numerous criteria and test environments, 
containing multiple load quality variables, to assess the 
efficiency of island detection methods. The productivity of 
the IDMs (Islanding Detection Method) depends primarily 
on the timely and precise implementation of the appropriate 
process [30]. The operational capacity of an IDMs is defined 
by three major performance indices: NDZ (Non-Detection 
Zone), parallel RLC load, and load quality factor. A good 
procedure in these drastic circumstances demonstrates the 
effectiveness of IDMs. If the islanding state under such 
circumstances is successfully identified by a method, the 
dominance of the method is highlighted and fulfilled by the 
international standards. 

A. Motivation of the Research Study 

In real life, to encounter the rising demand for energy 
feeding, the incorporation of non-conventional energy 
sources into the grid is increasing. Islanding in the power 
grid is a big problem for a DG which can be mitigated using 
the impedance drift method [31] Islanding happens when a 
segment of the power supply in the interconnected system is 
withdrawn from the grid and the local charge remains to be 
distributed. The islanding condition occurred in a µG with 
distributed energy expansion may cause real dangers due to 
line fault. The islanding defects severely disrupt the normal 
operation of a DG [32]. Therefore, a few islanding 
techniques are used by analysts to protect the DGs from 
active, passive and hybrid disturbances. Communication-
based strategies are more expensive than different 
approaches because of the criteria for the implementation of 
assurance framework and reconfiguration of security 
scheme [33]. 

The localized algorithms interpret isolation mode, 
monitor, and modify the basic network parameters, such as 
voltage(V), reactive power(P), frequency(f), and so on, such 
as active and passive techniques.  Still, the passive methods 
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are ignored to consider islanding conditions if the 
mechanism has a low power imbalance [34]. Quite active 
approaches are the active techniques; the threshold values 
are normally fixed analytically as opposed to passive 
strategies, which can be misdirected and problematic. Most 
islanding detection techniques depend on the steady-state 

nature of the parallel RLC load, where the strength of the 
active load is directly proportional to the voltage square. 
Active load regulation, however, varies with voltage(V) and 
grid frequency shifts, which can also contribute to 
frequency(f) instability and have a major effect on the 
identification of islands. 

 

TABLE II. Recent Methodologies and its Advantages [28]

Si. No Method Process Advantages Drawbacks 

1. Passive 
Method 

Reflexively observe a series of 
electrical measures at PCC & analyses 

the response 

i. Fast response time (4ms) i. Large NDZ 
ii. Shortcoming in 
setting of threshold 
value. 

2. Active 
Method 

Injects agitation into the grid strictures 
incessantly at regular interims & 

explores the retort 

i. Minimizes NDZ 
ii. Improve detection accuracy 
iii. Response time 13-0.95ms 

i. Continuous 
injection of 
disturbance signal 
have negative 
influence on power 
quality. 

3. Hybrid 
Method 

Inherits the anticipated sorts of both 
passive(primary) and active 

(secondary) technique 

i. Response time 0.12s i. Incorporates 
desirable features of 
both the techniques. 

4. Remote 
Method 

Utilize communication amid the utility 
and the DG to sense an existence of an 

Islanding incident 

i. Includes nonappearance of NDZ 
ii. No deprivation of PQ 
iii. Effective in multi-DG 
environment 
iv. Response time within 200ms 

i. Requires additional 
instrument making 
system expensive. 

5. Signal 
Processing 

Based 
Method 

Observes numerous strictures at the 
PCC & smears a method to derive 

unseen sorts which are further utilized 
for event classification 

i. Proficient of digging out unseen 
sorts of some signal 
ii. Gives information about mode of 
being the system 
iii. Minimizes NDZ 

NA 

6. Intelligent 
Method 

Intelligence-based practices can lever 
several factors concurrently, it is 

probable to train the DG for numerous 
islanding circumstances and improve 

the precision of recognition. 

i. Can lever several parameters 
simultaneously 
ii. Enhance accuracy of detection 

NA 

B. Proposed Research Objective 

There are three remarkable extents in this section, 
such as data generation, feature extraction and 
identification, classifications for the detection, classification 
of the island and non-island occurrences in the DG system. 
The negative sequence part of the PCC voltage is detached 
in the process of dataset generation [35]. To eliminate the 
negative voltage of the series the signal is tested, and the 
sequence analyzer runed through the non-stationary signals. 
Integrating distributed generation (DG) power with 
electricity systems offers potential energy security and 
efficient solutions with limited impacts on the environment. 
Leading concerns related to DG integration is accidental 
islanding. 

A new Eradicate liability passive islanding 
detection system, which takes into account the dynamic load 
behavior. It is evaluated under noise conditions for the 
measured voltage signal and the corresponding resistance 
derivative. The islanding detection index that regulates the 
frequency based on time [36]. With ensemble empirical 
mode decomposition (EEMD) for detection, the model 
voltage signal was initially preprocessed. Then, 

autoregressive signal modeling has been used at the PCC 
with the grid to pull out signal structures from voltage and 
frequency signals. In spite of that, suitable guidelines are 
being anticipated to set a reasonable threshold [37]. The 
threshold values used to distinguish among the islanding 
phase and other non-islanding cases are thus removed, even 
with a zero-power misalliance between generation and load. 

C. Contribution of Research Study 

The main objective is to build a framework using an 
effective sharing technique to manage large-scale data 
processing and probing operations. The shredding approach 
is implemented by applying efficient shred partitioning and 
efficient shard selection techniques to improve the 
efficiency of distributed processing systems. A classification 
experiment with an extensive range of real-time data will 
test the suggested method. For the study of the output of the 
proposed algorithm, the classification models such as a 
decision tree and multilayer perceptron outcomes must be 
noted and plotted. It is expected that the proposed algorithm 
would yield better results for classification models. Through 
simulation, the sensitivity study of these parameters is 
determined in terms of load volatility, fault events, and load 
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switching on different events, insulating and non-islanding 
voltage drops [39].  

D. Application and Advantage 

Distributed generation units reduce reliance on 
major power plants. This effects in eradicating the need to 
erect immense power generation and deferral of new 
capacity. It also cuts the reliance on the long-distance 
national transmission grid, which probably reduces the 
charge of mounting new transmission lines and reduces 
transmission congestion [40]. It enhances or preserves 
system reliability by having aback-up generation. It also 
improves the flexibility of system operators, increases 
energy security by varying energy sources and reducing 
dependence on a complex large system [41]. The application 
of the distributed energy source poses new concerns 
regarding unintended islanding behaviour in which grid 
security issues are prompted, thus endangering the safety of 
utility staff. These many decades contain thousands of 
researchers' discoveries and developments of the anti-
islanding system to meet the need for grid safety. The 
distributed generation units interconnect with the electrical 
supply network through a three-phase inverter, whereby the 
active and reactive power management applications rely on 
inverter control strategies [42]. 

 
Conclusion 

Islanding confers to the state where in µGs form in 
consequence of severing the central power source deprived 
of preventing the integration of DG sources. Integrating DG 
sources through electric systems offers potential energy 
security and a stable solution with limited impacts on the 
environment. One of the most important concerns related to 
DG integration is accidental islanding. The persistence of 
the article is to deliver ways to detect islanding in the power 
network. By analyzing a statistic poised of diverse 
indicators such as voltage amplitude, event time period, 
unbalanced degree, device frequency, grid impedance, and 
power angle, the islanding pattern has been identified. For 
an islanded µG, DG disconnection is necessary only if the 
generation from DGs is not adequate to meet the local load 
requirements to elude power misbalance and grid failure. 
However, if the generation from DGs is adequate to 
maneuver native loads plus the islanding event is deliberate, 
a load controlling activity for the uninterrupted supply of 
previous loads has to be accomplished. After going through 
various methods adopted for islanding detection, it is 
established that Intelligent technique along with signal 
processing-based method can play a major role in perceiving 
islanding events in an intricate cross DG network. 
Ultimately, the review will guide the researcher towards 
effective islanding discovery in a DG for better energy 
consumption in real-time scenarios. 
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1. Introduction 

In the 1980s Coherent optical fiber communications were 
studied extensively mainly because high sensitivity of coherent 
receivers could be used for a higher transmission distance; 
however, due to the rapid progress in high-capacity 
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) systems using 
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) their research and 
development have been interrupted for nearly 20 years behind. 

In 2005, there was a large interest in the topic because 
of the digital coherent receivers which does not depend 
upon any complicated process rather uses variety of spectrally 
efficient modulation formats such as M-ary phase shift 
keying (PSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). 
By this process the phase information are not being lost and 
different offset like chromatic dispersion and polarization-
mode dispersion can be compensated. Taking these 
aspects into consideration the coherent optical is being in 
research in the field of optical communication systems. 

2. The New Coherence Optical 
Communication Transmission 

2.1. Digital Communication 
Digital modulation is the mapping of digital sequence 

i.e. the binary data in analog form or signal. In digital 

modulation scheme a block of 𝑘𝑘 bit data’s are mapped into 
one modulation level 𝑀𝑀, where 𝑀𝑀 = 2𝑘𝑘  to generate a signal 
 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡), where 𝑚𝑚 lies between 1 ≤ 𝑚𝑚 ≤ 2𝑘𝑘  .In this way it 
is possible to increase the transmitted bit rate by transmitting 
𝑘𝑘 number of bits of information in every 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 sec. 

 
Figure 1. Generation of 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) 

There are different modulation schemes in which  
𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) can be used are pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), 
phase shift keying (PSK), quadrature shift keying (QAM).  

In PAM the amplitude of the signal is varied. Suppose a 
signal 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) be like, 

 ( ) ( )cos 2m m cS t A f tπ=  

Where, 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚 = 0,1,2 … (𝑀𝑀 − 1). 
In PSK the phase of the signal is varied. Suppose a 

signal 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) be like, 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2cos 2 1 .m cS t g t f t m
M
ππ = + − 

 
 

In QAM both the amplitude and phase of the signal are 
varied. The signal 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) be like, 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )cos 2 sin 2m m c m cS t I g t f t Q g t f tπ π= +  
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Where,  𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 ,𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚 =  ±1, ±3, … … (±𝑀𝑀 − 1). 

2.2. Phase Modulation 
Phase modulators are used to achieve Optical amplitude 

modulation (AM) in a Mach–Zehnder configuration which 
are driven in a push–pull mode of operation. Optical IQ 
modulation can be consists of a push–pull type MZM in 
parallel, with one of the MZM given a π/2 phase shift. 

 

Figure 2. Device structure and the phasor diagram comparison among 
phase modulation, amplitude modulation, and IQ modulation. 

Phase modulation depends on the wavelength λ, 
electrode length (interaction length) 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 , and the change of 
the effective refractive index ∆𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . Considering only the 
Pockels effect, the change of the refractive index can be 
assumed to be linear w.r.t. the applied external voltage u(t): 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 . ~  .PM eff elt n t l u tπ
λ

∅ = ∆  

Transfer function: 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 (𝑡𝑡)𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖
𝑜𝑜 (𝑡𝑡)𝜋𝜋
𝑣𝑣𝜋𝜋 . 

 
Figure 3. Device structure of phase modulation 

2.3. Mach-zehender Modulation 
When two phase modulators are placed parallel using 

an interferometric structure a mach zehender is formed. In 
a MZM the incoming light is split into two branches, with 
different phase shifts applies to each path, and then they 
recombined. The output of MZM is a result of interference, 
ranging from constructive (the phase of the light in each 
branch is the same) to destructive (the phase in each 
branch differs by π).  

Transfer function: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2( )i t i t
out inE t E t e e∅ ∅= +  

 ( ) ( )1
1

u t
t

vπ

π
∅ =  

 ( ) ( )2
2

u t
t

vπ

π
∅ =  

 
Figure 4. Device structure of MZM 

When MZM is operating in push-push condition, 𝑜𝑜1(𝑡𝑡) =
𝑜𝑜2(𝑡𝑡). 
When MZM is operating in push-pull condition, 𝑜𝑜1(𝑡𝑡) =
−𝑜𝑜2(𝑡𝑡). 

In push-push condition the MZM works as a pure phase 
modulation system and in push-pull as pure amplitude 
modulation system. 

In push-pull condition, ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 .

2
u t

u t u t= − =  

In push-pull operation the field (E) and the power (P) 
transfer function of the MZM is, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
cos cos

2 2
MZM

out in in
t u t

E t E t E t
vπ

ϕ π∆   
= =   

   
 

 ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )1 1 1 1cos cos

2 2 2 2
out

MZM
in

P t u t
t

P t vπ

π
ϕ

 
= + ∆ = +  

 
 

 ( ) ( )
.MZM

u t
t

vπ

π
ϕ∆ =  

 
Figure 5. Field and power transfer function 
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When MZM, bias voltage is at quadrature point i.e. 

2bias
v

V π= −  and modulate with a inpute voltage swing of 

𝑣𝑣𝜋𝜋  peak-to-peak. In this condition the MZM acts as a pure 
amplitude modulation technique (example: on-off keying). 

 
Figure 6. Operation at Quadrature point 

When MZM, bias voltage is at minimum transmission 
point i.e. 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 = −𝑣𝑣𝜋𝜋   and modulate with an input voltage 
swing of 2𝑣𝑣𝜋𝜋  peak-to-peak, in addition to amplitude 
modulation, a phase change of π occurs every time the 
input, u(t), crosses the minimum transmission point 
(example: BPSK). 

 
Figure 7. Operation at minimum point 

2.4. Optical IQ Modulator 
Here MZMs working in push-pull condition are placed 

parallel to one another with a 
2
π  phase shift to the second 

MZM.  
The transfer function of dual drive MZM is:  
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Figure 8. MZM IQ Modulator 

 
Figure 9. Dual-Nested IQ (In-Phase, Quadrature) Mach-Zehnder 
Modulator (with each MZM biased at minimum transmission point) 

 
Figure 10. Dual-Nested IQ (In-Phase, Quadrature) MZM(with each 
MZM biased at minimum transmission point) and principle behind it. 
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Figure 11. DSP based optical transmitter 

3. Direct Detection Scheme 

Through direct detection at the optical receiver the 
digital information is recovered in the intensity modulated 
format by help of a photodiode that helps in converting the 
power of the optical carrier into electrical current. The 
photocurrent that is produced is directly proportional to 
the square of the signal amplitude. 

 
Figure 12. Photodiode working 

3.1. IQ Demodulation Formats 
An IQ demodulator mixes the received modulated 

carrier with a Continuous Wave (CW) Local Oscillator 
(LO), and a 90-degree shifted version of the LO the signal 
is down-converted from the carrier frequency down to 
baseband, and the in-phase and quadrature components 
can be recovered. Its functionality is to essentially obtain 
the complex envelope (and therefore, the data) of a 
modulated carrier. 

 
Figure 13. IQ demodulator 

3.2. 90o  Hybrid 
In an optical demodulator, the used IQ demodulator  

is a 90 degree hybrid. It is used to mix the received signal 
with the local oscillator signal and also the shifted local 
oscillator signal.  

 
Figure 14. 3dB coupler with 90 degree phase shift 

 
Figure 15. Coherence receiver 
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3.3. Polarization Diversity Coherent Receiver 
Two coherent receivers are employed to detect the two 

orthogonal polarizations of the received signal (the 
polarizations are separated using a Polarization Beam Splitter). 

 
Figure 16. PD coherent receiver 
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4. DSP Advantages 

1.  Recent developments in high-speed ADCs and 
ASICs have enabled the use of real-time DSP 
algorithms to demodulate Gbit/s coherent optical 
signals.  

2.  By DSP processing it is possible to compensate for 
the “incoherence” (frequency offset and phase noise) 
of the Tx and LO lasers.  

3.  Advanced RF/wireless comms concepts finally 
applicable for ultra-high speed optical communications.  

4.  State-of-the-art: 100 Gbits/s optical transceivers are 
a commercial reality and deployed by major 
telecom operators today (DP-QPSK at 25 Gbaud 
symbol rate).   

5.  DSP can also be used to compensate for link 
impairments:  

i.  Chromatic Dispersion (CD)  
ii.  Fiber nonlinearities   
iii.  Bandwidth limitations  
6.  Higher rates and longer transmission distances 
7.  Universal transceivers using the same hardware in 

all parts of the network; rate and format is 
determined by the software. 

8.  More transparent and upgradable networks Lower 
cost 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

The progress in coherence optical is very rapid in past 
years. In the future years it can use in  

1.  long distance communications,  
2.  high speed coherence receiver can be  
3.  tunneble local oscillator with narrow line-width  
4.  more flexible DSP with high error correction rate 
5.  Hybrid integration of planar light-wave circuits 

(PLCs) for phase and polarization diversities, 
double balanced photodiodes, and a local oscillator 
is an important technical task, which enables cost 
reduction of the coherent receiver and improves 
system stability. 
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a b s t r a c t

The present review work is on the effect of the quenching-partitioning heat treatment technique on the
alloyed medium Mn steel. Medium Mn steel with alloying elements gives an ultrahigh strength and a
multiphase microstructure. Nowadays, to fulfill the demands of the automotive industries, these steels
need high strength with a higher amount of ductility. Mechanical properties of the alloyed medium man-
ganese steel depend on reversed austenite and fresh martensite. The quenching-partitioning parameters
modify the fraction (volume) of reversed austenite and martensite. The alloying elements like Al, Si, Ni,
and Cr further change the amount of the reversed austenite and martensite, which enhances the strength,
hardness, and toughness of this steel. Hence in this review work, a detailed study is carried out to give an
idea about the effect of the quenching-partitioning treatment with different alloying elements on the low
carbon alloyed medium Mn steels.
Copyright � 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 1st International Con-
ference on Energy, Material Sciences and Mechanical Engineering

1. Introduction

Medium Mn steels provide a superb combination of strength
and ductility, fall under the category of advanced- high-strength-
steels (AHSS). Austenite nucleates in medium Mn steel in the
inter-critical annealing method. In this method, mainly the parti-
tion of carbon and manganese occurs in the martensite to reverse
austenite. This partition helps to stabilize the reverse austenite by
developing the retained austenite. For the medium Mn steel, a rel-
atively higher temperature above 900 K is the inter-critical anneal-
ing temperature to reverse the austenite [1]. Due to this inter-
critical method of heating, tempering occurs in the medium Mn
steel. As a result, there is a significant reduction in hardness
because of a reduction in the solid-solution carbon content and
dislocation density. Hence, according to the researcher’s sugges-
tions, there are some difficulties to improve the mechanical prop-
erties for the inter-critical annealing method of heat treatment
with maintaining the required amount of retained-austenite [2].
Recently in the case of manganese steel, researchers are mainly
concentrating on the low or medium Mn steels with 3-12 wt% of
Mn. These steels are categorized under the third generation AHSS.

The current research on the third-generation AHSS focuses on the
application of the quenching-partitioning method of heat treat-
ment on the mediumMn steel to fulfill the property gap of the first
and second-generation AHSS [3,4]. For these steels, elemental par-
titioning occurs at the time of annealing, which changes the
microstructure during hot rolling, cooling, annealing, and inter-
critical annealing [5]. The quenching-partitioning process has three
stages, such as initial quenching in between the start and finish
temperature of martensite (MS-MF), then secondary partitioning,
and the third stage is the final quenching [6]. The quenching-
partitioning method of heat treatment is generally useful for the
improvement of the mechanical properties of the alloyed medium
Mn steels [7]. Application of the quenching-partitioning method of
heat treatment on the medium Mn steel gives better mechanical
properties than the inter-critical annealing, which mainly depends
on the stability of the retained austenite. Alloying elements (C, Mn,
Al, Si, and Ni) help to enhance the austenite stability and the frac-
tion of retained-austenite in volume [8]. The amount of retained-
austenite should be high to improve the rate of work hardening
in the low carbon alloyed medium Mn steel [9]. Hence the current
review work gives a clear idea about the effect of the quenching-
partitioning method of heat treatment on the Al, Si, Ni, and Cr
added low carbon medium Mn steel.
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2. Quenching-partitioning of steel

The quenching-partitioning method is useful for the automobile
industries to improve the strength and ductility along with fuel-
saving and passenger safety for the automotive steels. Speer
et al. first attempted the quenching-partitioning process for the
enhancement of the mechanical properties into the steel. A
microstructure with low carbon martensite and retained-
austenite helps to increase the strength and ductility of steel
[10,11]. Past research findings suggested that the high-strength
of quenching-partitioning steel is due to the martensite laths.
However, good ductility is because of the transformation induced
plasticity (TRIP) effect [12-16]. In recent times researchers are try-
ing for a new heat treatment technique like quenching-
partitioning, which improves the mechanical properties. The
quenching-partitioning process generally occurs in three stages.
The first stage is the initial quenching, followed by partitioning
with quenching as the last stage. Full or partial austenitization
occurs in the initial stages of quenching. Quenching temperature
is in between the MS and room temperature (RT), which controls
the amount of primary martensite [17]. In the partitioning stage,
heat treatment to higher temperatures results in the diffusion of
carbon. At the RT, there is carbon enrichment in the austenite,
which results in its stabilization. Insufficient enrichment of carbon
helps martensite transformation in the final quenching stage to RT

[18,19]. The presence of carbon and manganese improves the sta-
bility of austenite. The addition of alloying elements like Al, Si, and
Ni creates a path for carbon partitioning in the austenite by lower-
ing the precipitation of carbide [20]. Quenching-temperature (QT),
partitioning-temperature (PT), and partitioning-time are the three
parameters that improve the mechanical properties of the steel
by altering the microstructure [21].

3. Quenching-partitioning of medium Mn steel

Fig. 1 shows the quenching-partitioning heat treatment sched-
ule used for the medium Mn steel. Medium Mn steels show their
inability to bainite formation, low hardenability during partition-
ing treatment [9,22]. S. Ayemanpudi et al. observed that higher
partitioning temperature, i.e., 450 to 600 �C compared to 400 �C,
helps to initiates cementite precipitation. Pearlite also formed on
the bulky austenite, which results in a lower amount of retained-
austenite. According to their study, they revealed that higher par-
titioning temperature on medium Mn steel gives an idea to avoid
or lower the reactions [23]. Inter-critical annealing, followed by
the quenching-partitioning, generates unstable untransformed
austenite. However, manganese partitioning helps to stabilize the

newly developed reversed austenite. This austenite with different
stabilities enhances the mechanical properties of the medium Mn
steel. For the quenching-partitioning method of heat treatment
on medium Mn steel, the carbon content is between 0.1 and
0.3 wt%. When the carbon content is more than 0.3 wt%, then twins
generate which may create the quenching cracks and lowers the
toughness [24]. H. Pan et al. applied the quenching-partitioning
treatment on medium Mn steel. They observed that the
quenching-partitioning process of heat treatment enhances the
yield strength [25].

3.1. Effect of quenching and partitioning on Si added medium
manganese steel

F.H. Akbary et al. applied the quenching-partitioning method to
0.3 wt%C, 3.5 wt%Mn, and 1.6 wt%Si steel. They observed that
austenite present in the higher Mn regions more stable than lower
Mn regions. Hence, the fraction of initial martensite amount in vol-
ume is less in the higher manganese regions. Due to partitioning in
the higher Mn regions, less carbon partitioning, not able to stabi-
lize the austenite. Hence, a more amount of secondary martensite
transformation occurs in this region. They concluded that
microstructural inhomogeneity is more distinct for higher quench-
ing temperatures [26]. E. De Moor et al. developed 3 to 5 wt% Mn
and 1.59 to 1.6 wt% Si with 0.2 to 0.29 wt% C steels. They deter-
mined the effect of quenching-partitioning on the tensile strength
and retained-austenite volume fraction for the steels. Fully austen-
itization of the developed steels gives better mechanical properties
[27]. J. Hidalgo et al. used the quenching-partitioning heat treat-
ment to 1.5 wt% Si added 4.5 wt% medium Mn steel. They investi-
gated the fracture mechanisms of the steel at two partitioning
temperatures, i.e., 400 and 500 �C, respectively. Pearlite transfor-
mation, carbide precipitation in the C enriched austenite after par-
titioning at 500 �C, creates more ductile behavior than partitioning
at 400 �C. However, for both the partitioning temperature, man-
ganese segregation promotes brittle fracture because of higher
hardness [9]. Z. Dai et al. designed a new quenching-partitioning
heat treatment with local equilibrium or para equilibrium at the
austenite–martensite interface and used in Si added Mn steel.
The interface present between the austenite and martensite chan-
ged to austenite and martensite. This change depends upon the
quenching-partitioning parameters and the alloy composition. It
also provides a new aspect to design future quenching-
partitioning steel [28]. Table 1 shows the effects of quenching-
partitioning on Si added low carbon medium Mn steel.

3.2. Effect of quenching and partitioning effect on al added medium
manganese steel

Z. R. Hou et al. developed a 0.15 wt%C, 5 wt% Mn, and 1.5 wt% Al
added medium Mn steel. Initially, they used the inter-critical
annealing method and then quenching the steel with water and
then partitioning the steel. They observed that there is a refine-
ment of the ferrite grains Presence of more number of ultrafine fer-
rite grains and retained-austenite enhance the ductility of this
steel [29]. This steel also provides good mechanical properties with
tensile elongation. B. B. He et al. designed a 2 wt% Al added med-
ium Mn steel. They observed the application of the quenching-
partitioning method of heat treatment provides excellent tensile
strength with good ductility [30]. S. Kaar et al. concluded that
the quenching-partitioning treatment to a 1.3 wt% Al and 4.5 wt%
Mn steel accelerates the transformation kinetics. The amount of
the retained-austenite increases as the quenching temperature
increases [31]. D. H. Kim et al. reported that quenching-
partitioning treatment at room-temperature enhances the yield
strength of 0.21 wt%C, 10.2 wt%Mn, and 1.94 wt% Al steel [32].

Fig. 1. Quenching-partitioning heat treatment schedule used for the medium Mn
steel.
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Table 2 represents the effects of quenching-partitioning on Al
added low carbon medium Mn steel.

3.3. Effect of quenching and partitioning effect on Ni and Si added
medium manganese steel

A. Maribel et al. developed a low carbon, 6 wt%Mn-2 wt%Ni
added medium Mn steel and used four three different partitioning

temperatures, i.e., 400, 550, 600, and 650 �C. From their compara-
tive analysis, they observed that the retention of austenite depends
on the amount of alloying elements and partitioning conditions.
However, they also observed that the higher partitioning tempera-
ture was not able to give a significant improvement in the tensile
strength properties [33]. K. Kim et al. applied the quenching-
partitioning treatment on a Ni added 0.3C-1.5Mn-1.5Si (wt%) steel.
The addition of Ni with the quenching and partitioning heat treat-

Table 1
Effect of quenching-partitioning on Si added low carbon medium manganese steel.

Chemical
composition in wt
%

Quenching and partitioning temperature and time Findings

0.3C-3.5Mn-1.6Si
[26]

Austenitization temperature and time (900 �C and 180sec), quenching temperature (180 �C
or 240 �C), partitioning temperature and time (400 �C and 5sec).

Microstructural inhomogeneity is more distinct for
higher quenching temperatures.

0.2C-3Mn-1.6Si
[27]

Austenitization temperature and time (840 �C and 120 sec), quenching temperature 210 �C
and partitioning temperature and time (400 �C and 30sec).

Give a better combination of microstructure and
properties.

0.3C-3Mn-1.6Si
[27]

Austenitization temperature and time (820 �C and 120 sec), quenching temperature at
200 �C and partitioning temperature and time (400 �C and 30sec).

0.3C-5Mn-1.6Si
[27]

Austenitization temperature and time (780 �C and 120 sec), quenching temperature at
160 �C, and partitioning temperature and time (400 �C and 30sec).

(0.15–0.3)C-(1.5–
3)Mn -(1–2)Si
[9]

Initially, heated to a temperature above Ac3 and then slow cooling to Ar3, i.e., approximately
740 �C, quenching temperature in between the MS-MF temperature and then reheated to a
higher temperature for a couple of minutes.

Manganese segregation promotes brittle fracture
mechanisms because of higher hardness.

0.25C-2.1Mn-
1.1Si[28]

Austenitization temperature and time (900 �C for 180sec), quenching temperature at 230 �C/
260 �C/290 �C. The partitioning temperature and time (400 �C and 120 sec).

To tailor the microstructure, the interfacial
partitioning of manganese plays an important role.

0.59C-2.9Mn-2Si
[28]

Austenitization temperature and time (900 �C for 180sec), then quenching to room
temperature. The partitioning temperature and time (400 �C and 120 sec).

Table 2
Quenching-partitioning treatment on Al added low carbon medium manganese steel.

Chemical composition in wt
%

Quenching and partitioning temperature and time Findings

0.15C-5Mn-1.5Al[29] Austenitization temperature and time (750 �C for 15mins), then
water quenching to 20, 40, 60, and 80 �C for 2sec. Partitioning
temperature at 400 �C for 100sec.

A higher amount of retained-austenite provides higher tensile
strength and elongation. However, ductility enhances due to the
presence of ultrafine ferrite.

0.2C-10Mn �2Al[30] The cast and forged steel after air cooling tempered at 300 or 350 �C. Due to the TRIP effect, it exhibits higher mechanical properties.
0.2C-4.5Mn-1.3Al[31] Austenitization at 900 �C for 120 sec, then quenched in the

temperature range 130–330 �C for 10 sec, and then reheated to 350,
400, and 450 �C for 600 sec, respectively.

The final quenching temperature controls the microstructure.
The fraction of primary martensite and retained-austenite
depends on the quenching temperature.

0.21C–10.20Mn–1.94Al[32] Initially austenitized at 1200 �C for one hour and then hot-rolled.
Annealing at 650 �C for one hour. The annealed sample was cold-
rolled and then again heat-treated at 700 and 750 �C for one hour.
The 750 �C annealed sample is tempered at 100 �C, 200 �C, or 300 �C
for 20 min to partition C.

High yield strength (1GPa), tensile strength (1.5GPa), and
ductility (19.5%).

Table 3
Effect of quenching-partitioning on both Si-Ni and Si-Cr added low carbon medium Mn steel.

Chemical composition in wt% Quenching and partitioning temperature and time Findings

0.19C- 5.7Mn- 1.6Ni- 1.4Si[33] Austenitization temperature and time (900 �C and 180sec),
quenching temperature (180 �C or 240 �C), and partitioning
temperature and time (400 �C and 5sec).

The addition of Ni enhances the retained austenite fraction in
volume. As a result, enhancement in mechanical properties
such as tensile strength and hardness. The retained-austenite
fraction in volume and stability increases with Ni content,
which further enhances the tensile strength and hardness.

0.244C-1.379Mn-1.386Si-0.033Ni[7] Austenitization temperature and time (840 �C and 120 sec),
quenching temperature (210 �C), and partitioning
temperature and time (400 �C and 30sec).

A higher fraction of retained-austenite in volume and stability
of retained-austenite does not always provide higher
mechanical properties.

0.209C-1.436Mn-1.444Si-1.012Ni[7] Austenitized temperature and time (820 �C and 120 sec),
quenching temperature (200 �C), and partitioning
temperature and time (400 �C and 30sec).

0.279C-1.409Mn-1.458Si-1.986Ni[7] Austenitization temperature and time (780 �C and 120 sec),
quenching temperature (160 �C), and partitioning
temperature and time (400 �C and 30 sec).

(0.15–0.3)C-(1.5–3)Mn-(1–2)Si[34] Initially, heated to a temperature above Ac3 and then slow
cooling to Ar3, i.e., approximately 740 �C, quenching
temperature (between MS – MF) and then reheated to a higher
temperature for a couple of minutes.

Low carbon martensite with carbon enriched austenite phases
gives higher tensile strength and ductility. These phases are
formed by controlling partitioning conditions.
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ment technique increased the fraction of retained austenite in vol-
ume and its stability. Further grain refinement occurs with increas-
ing the retained- austenite fraction in volume, with the weight
percent of Ni. The quenching-partitioning method of heat treat-
ment helps to enhance the mechanical properties of this Ni added
steel. Table 3 shows the effects of quenching and partitioning on
both Si-Ni, and Si-Cr added low carbon medium Mn steel.

3.4. Effect of quenching and partitioning effect on Si and Cr added
medium manganese steel

E. J. Seo et al. analyzed the role of quenching-partitioning treat-
ment on a Si (1.6 wt%), Cr (1 wt%) added medium Mn steel. They
observed the presence of low carbon martensite, which gives high
strength to this steel. It also offers better mechanical properties
because of a large fraction of retained austenite in volume [9,34].

4. Conclusions

QT, PT, and Pt are the controlling parameters for the quenching-
partitioning process of heat treatment. This process alters the
microstructure through the reverse austenite and martensite. It
changes the mechanical properties such as hardness, strength,
toughness, and ductility of low carbon alloyed medium Mn steel.
This method of heat treatment provides better mechanical proper-
ties to this steel compared to the other heat treatment methods.
Alloying elements like Al, Si, Ni, and Cr with the quenching-
partitioning improves the mechanical properties. These alloying
elements create a path for carbon partitioning to austenite by low-
ering the carbide precipitation during the partitioning stage.
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a b s t r a c t

Hadfield manganese steel is the first choice by the mining and mineral processing industries because of
its high work hardening rate, high wear resistance, ductility, and toughness properties. Sometimes
Hadfield steel fails to give a better combination of these properties due to precipitation of the brittle car-
bides at the grain boundaries of austenite. Controlling of these (Fe, Mn)3C carbides provide high strength,
ductility, toughness along with high work-hardening property and also a high wear and corrosion resis-
tance to the steel. A suitable heat-treatment process helps to achieve carbide-free austenite grains, and it
provides better mechanical properties. Hence, in the present investigation, a comparative analysis is car-
ried out, which gives an idea about the different heat-treatment process parameters such as the heat-
treatment sequence, temperature, heating rate, and cooling rate. A single-step or double-step heat-
treatment process is applicable for the Hadfield steel. Recently it is reported that the double-step heat-
treatment process is more efficient than the single-step heat-treatment. In the double-step heat-
treatment process, initial heating up to 650 �C with a holding time of 3hrs and then heating up to
1100 �C with a holding time of 3hrs followed by water quenching dissolves the carbides for the
Hadfield steel. To achieve a higher cooling rate in the heat-treatment process, water, salt solution, or a
mixture of water and salt solution is used as the quenching media. From the present investigation, it
is clear that a higher cooling rate, along with the double-step heat-treatment, gives a better combination
of strength and ductility to Hadfield steel.
� 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the International Confer-
ence on Materials, Processing & Characterization.

1. Introduction

Equipment’s used in the mining and mineral processing indus-
tries, always dealing with carrying the heavyweight ores, rocks,
and stones [1-4]. This type of equipment needs high wear resis-
tance capacity to sustain for a longer time. The wear conditions
vary from low to severe wear, such as adhesive, abrasive, impact
abrasion,and fatigue wear. Hadfield manganese steel, with its
unique combination of properties such as high work hardening,
ductility, and wear resistance able to withstand all these types of
wear [5-8]. So there is always a demand for Hadfield steel by the
mining and mineral industries. The as-cast Hadfield steel contains
the brittle (Fe, Mn)3C carbides, and these carbides reduce the duc-
tility and lower the wear resistance property [9]. The other limita-
tion of this steel is its low yield strength. Hence in the last two

decades, researchers are trying to enhance the yield strength, along
with ductility and wear resistance capacity of this steel by adding
alloying elements and by adopting some new heat treatment tech-
niques. Their main aim is to remove or lower the amount of the
brittle (Fe, Mn)3C carbide phase. The addition of alloying elements
like Cr, V, Mo precipitates complex carbides at the grain boundaries
in the as-cast steel [10]. The presence of these carbides improve
the strength and hardness of the Hadfield steel but generate stres-
ses and promote brittle fracture [11–15]. Austenite stabilizing ele-
ments such as Al and Ni enhances the hardness and ductility of the
Hadfield manganese steel [16–19]. This improvement in mechani-
cal properties increases the wear resistance of Hadfield steel. It is
mentioned in the literature that the austenitization temperature
of Hadfield steel is from 1010 �C to 1120 �C for sufficient time
and then quenching in water [20]. The solutionizing treatment
depends on the austenitizing temperature, holding time, and
quenching rate. Higher austenitizing temperature coarsens the
austenite grains. Heating for a longer time at higher temperatures
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creates decarburization and loss of manganese [21,22]. Slow
quenching precipitates a higher amount of (Fe, Mn)3C carbides
[23]. Hosseini and Limooei studied the effect of the solution
annealing cooling rate on the precipitation of the carbides. They
reported with increasing the cooling rate of the quenching solu-
tion, the (Fe, Mn)3C carbide volume fraction decreases [24]. Sant
and Smith observed that the solution annealing temperature of
950 to 1050 �C and rapid quenching provides a carbide free homo-
geneous austenite structure. As a result, the presence of a large
amount of carbon in the austenite gives high ductility, toughness,
and work-hardening property to the steel [22]. Hence to get 100
percent austenite grains with smaller grain sizes, researchers apply
some new heat treatment techniques. The present work aims to
analyze the effect of different heat-treatment processes, heating,
and cooling rate on the microstructure and mechanical properties
of Hadfield manganese steel.

1.1. Single-step heat-treatment process

A. Souad and H. Ali studied the effect of a new heat treatment
process on a Cr and Ni added Hadfield manganese steel. In the first
case, they heated the samples with a heating rate of 6 �C/min for
three different temperatures (600, 1080, and 1100 �C), with a hold-
ing time of 1hr. In the second case, heating the steel samples at
temperatures like 600, 1020, and 1050 �C with a heating rate of
12 �C/min for a holding time of 1hr and then quenching with
water. They observed (Fe, Mn, Cr)3C cementite precipitate at the
austenite grain boundaries. With increasing the weight percentage
of Cr and Ni, the amount of (Fe, Mn, Cr)3C cementite increases,
which refines the microstructure. The heat-treated steel samples
have martensite and non-transformed austenite. Heat-treatment
at 1050 �C is not able to dissolve the (Fe, Mn, Cr)3C cementite.
However, increasing the heat-treatment temperature and decreas-
ing the heating rate dissolves these secondary carbides or (Fe, Mn,
Cr)3C cementite. As a result, hardness, coefficient of friction, and
wear resistance of the Cr, and Ni added Hadfield manganese steel
improved [25]. Fig. 1 shows a heat-treatment cycle used for a Cr,
and Ni added Hadfield manganese steel.

G. Tęcza and S. Sobule heat-treated the steel samples at three
different temperatures at 1100, 1150, and 1200 �C, respectively.
They observed the applied heat-treatment temperature and time
are not sufficient to develop a complete austenite phase without
any carbide [26]. U.Gurol used a heat-treatment cycle, which con-
sists of initial heating of the samples up to 650 �C with a holding
time of 3hrs. Then heating the heat-treated samples to 1100 �C at
a heating rate of 1.67 �C/min, and then again with a holding time
of 3hrs. After this heat-treatment cycle, the samples are water
quenched. They observed that the developed solution annealing

or heat-treatment cycle able to completely dissolve the (Fe,
Mn)3C cementite carbides for the 1 wt%C Hadfield steel. For higher
wt% of C in Hadfield steel, this cycle is not able to dissolve the car-
bides completely. But with increasing the solution annealing tem-
perature, the amount of dissolution increased. But higher solution
annealing temperature increased the grain size and reduced the
mechanical properties. Among the five steel samples (0.7 wt%C-
17 wt%Mn, 1 wt%C-13 wt%Mn, 1 wt%C-17 wt%Mn, 1 wt%C-21 wt%
Mn, and 1.3 wt%C-17 wt%Mn), the 1 wt%C-17 wt%Mn Hadfield
steel shows better tensile strength and ductility [27]. Fig. 2 depicts
the heat treatment cycle applied for the five high manganese plates
of steel (0.7 wt%C-17 wt%Mn, 1 wt%C-13 wt%Mn, 1 wt%C-17 wt%
Mn, 1 wt%C-21 wt%Mn, 1.3 wt%C-17 wt%Mn).

S. A. Torabi et al. used a cyclic solution annealing at 1100 �C for
2 hrs. They rapidly quenched the steel after annealing in water by
stirring. They observed this solution annealing temperature, and
rapid quenching in water developed a complete austenite phase
without any precipitation of carbides [28]. A. F. Khan et al. applied
a heat treatment cycle to a 1.46 wt%C, 1.03 wt%Si, 12.54 wt%Mn
steel. The heat treatment cycle consists of heating the steel sample
at (1050 �C + 470 �C + 850 �C) for some time off (1/3 hr + 5hrs
+ 4hrs) and then quenched with (water + air + water) respectively.
For this heat treatment cycle, the microstructure consists of finely
dispersed (Fe, Mn)3C cementite carbides within the austenite
grains. Due to the presence of carbides in the austenite grains,
the hardness increases from 9 to 25 HRC. They also reported that
this heat treatment cycle provides high hardness and toughness
to the Hadfield steel [29]. S.H. M Anijdan and M. Sabzi studied
the effect of heat treatment process parameters on two as cast
Hadfield steel blocks with the chemical composition of 1.21 wt%
C, 12.67 wt%Mn, 0.41% Si, 0.019 wt% P. They solutionized the Had-
field steels at 1100 �C for 2hrs. After heating, they quenched with
water and 3%NaCl solution. Fig. 3 shows the optical micrographs
of as-cast, water quenched, and salt bath quenched samples for
the 1.21 wt%C, 12.67 wt%Mn steel. They observed that the austen-
ite grain size is smaller for the water quenched samples compared
to the salt bath quenched samples. However, the amount of the (Fe,
Mn)3C carbide is more for the water quenched sample than the salt
bath quenched sample. As a result, the salt bath quenched sample
provides lower values of hardness, tensile strength, and yield
strength. However, the salt bath quenching gives higher toughness
compared to the water quenched sample [30]. M. B. Limooei and
Sh. Hosseini studied the effect of heat treatment process parame-
ters such as austenitizing temperature, austenitizing time, and
quenching rate on the 1.23 wt%C, 13.32 wt%Mn, 1.91 wt%Cr, and
0.49 wt% Si added Hadfield manganese steel by using the Taguchi
method. They observed that the heat treatment parameters affect
the austenite grain size and amount of carbide. The optimized heat

Fig. 1. Heat treatment cycle used for a Cr and Ni added Hadfield manganese steel [25].
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treatment process parameters are the austenitizing temperature
(1050�C), austenitizing time (1.5 h), and quenching solution (0%
salt) [24].

1.2. Double- step heat- treatment process

R. Lencina et al. applied an austenitization temperature of
1120 �C for a time of 1hr, and then water plus salt quenched with
a 4% salt solution in two Hadfield steel having 12.5 wt% Mn and
16.68 wt% Mn with approximately 1.4 wt% C. They observed that
16.68 wt% Mn gives higher wear resistance than the 12.5 wt% Mn
Hadfield steel [31]. M. Azadi et al. developed a new double-step
heat-treatment technique for the high manganese Hadfield steel.
Fig. 4 shows the double-step heat-treatment cycle applied to a
1.2 wt%C-17.5 wt%Mn-1.7 wt%Cr Hadfield manganese steel. In a
resistance furnace, in the first step, the steel is heated to 620 �C
for a time of 20 min. Then the steel is austenitized to a temperature
of 1050 �C for a time of 20mins, followed by water quenching.
However, in the second step of heat-treatment, the steel samples
are put into the furnace after reaching the austenitizing tempera-
ture (1050 or 1100 �C) with a holding time of 1hr followed by
quenching with water + 0 wt% salt, a mixture of water and ice,
water + 1.5 wt% salt, water + 3 wt% salt respectively. However,
the ice plus water solution lowered the hardness value due to
the higher cooling rate, but the grain size (115 mm) was less com-
pared with the other heat-treated samples. The increasing solution
annealing temperature from 1050 �C to 1100 �C increased the
amount of carbide dissolution. The double-step heat-treatment
process is more efficient to improve the hardness and toughness
than the single-step heat-treatment process [32]. S. Hosseini
et al. optimized the heat-treatment process parameters (austeni-
tizing temperature, time, and quenching solution) for a 1.32 wt%

C-13.32 wt% Mn-1.91 wt% Cr-0.49 wt%Si Hadfield steel. They have
used nine heat treatment cycles with different (water + salt) solu-
tions as quenching medium and measured the grain size, carbide
volume fraction, and hardness for the steel. They found that
austenitizing temperature of 1100 �C for 3hrs holding time with
a water + 1.5% salt quenching and 3% salt quenching gives a better
combination of hardness and toughness because of the lower vol-
ume fraction of carbide [33]. For complete removal of the carbides,
the austenitizing temperature is in the range of 30–50 �C above the
upper critical temperature. With a low heating rate and high
quenching rate, dissolve all the carbides. B. Bandanadjaja and E
Hidayat used a two-stage heat treatment process for the improve-
ment of impact toughness of the Hadfield steel. Initially, the steel is
heated at a lower temperature up to 600–700 �C to enhance the
growth rate of pearlite. It generates smaller austenite grains in
the austenitization stage. After initial heating, austenitization is
carried out at higher temperatures up to 980–1000 �C. They
observed that this two-step heat-treatment process provides 25%
higher toughness than the conventional single-stage heat-
treatment process [34].

2. Conclusions

(i) Increasing the heat-treatment temperature and decreasing
the heating rate dissolves the secondary carbides or (Fe,
Mn)3C cementite.

(ii) The austenite grain size is smaller for the water quenched
sample compared to the salt bath quenched sample, and
the amount of the (Fe, Mn)3C carbide is more for the water
quenched sample than the salt bath quenched sample.

Fig. 2. Heat treatment cycle for high manganese steels (0.7 wt%C-17 wt%Mn, 1 wt%
C-13 wt%Mn, 1 wt%C-17 wt%Mn, 1 wt%C-21 wt%Mn, 1.3 wt%C-17 wt%Mn) [27].

Fig. 3. Optical micrograph of a hadfield steel (1.21 wt%C, 12.67 wt%Mn, 0.41% Si, 0.019 wt% P) (a) as cast, (b) water quenched and (c) 3 wt% NaCl salt bath quenched [30].

Fig. 4. A two-stage heat treatment cycle for Hadfield manganese steel [32].
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(iii) The double-step heat-treatment process is more efficient to
improve the hardness and toughness than the single-step
heat-treatment process.
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